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Abstract

This thesis deals with the application of modern identification techniques to model the 
dynamic relationship between the fuel flow and shaft speeds of a Rolls Royce aircraft 
gas turbine. It is motivated by the desire to exploit recent advances in modelling linear 
and nonlinear systems and the need to investigate the suitability of various model 
representations in nonlinear gas turbine modelling.

The first part of the thesis deals with linear gas turbine modelling, with the aim of 
estimating models which can be used to verify the linearised thermodynamic models 
derived from the engine physics, at different shaft speeds. A detailed analysis of the 
engine data is presented and linear engine models are identified at different operating 
points using time- and frequency-domain techniques. The influence of noise and 
nonlinearities on the estimated models is studied and it is shown that the use of 
multisine signals and frequency-domain techniques is particularly suited to this 
problem, since the derived continuous-time s-domain models can be directly compared 
with the linearised thermodynamic models. It is also shown that discrete models 
estimated in the time domain have excellent approximation capabilities but are not 
suited for the validation of the thermodynamic models since their modes are uncertain 
and they sometimes result in modes which do not have a continuous-time counterpart.

The second part of the thesis deals with the application of several nonlinear system 
representations to model the nonlinear relationship between the fuel flow and shaft 
speeds of the gas turbine. Data is analysed in both time- and frequency-domain to gain 
information about the engine nonlinearity, and several nonlinear model representations 
are presented along with popular estimation algorithms. Nonlinear models for each shaft 
were then estimated and the performance of these models was demonstrated by their 
ability to approximate measured engine data. It is shown that the nonlinear relationship 
between the fuel flow and shaft speed can be modelled using a Wiener structure, a 
NARMAX structure or a neural network. Several issues concerning signal design and 
prior knowledge of the nonlinearity in a system are also discussed and a number of 
recommendations are made for future gas turbine modelling and testing.

This thesis is a contribution to the further application of multifrequency signals and 
time- and frequency-domain techniques to the identification of linear and nonlinear 
models for aircraft gas turbines. While this work was applied to a gas turbine, these 
techniques can be applied to a range of industrial applications that deal with system 
testing and modelling.
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Chapter I

Introduction



Introduction

This thesis deals with the application of modem system identification techniques to

model the dynamic relationship between the fuel flow and the shaft speeds of an aircraft 

gas turbine. The work can be seen as an extension of the work presented by Hill (1994) 

and Evans (1998) who estimated linear engine models in both time- and frequency- 

domains. The fact that the engine dynamics change with operating point (shaft speed), 

requires the use of a family of linear models to describe the engine dynamics throughout 

the operating range. The main focus of this thesis is to estimate single global nonlinear 

models for each engine shaft, capable of representing the engine dynamics at a range of 

speeds.

The thesis can be divided into two parts; the first part deals with the estimation of linear 

engine models at different operating points, and the second part deals with the 

estimation of global nonlinear engine models which provide a substitute to the family of 

linear models previously estimated. Several aspects of nonlinear modelling are 

discussed and proposed solutions are presented in the final stages of the thesis.

This thesis was motivated by the desire to take full advantage of modem nonlinear 

system identification techniques and estimation algorithms to obtain nonlinear models 

of an aircraft gas turbine. The nature of the inputs applied to an aircraft gas turbine and 

the nonlinearities on the engine make nonlinear modelling an attractive task. The 

estimation of global models for the engine can provide the basis for the design of a 

global nonlinear controller of the engine, and verification of the nonlinear 

thermodynamic models derived from the engine physical laws.

The main body of the thesis begins in Chapter 2 with an introduction to the modelling 

of aircraft gas turbines. An outline of gas turbine construction and operation is 

presented followed by a review of the work previously conducted on the modelling of 

gas turbines. It will be seen that there are two main aspects of nonlinear operation in the 

engine. The first is due to the inherent nature of the engine and it is revealed as a change 

in dynamics at different speeds, and the second source is due to thermal effects which
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become significant for large accelerations and decelerations, termed slam manoeuvres. 

The identification problem in this thesis is then defined, which is to estimate nonlinear 

models to model the nonlinearity in the engine arising from the change of dynamics 

with operating point. Thermal effects were not dealt with in this thesis.

Chapter 3 serves to introduce the fundamental concepts relating to the modelling and 

estimation of linear time invariant systems in the time and frequency domain. The 

estimators are described for parametric time-domain modelling and for both 

nonparametric and parametric frequency-domain modelling. Methods to estimate the 

model order are reviewed and two geometric methods with appropriate examples are 

presented. A discussion is made of the relative merits of discrete-time and continuous- 

time models and their application, and it is seen that in applications where an exact 

representation of the continuous system is required continuous ^-domain models should 

be preferred. Chapter 3 concludes with a discussion of key issues on experiment design. 

Particular attention is paid to the selection of the input excitation and the properties of 

multisine and inverse repeat maximum length binary sequences (IRMLBS) are 

discussed. This chapter is an overview of techniques covered in Chapters 2 and 3 of 

Evans (1998) with extensions to include geometric methods for the estimation of the 

model order. This chapter provides the theoretical basis for Chapter 4 of this thesis.

The application of linear system identification techniques to estimate linear engine 

models at different operating points is dealt with in Chapter 4. The engine frequency 

responses were calculated for each of the available multisine and IRMLBS tests along 

with confidence bounds and the results are compared. It is shown that for an appropriate 

input amplitude the effects of nonlinearity and noise on the estimated frequency 

responses are insignificant. The variation of the dynamics with operating point is 

apparent from the frequency responses estimated at different operating points 

confirming that the gas turbine is nonlinear. A weak even-order nonlinearity is detected 

in the engine at small amplitudes, which does not affect the odd-harmonic multisines 

used. The application of the geometric methods described in Chapter 3 on the gas
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turbine data give a good estimate of the model order for both shafts; this information is 

used in subsequent chapters to assist the estimation of nonlinear engine models. High 

quality models of each shaft at different operating points are estimated using frequency- 

domain techniques. The results are in accordance to the results obtained by Evans 

(1998) at a single operating point. It is clear from the results that the dynamics, dc gains 

and pure time delays of the estimated models change with operating point. The 

estimated models are validated using different tests of the same amplitude and the 

model uncertainties are quantified.

Time-domain models with excellent input-output properties were also estimated and a 

comparison was made between these models and the models estimated in the frequency 

domain. It is seen that the models estimated in the time-domain are not able to 

consistently estimate a second mode which is essential to describe the engine dynamics, 

and in some cases the estimated models contain a single real negative pole. Such a pole 

has no continuous counterpart thus it cannot be compared to the poles of the s-domain 

thermodynamic models, and physical interpretation is lost. It is thus concluded that 

frequency-domain techniques should be preferred for linear identification of the engine 

dynamics since a physical interpretation of the model parameters is possible. The poles 

and zeros of the models estimated in the frequency domain are compared with the poles 

and zeros of the linearised thermodynamic models. A considerable discrepancy is 

evident for both engine shafts suggesting that the thermodynamic models are not 

adequately representing the engine dynamics.

Chapter 5 presents a brief review of the most common nonlinear system representations. 

Special emphasis is paid to the well-known block-oriented structures, the polynomial 

NARMAX (Nonlinear AutoRegressive Moving Average with exogenous inputs) 

model and neural network models. The properties of these models are discussed and a 

general methodology for the estimation of black-box models is presented based on 

Ljung (2001). This chapter serves as an introduction to nonlinear modelling and 

provides the basis for subsequent chapters.
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In Chapter 6 a review of signal design methods for nonlinear system modelling is 

presented. The engine data is then separated into estimation and validation data sets. 

The estimation data is composed of small signal tests at different operating points in 

order to ensure the minimal influence of thermal effects and ensure that the variation of 

engine dynamics with operating point is represented in the data. The engine data is 

analysed in both time and frequency domains in order to obtain insight into the nature of 

the nonlinearity. A review of the available estimation algorithms for Hammerstein and 

Wiener estimation methods is presented along with the algorithms used in this thesis to 

estimate nonlinear engine models. The presented algorithms are then employed and the 

a priori knowledge gained from nonparametric data analysis is used to estimate 

Hammerstein and Wiener models for both engine shafts. The estimated models are 

validated using the available validation data sets. It is seen that the Hammerstein models 

are not able to capture the engine dynamics, whereas the estimated Wiener models 

provide a good approximation of the engine dynamics throughout the operating range. 

The estimated Wiener models are then compared with the previously estimated linear 

models and it is seen that the improvement in performance is achieved by the ability to 

model the engine dynamics over a wide range of shaft speeds with a single model.

The estimation of polynomial NARMAX models for the gas turbine is investigated in 

Chapter 7. The most involved task in the estimation of NARMAX models is to estimate 

the correct model structure. The structure selection procedures found in the literature 

use statistical measures to assess the significance of each model term in the model 

structure. This is done not necessarily to ensure that the correct model of the system will 

be estimated (this is a very ambitious prospect in nonlinear modelling) but in order to 

arrive at a model which adheres to the principle of parsimony (the simpler the 

explanation, the better). A review of techniques used to estimate the correct structure of 

polynomial NARMAX models is presented in this chapter. Special emphasis is paid to 

the error reduction test (ERR) test commonly used in NARMAX modelling and several 

issues that influence this test are discussed. A methodology is then proposed to estimate
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polynomial NARMAX models using the validation data as a valuable tool for structure 

selection. The proposed methodology is then employed to estimate polynomial 

NARMAX models for both engine shafts. A family of NARMAX models is obtained 

for each shaft and the performance of these models is illustrated on the validation data. 

Information about the engine dynamics is gathered by analysing the estimated models in 

the frequency domain by computing their generalised frequency response functions 

(GFRFs). The work in Chapter 7 illustrates the potential of NARMAX models to model 

the global dynamics of an aircraft gas turbine and the possibility to physically interpret 

the estimated model parameters.

In Chapter 8 a review of multilayer perceptron neural network models is presented. 

Several neural network structures are then trained on the engine data and the neural 

networks, which performed best on the validation data, were selected. Chapter 8 

illustrates the potential of neural networks to model the engine nonlinear dynamics with 

high accuracy. Neural network models do not allow physical interpretation of the 

model parameters to be made and they usually require more parameters than the 

corresponding NARMAX structures.

Several issues were raised concerning the estimation of nonlinear engine models in 

Chapter 6, 7 and 8 and these issues are the main focus of Chapter 9. The fact that an 

aircraft gas turbine does not have a typical input applied to it but rather accepts a wide 

variety of inputs during normal operation makes it difficult to design appropriate signals 

for nonlinear system modelling. The fact that an input signal must be able to excite all 

the frequencies within the bandwidth of the engine and at the same time be able to 

excite all the nonlinearities in the system within the amplitude of interest, provides a 

guideline to the most appropriate signal to be used in future testing of gas turbines. The 

observations of other authors who dealt with signal design for nonlinear modelling are 

then taken into account to propose multisine signals with imposed amplitude 

distribution for future use in gas turbine testing.
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A crucial issue in the estimation of Volterra type and NARMAX structures is the 

knowledge about the system nonlinearity. In Chapter 9 two methods to provide 

knowledge about the nonlinearity in a system are proposed. It is shown that the use of 

signals with specially designed spectrum so not to excite the system dynamics can 

provide a good approximation of the system static nonlinearity. This method can be 

generally slower than traditional static testing but it can be more accurate since it is 

possible to collect more points to describe the system static behaviour. The second 

method is developed in the frequency domain and provides information only about the 

maximum order of nonlinearity in a system. It is based on the ability to test the system 

at three different amplitudes and the use of multisine signals in order to take advantage 

of their spectral properties. It is shown through simulation examples that this method 

allows a consistent estimate of the maximum order of nonlinearity in Volterra type 

systems.

The chapters in this thesis are written to be self-contained, as far as possible, and each 

begins with a short abstract and ends with a set of conclusions. Unlike Chapters 3 and 4 

where the description of the linear system identification methods was separated from the 

results obtained on the gas turbine data, the algorithms used to estimate nonlinear 

models are presented in Chapter 6, 7 and 8 together with the results obtained on the gas 

turbine.

A number of chapters are based on one or more published papers. Chapter 4 is based on 

Chiras et al. (2000a), and Chapter 6 is based on Chiras et al. (200la). The work on 

NARMAX modelling described in Chapter 7 has been presented at a number of 

conferences (Chiras et al., 2000b; Chiras et al., 2001b; Chiras et al., 2001c; Chiras et 

al., 2001d). A journal paper on this work has also been published (Chiras et al., 2001e) 

and an additional journal paper (Chiras et al., 2002a) has been accepted for publication. 

The work on neural network modelling of gas turbine presented in Chapter 8, has been 

also presented in Chiras et al. (2001f) and submitted for publication in Chiras et al. 

(2002b). A paper is also submitted for publication (Chiras et al., 2002c) containing a
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description of the methodology described in Chapter 9 to estimate the nonlinear order of 

a system.



Chapter II

The Gas Turbine

Abstract — This chapter serves to introduce the dynamic modelling of gas turbines, 

beginning with an outline of their construction and operation. A review of the work 

previously conducted in this field is then presented, which examines both the models 

derived and the engine testing methods employed. Attention is paid to modelling the 

basic dynamic response of the engine and to modelling thermal effects during large 

transient manoeuvres. The limitations of previous work are highlighted and the overall 

aims of the present work are defined.



2.1 Introduction

2.1 Introduction

The modelling of gas turbines has been the subject of considerable study since the early 

days of jet propulsion. The development of aircraft gas turbines can be traced back to 

the 1930's, with the simultaneous development of jet engine technology in Britain and 

Germany. The first operational jet engine was built by a British team headed by Frank 

Whittle and tested in April 1937. This led to the development of an experimental 

aircraft, the Gloster E28/29, which first flew in May 1941. Meanwhile, Hans von Chain 

and Max Hahn were developing a similar engine for the Heinkel aircraft company and 

the first flight of the He-178 took place in August 1939. A comprehensive overview of 

gas turbine development has been presented in Chain (1996).

Gas turbines are now extensively used in aero, marine and industrial applications. Gas 
turbines are even finding application in a new generation of low-emission electric cars, 

tested by Volvo (Vernet, 1994).

2.2 Gas Turbines

A basic gas turbine engine consists of a compressor, a combustor, and a turbine in 
series. Intake air is compressed by the compressor and delivered to the combustor at 

considerably increased pressure and temperature. In the combustion chamber, the 

pressurised air is mixed with fuel and the mixture is ignited, producing a further rise in 

temperature and hence an expansion of gases. These gases then expand through the 

turbine, which is designed to extract sufficient energy from them to keep the 

compressor rotating, so that the engine is self-sustaining. The engine efficiency is 

improved by increasing the overall compressor pressure ratio, which is achieved using a 

twin-spool design, in which both the compressor and turbine are split into high (HP) and 

low pressure (LP) stages. The Rolls Royce Spey MK202 engine tested in this work is an 

example of a twin-spool engine, a schematic of which is shown in Figure 2-1. The HP 

turbine drives the HP compressor and the LP turbine drives the LP compressor. These
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are connected by concentric shafts, which rotate at different speeds, referred to as 
and NL- The simplest form of gas turbine is known as a turbojet, where all the intake air 
passes through the engine core. Such engines have a small frontal area and high jet 
velocity, making them suitable for use in high-speed aircraft. The Spey MK202 is an 
example of a turbofan engine, which is a comparatively small engine by modern 
standards and can produce about 55KN of thrust without reheat. Although it is no longer 
in service it has the same basic architecture, for purpose of control, as that of more 
modern engines such as the EJ200, which is used to power the Eurofighter (Dadd et al., 

1996). In Figure 2-1, it can be seen that only part of the air entering the engine passes 
through the HP compressor and the combustion chamber, while the remainder by-passes 
the engine core. The ratio between the mass flow of air in the by-pass duct and in the 
core is termed the by-pass ratio. The Spey has a by-pass ratio of only 0.6, while many 
modern commercial engines, such as the Rolls-Royce Trent, have by-pass ratios as high 
as 4.8. The by-pass air reduces the overall jet velocity, which leads to lower noise 
levels, along with better efficiency and reduced fuel consumption.

The Spey engine also incorporates a number of additional features associated with 
modern military gas turbines. Variable inlet guide vanes (VIGV's) control the angle at 
which the air flows into the HP compressor and these are adjusted in relation to the 
engine speed, in order to improve engine performance. A variable area reheat nozzle at 
the engine output allows additional fuel to be injected into the hot exhaust gases, to 
produce additional thrust when required. Finally, an adjustable HP compressor bleed 

valve allows the mass flow through the later compressor stages to be reduced, in order 
to lower the pressure ratio across the compressor and prevent it from going into surge at 
low speeds. A surge condition is reached when the pressure difference across the 
compressor is too great, for a given engine speed and mass flow, which causes a violent 

break-down of air flow within that compressor. The hot high-pressure gases in the 
engine core can then reverse their direction of motion and surge backwards through the 
compressor. When the pressure in the combustion system is relieved, the compressor 

can recover. This cycle is repeated and there is a major risk of mechanical damage to
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the engine. A related malfunction which must also be avoided is known as deep stall. 

This involves a stable and sustainable reduction of the mass flow and the pressure ratio 

across the compressor, which can result in the turbine overheating.

The two shaft speeds are the primary outputs of a gas turbine, from which the internal 

engine pressures and thrust can be calculated. The dynamic relationship between these 

shaft speeds and the fuel feed will be studied in this thesis.
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Figure 2-1. Simplified schematic of a Rolls Royce Spey engine.

2.3 Modelling Gas Turbines

Engine models are required both in the development and operational stages of the life of 

a gas turbine. In the development stage the models can provide insights into the engine 

behaviour and physics and allow the overall control system specifications to be defined. 

This requires that comprehensive models are developed, which incorporate all the 

secondary effects encountered in the engine. Such detailed knowledge is of increasing
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importance, since it is now common practice for companies purchasing gas turbines to 

insist on guaranteed engine response characteristics within their contracts.

While the modelling effort may well be extensive, it should yield significant savings in 

terms of overall engine development. The performance of any engine model must then 

be verified using real data gathered from the gas turbine, after which the model 

parameters may need to be updated. A physical interpretation can then be made of these 

model parameters, in order to verify assumptions about the engine characteristics.

An important area of application of such models is that of engine handling, which is 

defined by Bauerfeind (1982) as: "achieving a desired state with a minimum of manual 

effort in the shortest possible time without any undue safety risks". The response rate of 

the gas turbine to throttle changes is critical to this respect. Rapid response rates are 

required for reasons of maneuverability and safety but problems such as shaft over- 

speed and compressor stall and surge must be avoided. Such considerations are 

obviously vital for military aircraft but are also important in the civilian sphere, to cope 

with situations such as baulked landing, where a landing is aborted at the last minute 

and a rapid engine response is required.

The range of different throttle changes which must be dealt with by a given engine and 

its control system are illustrated in Figure 2-2, which shows the throttle movement 

patterns for the leader and wingman of the Red Arrows acrobatic team. It can be seen 

that the leader uses very little of the throttle during the main part of the flight, while the 

wingman uses nearly all of the throttle range. The design of an engine control system 

which can cope with these differing requirements is greatly facilitated by the use of 

model based simulations at the development stage.
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Figure 2-2. Throttle movement patterns for Red Arrows leader and wingman. 

(Reproduced from Pollit (1982), with permission.)

The use of models in the operational stage of an engine's life is usually restricted to 

functions such as controller tuning, the training and familiarisation of pilots, condition 

monitoring and fault diagnosis (Zhang et al., 1994; Milne and Trave-Massuyes, 1994). 

The models used for these applications are generally less sophisticated than those used 

in the development stage.

2.4 Previous Work

The earliest engine models were derived by Gold and Rosenzweig (1952) who deduced 

that the fuel feed to shaft speed dynamics of a single-shaft engine could be modelled as 

a linear first-order system. The time constant was expressed in terms of partial
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derivatives, which made its interpretation difficult. A simplified representation was 

derived by Lawrence and Powell (1957) who expressed the rotor time constant of a 

single-shaft engine in terms of its thermodynamic and mechanical parameters

-i

dN
(2-1)

where k is a constant, / the polar moment of inertia of the rotor, N the rotational speed 

and Wf the fuel flow. Tj is the turbine inlet temperature and AT^ the temperature drop 

across the turbine. Figure 2-3 shows the typical variation of AT^/ Tj, and AWf/AN for a 

simple turbojet. It can be seen that both terms increase with speed, causing the time 

constant to become smaller. This lead to the condition that a family of linear models 

was required to model the engine across its complete operating range. Lawrence and 

Powell also studied twin-shaft turbojets and concluded that each shaft could be 

modelled by a first-order transfer function.
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Figure 2-3. Parameters determining the shaft time constant. 

(Reproduced from Saravanamutto (1992), with permission.)
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In similar work done by Fitchie et al. (1959) one zero, two pole models were derived 

for the fuel feed to shaft speed dynamics of a Rolls Royce Olympus 101, which is a 

twin-shaft turbojet without by-pass air. The model time constants were expressed in the 

form of partial derivatives of the HP and LP torques with respect to the fuel feed and the 

shaft speeds. These structures imposed common poles for both shafts, while the HP and 

LP zeros were allowed to differ. Evaluating the partial derivatives experimentally, it 

was found that the partial derivative of the HP shaft torque with respect to the LP shaft 

speed was very small. This resulted in HP shaft models with cancelling pole-zero pairs, 

which could be reduced to first-order. Second-order models were derived by applying 

the same approach to the LP shaft, with a dominant time constant equal to that of the 

HP shaft and a weak second-order effect. The derived model structures, along with the 

numerical values obtained at an LP shaft speed of 6000 rpm, are shown in equations (2- 

2) and (2-3). Expressing the transfer functions in partial fraction form makes clear the 

relative contribution of each pole to the shaft response.

(THP s + l) _ (0.3915 + 1) _ 1.567 , 0.0776
.-2, )

(0.6195 + 1)(0.3845 + 1) 5 + 1.615 5 + 2.604

,^_ LP ) _ (0.3385 + 1) _ 1.932 0.510
ti i p (S) — ——————————————————— — ————————————————————— — ———————— — ———————— (2,-J )

5 + 1) (0.6195 + 1)(0.3845 + 1) 5 + 1.615 5 + 2.604

These models were verified by extensive testing, using step and single sine inputs at a 

range of operating points, whose amplitudes were restricted to ±7% of the steady-state 

fuel flow (henceforth ±7% Wf). It was not possible to identify the second-order LP shaft 

dynamics within the limits of the available measurement and modelling techniques, so it 

was concluded that both shafts could be modelled as first-order, with almost identical 

time constants. Even though this work confirmed the variation of the dynamics with 

operating point, no measure of the uncertainties associated with the frequency response 

measurements or the models fitted to them was made.
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Both Lawrence and Powell (1957) and Fitchie et al. (1959) focussed on turbojet 

engines, which are different to turbofan engines due to the fact that in the latter only 

part of the intake air passes through the engine core. Saravanamuttoo and Maclsaac 

(1982) argued that in turbofan engines the order of the HP shaft can be considered to be 

the same as that of a single shaft engine, but that of the LP shaft can be quite different.

The nonlinear behaviour of the fuel feed systems fitted to the Pegasus and Olympus 593 

engines was studied by Godfrey and Moore (1974) who proposed the use of an inverse 

repeat binary sequence to reduce the influence of the nonlinearity on the estimated 

engine model. In more recent work, Cottington and Pease (1979) used multifrequency 

test signals in an attempt to allow the measurement of many frequency points in one test 

and thus reduce test times. They stressed the importance of excluding the dynamics of 

the fuel feed system from the estimated model, by using the measured fuel flow as the 

input signal. The results were of acceptable accuracy and the test times were reduced by 

less than five minutes. The uncertainty on the frequency responses was not assessed and 

it was concluded that the use of maximum length binary sequences (MLBS) provided a 

useful alternative to single sine testing.

2.4.1 Thermodynamic Models

Work conducted in the early 1970's by Saravanamuttoo and Fawke (1970), examined 

the derivation of thermodynamic engine models based on the engine physics. These 

models overcame the problem that the linear engine models were only valid for a 

limited operating range, at the cost of significantly increased complexity. These models 

were validated using slowly ramped acceleration and deceleration input signals.

In work conducted for Rolls-Royce pic, Jackson (1988) showed that, for a given 

stationary operating point, the higher order nonlinear thermodynamic models derived 

from the engine physics could be reduced to linear models with the same order as the 

number of engine shafts. The models were first linearised using small perturbations, to
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arrive at models of 15 states and then a model reduction procedure was employed to 

arrive at models with the same order (number of states) as the number of engine shafts. 

In Table 2-1 the four slowest and two fastest modes of such a full-order model at 75% 

NH are shown and it is clear that the two slowest modes are the dominant modes, thus 

allowing the reduction of the model to second-order. A complete library of such models 

has been generated for the Spey engine across a range of operating points, with different 

settings of the inlet guide vanes and nozzle area (Staff at Section APD5, 1993). These 

linearised, reduced-order thermodynamic models will be referred to simply as the 

thermodynamic models in future discussions.

Figure 2-4 shows a plot of the poles and zeros of the reduced second-order 

thermodynamic models derived at different operating points. It can be seen that the HP 

shaft has a cancelling pole-zero pair for much of the operating range, while the LP shaft 

zero is more distinct. This result matches that obtained by Fitchie el al. (1959) on the 

Olympus 101 and suggests that the HP shaft is effectively first-order and the LP shaft 

second-order.

Table 2-1

MODES OF FULL-ORDER LINEARISED 

THERMODYNAMIC MODEL AT 75% NH.

S-plane Value

N
0.69

3.1

61

107

335

403

Frequency 

(Hz)

0.11

0.50

9.7

17

53

64

Time Constant 

(ms)

1451

319

16

9

3

2
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An important issue in modelling gas turbines is an understanding of the dynamics of the 

combustion process. Mullins (1951) presented an empirical combustion transfer 

function with a pure time delay.

1 (2-4)

The combustion time constant was found to be in the range of 20-80 ms for most 

burners, which is considerably smaller than the shaft time constants. T\ was found to be 

constant, in the order of 5 ms, and TI was found to be pressure dependent with a typical 

value of around 10 ms giving a total pure time delay of 15 ms.
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Figure 2-4. Poles and zeros of the Spey thermodynamic models (a) HP shaft and (b) LP 

shaft. Showing poles (solid) and zeros (dashed).
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2.4.2 Thermal Effects

The problem with the models presented above is the assumption that the engine can be 

modelled by stationary characteristics, which is not valid for large accelerations and 

decelerations, termed slam manoeuvres. Under such conditions heat soakage effects 

become significant, which relate to heat transfer between engine parts, changes in blade 

and seal clearances and changes in combustion efficiencies and components 

characteristics. Fawke and Saravanamuttoo (1973) incorporated the effect of heat 

transfer between the gas stream and the compressors and turbines, into a general engine 

model of a twin spool turbofan and showed that the inclusion of thermal modelling 

slightly improved the performance of the model on real data.

Tompson (1974) noted that engine models that do not include thermal effects tended to 

under-predict engine response times by as much as 20-30%. The Thomson model 

included the effect of heat absorption in the combustion chamber and the variation of 

compressor and turbine tip clearances with temperature. The influence of changes in 

compressor characteristics during transient manoeuvres was studied by Maccalum 

(1979, 1981), who showed that it had a greater effect in twin-shaft engines.

Figure 2-5 shows the response of an engine to a large step change, followed by a 

ramped increase in fuel flow. It can be seen that the thermodynamic model reaches 

steady state some five to ten minutes before the engine itself (Onions and Foss, 1982). It 

can be also seen that the engine reaches a different steady state condition than the 

thermodynamic model. This illustrates again that for large acceleration manoeuvres the 

thermodynamic model under-predicts the engine response.

Two ways of improving the large transient behaviour were then considered, which 

involved adding an acceleration dependent factor to the existing thermodynamic 

models. The first method was to change the inertia of the shafts and while this produced
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a significant improvement in the results it was subsequently discounted, as there is no 

physical justification for this approach.

i-

Figure 2-5. Slam acceleration at sea level static conditions. 

(Reproduced from Onions and Foss (1982), with permision.)

The second method involved decreasing the combustion chamber efficiency during a 

large scale acceleration. This can be related to a real physical effect, that of a fall in 

efficiency due to over-fuelling, which is thought to be caused by the reduced 

atomisation of the fuel or a distortion on the relation between the reacting substances, 

termed the stoichiometry, of the combustion zone. The improvement achieved by the 

slam acceleration of a three-shaft engine can be seen in Figure 2-6. The resulting model 

was validated using data gathered by introducing a fuel spike into the engine, which 

involved a rapid increase in fuel flow, followed by a constant value for around one 

second and then a rapid decrease.
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Figure 2-6. Engine response to a large transient manoeuvre. 

(Reproduced from Onions and Foss (1982), with permision.)

Other approaches discussed by Onions and Foss involved a more detailed modelling of 

the compressor characteristics, in order to simulate and predict the onset of surge. Each 

approach involved a considerable increase in model complexity, resulting in two-shaft 

engine models with as many as 17 additional modes, when linearised. The problem of 

fitting such high-order models to the engine data was noted, particularly given the lack 

of sufficient data at that time. A great deal of attention has been paid to the modelling 

and control of the compressor and turbine blade tip clearances. The variation of the 

clearances during a transient manoeuvre is caused by the differential expansion of the 

engine casing and the rotor blades, which must be kept to a minimum to maintain 

maximum engine efficiency. This work is of particular interest since it provides 

estimates of the time constants of various thermal effects. Rotor blade expansion time 

constants of 5 seconds and rotor disc expansion time constants of 5 to 10 minutes are 

quoted as typical by Hennecke and Trappmann (1982).
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A model for predicting the tip clearances of the HP compressor of a typical twin-shaft 
turbofan was developed by Pilidis and Maccalum (1982). The compressor model had 12 
stages and the calculated time constants of various components of the fifth stage are 
listed in Table 2-2, at three instants in a transient manoeuvre. A later paper by Pilidis 
and Maccalum (1986) presented a useful summary of the different transfer heat transfer 
effects encountered in a gas turbine and their relative influence on the transient 
performance. This work suggested that the thermal effects with the most significant 
influence on the shaft responses were the changes in the HP turbine seal clearances and 
in the compressor characteristics.

Table 2-2
TIME CONSTANTS DURING ACCELERATION 

(from Pilidis and Maccalum (1982), with permission)

Component

Disc hub
Disc outer section

Blade
Casing

2s

108s
12.7s
2.3s
10.4s

Time point during transient

6s

66s
9.0s
1.6s
7.6s

10s

37s
5.5s
1.0s
4.8s

A further work by Maccalum and Qi (1989) included the discussion of the relative 
influence of the combustion dynamics on the response of the shaft speeds to a large- 
scale fuel transient. A reference was made to unpublished work by Saravanamutto 
which suggested that the dynamics depend on the type of burner used to inject fuel into 

the engine. They included that the combustion dynamics could be disregarded when 
studying large-scale transient manoeuvres, since the combustion time constant was too 

fast to play a significant role and the pure time delay was also very small.
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2.5 Recent Work

Recent developments in computing power, along with advances in system identification 

techniques, have made it possible to apply a more systematic approach to fitting models 

to engine data. Work done by Hill (1994) examined the application of time-domain 

methods to estimate discrete z-domain engine models, with the aim of reducing engine 

test times, while improving the accuracy of the estimated models and quantifying the 

model uncertainty. Hill examined the structure of the models derived by Fitchie et al. 

(1959) and Jackson (1988) and identified the following features: the LP and HP shafts 

have a common dominant time constant; the second-order effects in the models are 

associated with the interaction between shafts; and the HP shaft has a near-cancelling 

pole-zero pair. Particular importance was placed on the identification of the second- 

order effects, since they had not been adequately dealt with in past work.

During the same study attention was paid to the input signal design and two contrasting 

approaches were examined, these being the use of wide-band MLBS signals and 

optimised multisines containing only a few harmonics. Even though discrete models 

with good input-output properties were estimated, problems with the application of 

time-domain techniques were reported (1997). Under certain conditions, discrete 

models were estimated which contained a single negative z-domain pole, which maps to 

a single complex pole in the ^-domain. This led Hill to conclude that these second-order 

modes were spurious and that they should be discounted. Evans (1998) addressed the 

same problem when estimating discrete models using time-domain techniques. During 

the same study it was shown through simulation that this problem can be caused by the 

presence of a pure time delay shorter than the sampling period, or by the fact that the 

fuel feed system band-limits the input signal thus violating the zero-order-hold 

assumption (Schoukens et al., 1994).

In Hermsmeyer (1996) extra attention was paid to the identification of large-transient 

models. An overall black-box model of the engine was estimated consisting of two
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parts, the first being a static ramp model linking the shaft speeds to the fuel feed and 
casing temperature across the complete operating range, and the second a small-signal 
model of the shaft dynamics, in state-affine form. A NARMAX model was also 
identified as a possible alternative. The signals used to excite the gas turbine were 

similar to those used by Hill and consisted of broad-band MLBS signals and multisines 
containing a small number of harmonics, which were superimposed on ramped 
accelerations and decelerations during testing.

Evans (1998) concentrated on testing the engine using small-amplitude multisine 
signals and used frequency-domain techniques to identify linear models of high 
accuracy. The model uncertainty was quantified and the effect of the second-order mode 
on the LP shaft was identified. The use of specially designed multisine signals enabled 
the minimisation of the nonlinear distortion on the estimated frequency responses and 
an overall improvement in test times of about 80% when compared with traditional 
single sine testing. During the same study additional low-frequency effects were 
detected on both shafts which could be modelled by the addition of a close pole-zero 
pair. The time constants of the additional pole-zero pairs were found to be too slow to 
be associated with engine dynamics and suggested that they were modelling thermal 
effects.

More recently, the university teams of Glamorgan, Birmingham and Sheffield utilised 
the same data to investigate various identification techniques on a Rolls-Royce Spey 
engine. Data were gathered under sea-level static conditions at the Defence Evaluation 
& Research Agency (DERA) at Pyestock. Multisine and inverse repeat maximum 

length binary sequences (IRMLBS) were used at amplitudes of up to ±10% Wf. In 
addition higher-amplitude signals, such as triangular waves and three-level periodic 

signals with input amplitudes of up to ±40% Wf, were used. These caused the HP shaft 

speed to vary between 65% and 85% of its maximum value (%NH)-
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Evans et al. (1999, 2000a) from the University of Glamorgan used frequency-domain 

techniques to estimate small-signal linear models at different operating points. The 

estimated models were then compared with the linearised thermodynamic models of 

Figure 2-4. A serious discrepancy was detected between the thermodynamic and 

estimated models and it was concluded that the thermodynamic models are not 

adequately representing the dynamics of either shaft, especially at high operating points. 

The same low-frequency effects were also detected as in Evans (1998).

In Evans et al. (2000b) an extended least-squares with optimal smoothing algorithm was 

used, to identify time-varying transfer function models to represent large transient and 

non-equilibrium effects and provide a more detail insight into the slow thermal 

dynamics of the engine. The results showed that the engine dynamics differ 

significantly in the response to small signals and fast large-scale transients.

In order to identify a model capable of representing the engine at all operating points, 

Rodriguez-Vazquez and Fleming (1998) and Rodriguez-Vazquez (1998), used a 

multiobjective genetic programming approach on the same data and allocated weights to 

various objectives, to assess their significance in the structure selection of NARMAX 

models of the engine. A simple NARX model was identified which was able to 

represent both the small and large signal dynamics of the engine.

2.6 Conclusions

A great deal of work has been conducted on the dynamic modelling of gas turbines, an 

overview of which has been presented in this chapter. Early work by Fitchie et al. 

(1959) on turbojet engines indicated that the fuel feed to shaft speed dynamics of a twin 

shaft engine can be considered as first-order for the HP shaft and weakly second-order 

for the LP shaft. Later work by Jackson (1980) on linearised thermodynamic models of 

a Spey engine showed the same pattern but also indicated that the second-order LP shaft 

dynamics are more significant for this turbofan design.
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Recent developments in computing power, along with advances in system identification 

techniques, have made it possible to apply a more systematic approach to fitting models 

to engine data. Hill (1998) used time-domain techniques and Evans (1998) used 

specially designed multifrequency signals and frequency-domain techniques to estimate 

linear models for the engine, assessing the model uncertainties. In more recent work 

linear models were estimated by Evans et al. (1999, 2000a) at different operating points 

and a comparison was made with the linearised thermodynamic models of the engine. In 

Evans et al. (2000b) time-varying models were estimated to model the slow thermal 

dynamics of the engine, and in Rodriguez (1998a, 1998b) a NARMAX model was 

estimated to model the engine dynamics across an operating range.

Previous work has highlighted two sources responsible for the nonlinear behaviour of 

the engine. The first of these is the variation of the engine dynamics with operating 

point and the second is the variation of dynamics due to thermal effects. It is thus 

necessary to develop a nonlinear model, which model these nonlinearities and will act 

as a global model for the engine. In this thesis, nonlinear models to model the variation 

of the engine dynamics with operating point are developed. It is not the purpose of this 

work to incorporate the influence of thermal effects in the estimated models. It is thus 

essential to estimate nonlinear models using engine data which is not influenced by 

thermal effects as it will be shown in Chapter 6.



Chapter III

Linear System Identification

Abstract - In this chapter an introduction is provided to the fundamental concepts 

relating to the modelling and estimation of linear time invariant systems in the time and 

frequency domain. Estimators are described for parametric time-domain modelling and 

for both nonparametric and parametric frequency-domain modelling. Two algorithms 

for model order estimation are presented along with a technique to quantify the modal 

dominance of linear models. A comparison is made between discrete-time and 

continuous-time models and their applications are discussed. A discussion is presented 

of the key issues in experiment design. Particular attention is paid to the selection of the 

input excitation and the use of periodic signals is advocated. The properties ofmultisine 

and maximum length binary sequences are discussed. This chapter is an overview of 

Chapters 2 and 3 of Evans (1998), and it serves to provide the theoretical basis for 

Chapter 4 of this thesis.

28
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3.1 Introduction

In general there two ways of arriving at models of physical processes.

Physical principles modelling. Physical knowledge of the process, in the form of first 

principles, is employed to arrive at a model that will generally consist of a multitude of 

differential / partial differential / algebraic relations between physical quantities. The 

construction of a model is based on presumed knowledge about the physics that governs 

the process. The first principles relations concern e.g. the laws of conservation of energy 

and mass and Newton's law of movement.

Experimental modelling, or system identification. Measurements of several variables 

of the process are taken and a model is constructed by identifying a model that matches 

the measured data as well as possible.

In many situations the first approach is followed, e.g. in the chemical process industry. 

Here, there exist a good knowledge of the basic principles that govern the process 

behaviour. If this is the case, accurate models can be derived, and a high level of 

interpretability of the model parameters exists, since they are directly related to the 

physics of the system.

Even in physical modelling it is usually essential to acquire numerical values of 

physical quantities that have to be substituted in the model relations. Exact value of 

masses, stiffnesses, material properties, properties of chemical reactions or other 

constants need to be known. Furthermore it is not only necessary to know the direct 

relation between input variables (causes) and output variables (effects). A practical 

system will never perform as a perfect set of deterministic equations; in the real-world 

the system variables will be subject to all kinds of disturbances that influence the input- 

output relations within a dynamical system. It is thus essential, in order to arrive at 

accurate models and not limit the validity of deterministic models, to quantify the
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disturbances that act on the system. In general, it can be said that for accurate 

modelling of systems, the collection and analysis of real-life data is essential. 

Furthermore, physical modelling alone may not be possible, or result in models which 

are too complex, unreliable and inaccurate.

Modern system identification techniques offer a powerful method of projecting some 

aspects of physical reality into a mathematical description or model. The area has 

received much attention over the last forty years and a mature body of knowledge and 

tested techniques now exist (Eykhoff, 1984).

According to Fasol and Jorgl (1980), the use of system identification can be grouped 

into six main areas, the first two of which are of particular relevance to the work 

described in this thesis.

• Obtaining a better knowledge of the process;

• Verification of theoretical models;

• Synthesis of control systems;

• Prediction of signals or system outputs;

• Optimisation of process behaviour;

• Computation of variables which cannot be directly measured.

A model can be expressed in parametric form, using a finite number of parameters, 

usually of differential or difference equations. An alternative way of expressing a model 

is in nonparametric form, as a set of values related to an independent variable such as 

time or frequency.

A parametric identification scheme presented by Eykhoff (1984) includes both physical 

and experimental modelling approaches as shown in Figure 3-1. It should be stressed 

that any practical parametric model building will involve elements of both paths and
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that models estimated from input and output data can often be used to verify the 

theoretical models derived from physics.
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Figure 3-1. A parametric identification scheme. (Reproduced from Eykhoff (1984) with 

permission.)

A key step in any identification procedure is the data gathering experiment. The quality 

of the model and the type of model to be estimated strongly depend on the quality of 

data from which the model is estimated. Data gathering can be the most consuming and 

expensive aspect of modelling and hence the design of the experiment must be given 

careful consideration. This was summarised by Isermann (1980) as the choice of:

• Input signals, their amplitude and spectra;

• Sampling frequency;

• Signal filtering;
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• Equipment for signal generation and measurement;

• Measurement time;

• Off-line or on-line estimation;

• Open-loop or close-loop operation.

In this chapter an introduction is provided to the fundamental concepts relating to the 

modelling and estimation of linear time invariant systems in the time and frequency 

domains. Estimators are described for parametric time-domain modelling and for both 

nonparametric and parametric frequency-domain modelling. Two algorithms for model 

order estimation are presented along with a technique to quantify the modal dominance 

of linear models. A comparison is made between discrete-time and continuous-time 

models and their applications are discussed. A discussion is presented of the key issues 

in experiment design. Particular attention is paid to the selection of the input excitation 

and the use of periodic signals is advocated. The properties of multisine and maximum 

length binary sequences are discussed. This chapter is an overview of Chapters 2 and 3 
of Evans (1998), and the theoretical basis is laid for Chapter 4 of this thesis.

3.2 Linear Models

A causal, linear time-invariant (LTI) system can be described by the following 

equation, which expresses the output of such a system as a convolution of its impulse 

response and the input:

y(t} = lh(T)u(t-r)dT = h(r)*u(r) T>0 (3-1)
7=0

where u(f) is the input to the system, y(f) the output and h(f) the system unit impulse 

response. The impulse response provides a complete non-parametric characterisation of 

a LTI system in the time-domain since it directly relates the output y(f) to the input u(t) 

of the system.
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Since most physical relationships are expressed in terms of differential equations it is 

natural to work in the continuous-time domain. Under steady-state conditions the 
Laplace transform of the above equation gives:

(3-2)

which if solved for H(s) by substituting jco => s :

WcA
(3-3)

U(s)

This is termed the continuous transfer function, which describes all the dynamic 
properties of a LTI system in the frequency domain, independently of the input. The 

continuous transfer function can be expressed as a rational polynomial function in s, 

with the number of zeros less than or equal to the number of poles (nb < no). A further 
restriction that the transfer function must be strictly proper can be extended to (nb < no) 

implies that there is no direct term relating the system input and output. Note that the 
exponential term in the equation models the pure time delay Td of the system.

t» + V + ...4- ».»,•» ^.. _ JVW

In practice, the system output will be observed at discrete sampling instants

y(kTs )= ]h(T)u(kTs -T)dT k = l,2,... (3-5)
r=0

where Ts is the sampling interval.
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If the input signal is kept constant between sampling instants, termed piece-wise 

constant, such that

M (0 = u(kTs ) kTs < t ( (k + l)r, (3-6)

then the convolution integral of equation (3-1) can be replaced, without approximation, 

by a discrete summation

(l)u(kTs -I) where hr (l) = \h(f)dT (3-7)
s J

r=(l-\)T,

which defines the system output at the discrete time points kTs (Ljung, 1987, p. 14) . The 

term hj is the discrete impulse response of the system. There is no approximation

involved in the discretisation if it is assumed that a zero-order-hold (ZOH) device is 

used to apply the signal to the continuous system. This is termed the ZOH assumption. 

If a backward shift operator z is defined where,

(3-8) 

then equation (3-7) can be re-written as

-1 (3-9)

where HT (z) can be expressed in closed form as a rational polynomial function z, 

termed the discrete transfer function.

H71W
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It is apparent from the above equation that the parameters of the discrete transfer 

function are dependent on the sampling interval 7^.

A continuous transfer function H(s) can be transformed to a discrete transfer function 

HT (z) without approximation, under the ZOH assumption. The impulse invariant

transform is defined such that the impulse response of the discrete system is equal to 

that of the underlying continuous system at the sampling instants. The following 

relation can map the continuous poles to the discrete time domain.

(3-11)

It is clear from the above that the selection of the discrete sampling frequency is crucial 

in system identification. If the sampling frequency is too low, information about the 

continuous system will be lost. If for example the sampling frequency is less than twice 

the break-point frequencies of the continuous poles then aliased poles will appear in the 

z-domain, at frequencies lower than their true values. On the other hand, sampling too 

quickly, can lead to numerical problems, since as 7^ approaches zero in equation (3-11) 

the z-domain poles will converge to a single point at z = 1, irrespective of the values of 

the ^-domain poles. Very fast sampling can also give rise to non-minimum phase 

discrete models (with zeros outside the unit circle), of minimum phase continuous 

systems (with all the zeros in the left-hand s-plane). The effect of the sampling 

frequency will be discussed further in Chapter 7, where it will be seen that the selection 

of the sampling frequency is essential for the structure selection of nonlinear systems.

3.3 Model Estimation

The process of model estimation involves three key elements: data gathering, selection 

of the model set from which to estimate, and selection of a rule by which the most 

appropriate model can be chosen. Once a model has been chosen a further decision must
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be made, with regard to the quality of the model for its intended application, termed 

validation. A deficiency in the model may be due to a variety of reasons, which are 

summarised by Ljung (1987) as:

• The numerical procedure failed to find the best model;

• The selection criterion was not well chosen;

• The model set was not appropriate;

• The data set was not informative enough.

The last two reasons are of particular relevance to the work described in Chapters 6, 7 

and 8, since it is concerned with the selection of the most appropriate nonlinear model 

for the gas turbine. It will be seen that the quality of information that can be gathered 

from the data for nonlinear modelling is more crucial than in the linear case.

3.3.1 Time Domain

A complete characterisation of an LTI system in the time domain can be obtained by the 

impulse response defined in equation (3-1). This can be carried out by subjecting the 

system to an impulsive input and measuring the output, or by using binary sequences 

and correlation methods (Godfrey, 1980).

The general structure for the class of discrete LTI transfer function models is shown in 

Figure 3-2, which can be expressed as

F(z) D(z)

where

(3-13)
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(3-14)

and F(z) has the same form as A(z), while C(z) and D(z) have the same form as B(z). 

The system input is u(t), its output y(f) and the noise sequence e(t) is assumed to be 

normally distributed and independent of the input signal, with zero mean and variance 

XQ. Simpler model structures can be achieved by setting the orders of certain 

polynomials to zero. Two basic model classes exist, the first being equation error 

models, where the noise term enters as a direct error in the difference equations. Models 

of this class include:

• Auto Regressive with exogenous input (ARX): nc=nd=nf=0, so called because the 
predictor can be defined as a linear regression.

• Auto Regressive Moving Average with exogenous input (ARMAX): nd=nf=0, where 
C(z) acts as a moving average filter of the noise.

The second class of models is called output error structures where, as the name 

suggests, the noise term is added to the system output. Such models include:

• Output Error (OE) na=nc=nd=0.

• Box-Jenkins (BJ): na=0; which allows greater flexibility in the choice of the noise 

model at the cost of increased complexity.

Further details of the different structures which can be employed are given in Ljung 

(1987, chapter 4). The general model can be compactly expressed as

= G(z,pXO + H(z,pMO (3-15)

where G(z,p) and H(z,p) are filters of finite order and functions of a parameter vector p.
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p = [a,...ana b^...bnb c} ...cnc dr ..dnd fl ...fnf ] T (3-16) 

The one-step-ahead prediction for equation (3-15) is denoted as y(t)

KO = H-1 (z,p)G(z,p)«(f) + [l-H-1 a,p)]y(0 (3-17)

the errors between the actual process output and the predicted model output can be 
calculated by subtracting equation (3-17) from equation (3-15) to yield

*(*,p) = y(t) - 5KO = H~ l (z,p)[y(0 - G(z,p)«(0] (3-18)

These are termed the residuals, prediction errors or innovations and the family of 
estimators which use this approach are called prediction error methods (PEM). If the 
filter H(z) is set to unity then the predicted error calculated according to equation (3-18) 
becomes

£(f,p) = XO-G(z,p)M(0 (3-19)

which is the difference between the measured output y(t) and the noise-free model 
output, corresponding to the OE structure described above. The most common approach 
is to determine the estimates of G(z) and, if appropriate, H(z) by minimising a quadratic 
cost function.

2>2 ('.P) (3-20)
r=l

=argminyN (p) (3-21)

Where arg min means the argument which minimises the function and p N is the 

estimated parameter vector. An analytical solution can be found to this problem for the
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ARX model but this is not the case for the other model structures and a nonlinear least- 

squares technique may be used, such as the Gauss-Newton approach (Ljung, 1987, pp. 

282-294).

A pure time delay can be incorporated in the model by delaying the input by a certain 

number of sampling intervals. An empirical approach to select this delay is suggested 

by Ljung (1995, p. 3-54), which involves estimating a second-order ARX model and 

finding the delay which minimises the cost function. This delay is then used for further 

modelling, using alternative structures and model orders, and once a satisfactory model 

has been found the delay is once again varied until the best model fit is obtained.

The properties of PEM estimators have been extensively studied and it has been shown 

that they are maximum likelihood estimators (MLE) in the presence of Gaussian 

innovations (Ljung, 1987, chapters 8 and 9). Provided that the true model is part of the 

model set and that the data are informative enough, then the estimates will converge in a 

mean square sense to the true parameter values po (as N —» oo), so that the estimator is 

asymptotically unbiased. If the true system is not part of the model set then the 

estimates will converge to the best approximation available in the set.

If the measurements are independent and identically distributed (iid) then the MLE is 

strongly consistent and the covariance matrix of the estimates reaches the Cramer-Rao 

bound asymptotically, so that the estimator is asymptotically efficient (Norton, 1986, 

pp. 133-142). The identical distribution of the measurements implies that the disturbing 

noise has stationary statistical properties over the measurement interval. A summary of 

the terms and concepts relating to estimation theory is provided in the Appendix at the 

end of this thesis.

The covariance matrix can be approximated by the Cramer-Rao bound, under the 

assumption that the estimator has reached its asymptotic properties (N is sufficiently 

large).
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This can be estimated from the data

r -^ —

which is the inverse of the covariance matrix of the predictor gradients 

normalised by the innovations variance AN (Ljung, 1987, p. 243). The variances of the

parameter estimates are found on the diagonal of this matrix. The predictor gradients are 

defined as

(*.P) (3-22) 
t=i I

dp dp
(3 _23)

which is a column vector of the partial derivatives of y(t \ p) with respect to each of the 

parameters. This should be evaluated at the true parameter values po but since these are 

unknown the estimated parameters must be used in their place. Since \|/(/,p) is the 

gradient of y(t \ p) then equation (3-22) clearly implies that the asymptotic accuracy of 

a given parameter is related to the sensitivity of the prediction with respect to that 

parameter. The innovations variance can be estimated as

(3-24)

Strictly speaking, the expression in equation (3-22) is only valid if the true model lies 

within the set of possible models which can be estimated. This is rarely the case 

however, the expression can be considered as a useful approximation of the parameter 

variances, as long as the modelling errors are not too severe.
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B(z)
A(z)

Figure 3-2. A general discrete transfer function model.

V(jco)

M(jco)

H(jco)
Y(jca)

Figure 3-3. A general error-in variables model.
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The maximum likelihood property also implies that the estimates are asymptotically 
normally distributed, which allows parameter confidence bounds to be calculated in a 

straightforward manner. The parameter variances can also be translated into confidence 
ellipsoids of the poles and zeros, using the linear approximation technique of Gauss. 

This is particularly useful, since the uncertainties of the model poles and zeros are far 
easier to interpret than the uncertainty of individual model parameters. The 

transformation must be treated with some caution however, since the behaviour of 
estimated poles and zeros across several experiments with noisy data cannot always be 
modelled in a linear fashion.

The estimators and algorithms discussed have been implemented as part of the Matlab 
System Identification Toolbox, written by Ljung (1995).

3.3.2 Frequency Domain

A general error-in variables (EV) model for frequency-domain identification of LTI 
systems is shown in Figure 3-3, where the measured Fourier coefficients of the input 

Um(jai) and output Ym(jaJ), are corrupted by noises M(joS) and N(jaJ). It is assumed that 

the noise sequences are zero mean, have a complex normal distribution, and that the 

noise is uncorrelated between frequency points, such that E{M (/#>,) M (/ftv)}=0 for tek, 

and similarly for N(jaJ). Brillinger (1975, pp. 88-116) has shown that, under mild 

conditions (which include stationarity), the frequency-domain noise observed via the 

discrete Fourier transform will approach these properties asymptotically, as the number 
of time samples increases. It has also been shown that the asymptotic properties are well 

approximated for values of N as small as 512 samples (Schoukens and Renneboog, 

1986).

Most commercially available frequency response analysers calculate the nonparametric 

FRF by exciting the system with a random signal and estimating the frequency response
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from ratios of the cross- and auto-spectra of the input and output signals. The two 

approaches most commonly implemented are the classical HI and HI estimators

M

m=]

M m=

(3-26>

where Um(jaJ) and Ym(jO}) are measured across M independent time blocks of equal 

length. Time-domain windowing is normally employed if a random excitation signal is 

used, in order to minimise the leakage errors introduced by the fast Fourier transform 

(EFT), a topic that has been thoroughly reviewed by Harris (1978) and Gade and 

Herlufsen (1987).

Assuming that the input and output noises are not correlated with each other and with 

the input and output signals, the following results can be obtained

H, (jeu) = H(jco)——————-—————— (3-27) 1U }

yy

(3-28)

where GMM (<«) and GNN (<ti) are the auto-spectra of the input and output noise. The 

equations show that the HI estimator is biased, in magnitude only, in the presence of 

input noise and H? is similarly biased for noise on the output. The bias depends on the
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signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the input and output respectively, and hence on the 

second-order moments (i.e. power) of the noise (Bendat and Piersol, 1980, p. 89).

The quality of the FRF estimates is usually assessed by calculating the squared 

coherence function, defined as

GUY
(3-29)

Guu (co)GYY (co)

which is the HI estimator divided by the #2 estimator. It can be shown that 

\GUY (jco)\ 2 < Guv (Q})Gyy (co) (3-30)

and hence the coherence can vary between zero and one, where a value of one indicates 

an identical linear relationship between Um(joi) and Ym(jco) for each of the measurements 

(Bendat and Piersol, 1980, p. 56). Since the cross- and auto-spectra are averaged 

quantities the coherence can be thought of as a measure of the deterministic nature of 

the system frequency response. If the estimated frequency response is constant for each 

measurement the coherence values of less than one will be caused by:

• Uncorrelated noise in the measurements

• Nonlinearities in the system

• Leakage errors in the FFT.

Each of these effects will cause a random (stochastic) influence on the estimated 

response, the first due to its inherent nature and the second and third due to the nature of 

the input signal. Thus, when random signals are used, the coherence can be interpreted
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as a measure of the fraction of the output spectrum which is linearly related to the input 
spectrum at a given frequency.

However, care must be taken in the interpretation of the coherence function if periodic 
input signals are used, with averaging carried out over complete signal periods. The 
nonlinear contributions at the output will now be deterministic, since the response of the 
nonlinearity to the signal period will be the same, and there will be no drop in the 
coherence. Thus, if periodic signals are used, the coherence will only allow the 
detection of stochastic effects and will not allow the linear and nonlinear behaviour of 
the system to be distinguished.

The use of periodic input signals allows an alternative estimator to be defined, which is 
simply the ratio of the mean values of the output and input Fourier coefficients, at the 
discrete test frequencies cofe.

m=\

This has been termed the EV estimator and it has been shown that it is an MLE if the 
input and output noises have a complex normal distribution, even if they are mutually 
correlated (Guillaume, 1992). The bias of the estimator depends on the fourth-order 
moments of the noise and, with synchronised measurements of the input and output 

signals, the estimator is both asymptotically unbiased and efficient.

It is also important to consider the uncertainty of the FRF estimates. Schoukens et al. 
(1993, pp. 153-155) have shown that using linear approximations, each of the estimators 

described above has the same uncertainty. Defining the variance of the estimated FRF

= E{ (H(jfo) - E{H(jco)} ) (H(jco} - E{H(ja)}) } (3-32)
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which can be written as

(3-33) 

the approximate variance of the FRF estimates is given by:

M \\U(jcok )\ 2 \Y(jcok )\ 2
(3-34)

2
M\U(JQ}k )\<

where the terms cr 2̂  (cok ) and (72N (cok ) are the variances of the real or imaginary parts of

M(j(Ok) and NQ'fOk). If the input and output noises are cross-correlated then an additional 

factor must be introduced, such that

(3-35)

where aMN(jtOk) is the cross-covariance. Correlated noise may be the result of input noise 

passing through the system or of the system operating within a feedback loop. It can be 
seen from equation (3-35) that the variance of the estimated FRF is inversely 
proportional to the number of measurements and the power of the input harmonics and 

proportional to the noise variances referred to the system output.
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Parametric identification in the frequency domain involves selecting the parameters of 
an s- or z-domain model, with pure time delay Tj

(3.36)

where Q is interchangeably 5- or z. A range of approaches have been proposed, which 

are discussed in detail by Pintelon et al. (1994). Employing the EV model in Figure 3-3, 

Schoukens et al. (1988) derived the maximum likelihood estimator of H(Q,), which was 

subsequently developed by Pintelon et al. (1992), to arrive at a cost function

K(p) = - £ ———————————— - —————————— - —————— — (3-37)
2*=i

— /V |— \ J — K ' f l\

'tf*(M

where p is the parameter vector

p = [a 0 ...ana b0 ...bnb f (3-38)

and F is the number of frequencies used in estimation. It can be seen that a 
nonparametric noise model is employed, in contrast to the time-domain approach, and 
the noise variances and covariance are required as a priori information. These can be 
obtained from the data before estimation, provided several independent measurements 

are available.

This cost function can be interpreted as a least squares formulation, with each frequency 
point weighted by a noise variance term. The larger the noise variance at a given 
frequency the less that frequency will influence the cost function. The estimator is an 
MLE under the assumption of complex normal noise. Under this assumption, double the
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cost function is the sum of 2F squared Gaussian variables and is hence %2 distributed 

with 2F-np degrees of freedom, where np is the number of free parameters. 

Consequently, its expected value will be

(3-39)

This cost function is insensitive to the multiplication of the parameters by a scalar and 

hence a constraint must be placed on the scaling of the parameter vector. This can be 

achieved by fixing one nonzero parameter value or by fixing the overall norm of the 

parameter vector itself. The pure time delay Td can also be included as a free parameter 

for estimation, which is an attractive feature of the frequency-domain approach, since its 

value is not fixed to multiples of the sampling interval. The delay is estimated in 

seconds for s-domain models and fractional multiples of the sampling period for z- 

domain models.

The parameters which minimise the cost function can be estimated using nonlinear 

optimisation techniques such as Gauss-Newton, Levenberg-Marquardt or singular value 

decomposition. Since the estimator is an MLE the covariance matrix can once again be 

approximated by the Cramer-Rao bound, under the assumption that the true system lies 

within the range of possible models. The uncertainty of the estimated parameters can 

then be translated to uncertainties on the estimated poles and zeros, using the analytical 

technique described by Guillame et al. (1989).

The estimator is now available as part of a Matlab Frequency-domain System 

Identification Toolbox, written by Kollar (1994) and its derivation and properties are 

reviewed in a paper by Kollar (1993). Further information about system identification in 

the frequency-domain, can be found in an excellent book by Pintelon and Schoukens 

(2001).
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3.3.3 Model Order Selection and Validation

In linear system identification the model order is defined as the highest power of s of 
the denominator of the continuous transfer function (3-4). Similarly in the discrete case 
the model order is the highest power of z of the denominator of the discrete transfer 
function (3-10). The selection of an appropriate model order and the validation of that 
model involves techniques which are common to both time- and frequency-domain 
approaches. The most fundamental is to monitor the behaviour of the cost function as 
the model order is increased. The cost function should always decrease with increased 
model order for noisy data and any results to the contrary indicate a poor convergence 
of the search algorithm.

If good convergence is achieved then a graph of the cost function against model order 
will usually show a definite knee. This is illustrated in Figure 3-4 for a typical example 
using the frequency-domain estimator discussed in the previous section. The cost 
function is plotted against the number of model parameters, along with its expected 
value and the 95% bound on that value. The benefit of increasing the model order 
becomes negligible after reaching a certain number of parameters.

Over-modelling can be detected by high parameter errors, which map to high 
uncertainties on the model poles and zeros. Near-cancelling pole-zero pairs can also 
appear under these conditions, with uncertainty regions which overlap. Over-modelling 
can also give rise to models which are not credible, given a priori knowledge of the 
system under test. In the most extreme case, an unstable model can be fitted to the data 
gathered from a system which is known to be stable. Alternatively, poles and zeros can 
appear at frequencies outside the bandwidth of the estimation data or outside the 

credible operating dynamics of the system.

The use of periodic signals allows the estimation of a high quality FRF, which should 
be free from systematic leakage and aliasing errors if care is taken in the experiment
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design. The FRF can be used to assess the quality of the estimated model by comparing 
the model frequency response with the FRF. A poor fit to the frequency data can be an 
indication of under-modelling and that the model order should be increased. 
Alternatively, it may indicate that the frequency data contain significant nonlinear or 
disturbance effects, which cannot be described by a linear model.

10'

10 15
Number of Parameters

Figure 3-4. Cost function versus number of model parameters (solid), with its expected 
value (dashed) and the 95% bound on that value (dash-dot). (Reproduced from Evans 
(1998) with permission.)

Once a model structure has been selected in this way it can be further checked by 
looking at the statistical properties of the residuals. The time-domain residuals defined 
in (3-18) should be approximately independent and normally distributed, with a zero 
mean and a given variance. A visual inspection of the residuals themselves is also 
useful, since large or untypical values may indicate bad data or outliers.
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Evaluation of the residuals is not straightforward in the frequency-domain case, since 

their calculation requires the estimation of the true input and output Fourier coefficients, 

which are termed the nuisance parameters. It is thus preferable to study the residuals of 

the cost function itself, also termed the residuals of the noise referred to the output, as 

discussed for equation (3-35). If it is assumed that the true input and output Fourier 

coefficients can be obtained from the measured data then the frequency-domain 

residuals can be also obtained as the difference between the estimated FRF and the 

model frequency response. Any modelling errors which are present stem from one of 

three sources: stochastic effects, under-modelling of the linear dynamics or unmodelled 

nonlinear dynamics. Schoukens et al. (1998) have proposed a technique to distinguish 

between these errors, based on exciting the system with a random phased broad-band 

multisine and examining the normalised autocorrelation of the residuals. The 

normalised autocorrelation of the frequency-domain residuals is defined as

,p))* " 8(jn - 0)

(3-40)

where H(jfok ) is the estimated FRF, cr(jcok ) its standard deviation and H(jtok ,p) the 

frequency response of the model. The autocorrelation is a complex quantity, only the 

magnitude of which is of interest. Appropriate statistical bounds for the magnitude can 

be derived if Ree is assumed to have a complex normal distribution. If there are no 

modelling errors then Ree should be zero for all values of the lag m. Taking into 

consideration the estimator cost function K, the residuals Ree, there are four possible 

scenarios:

Correct Model The cost function is small, approaching K^n, the residuals are small and 

Ree is close to zero for all lags.
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Stochastic Effects. The cost function is small, the residuals are large and Ree is small, 

with a sharp form concentrated at Ree(0). The cost function is reduced by the large noise 
variances in the denominator of equation (3-37). The residuals are large due to the 

scatter of the FRF estimates but they are uncorrelated, resulting in small values of Ree at 
all but the zero lag. The values of Ree are further reduced by the large value of standard 
deviation in the numerator of equation (3-40).

Under-modelling. The cost function is large, the residuals are large and Ree is also large, 
with significant values at non-zero lags. The broad shape of Ree indicates that the 

residuals are correlated. This suggests the difference between the model and data are 
smoothly varying, which points to unmodelled linear dynamics.

Nonlinear Distortion. The cost function is large, the residuals are large and Ree is also 
large with a sharp form concentrated /?ee(0).The shape of Ree indicates that the residuals 
are uncorrelated. This suggests that the model errors are due to nonlinear distortions, so 
that increasing the order of the linear model will not significantly improve the fit.

The final and decisive test for any estimated model is cross-validation, which involves 
repeating the estimation using a completely new data set and comparing the model 

parameters. The parameters should be identical, to within the prescribed uncertainty 

bounds.

3.3.4 Model Order Estimation Methods

The problem of model order determination continues to enjoy considerable research 

effort over the years since the publication of the well-known Akaike's Information 

Criteria (AIC). Recently, several methods were developed for the estimation of the 

model order or lag space as it is usually referred to, of a dynamic system. Two main 

statistical approaches have been applied to solve the model order estimation problem. In
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one approach, covariance based techniques are used (Davis and Zheng, 1992, Liang et 

al., 1993). These techniques are known to be sensitive to noise therefore, special 

treatment of the noise is necessary to avoid over-determination of the model order. To 

avoid this, it is usual practice to pre-filter the data records, which in turn implies 

knowledge of the model parameters. The second statistical approach is based on higher- 

order statistics (cumulants) (Giannakis and Mendel, 1990; Giannakis and Swami, 1992; 

Tugnait, 1990; 1994). Cumulant based techniques are known to be insensitive to 

Gaussian measurement noise, so that measurement noise is blocked by these techniques. 

Emara-Shabaik (1996) proposed the use of third order cumulants of the noisy system 

output. Unlike previous methods this technique does not rely on the knowledge or 

estimation of the model parameters, it is thus possible to use the model order 

information as a priori step in system identification. This method is based on the 

assumption that the input is a nonsymmetrically distributed random signal, i.e. a 

Gaussian or uniformly distributed signal passed through a proper nonlinearity. A 

powerful alternative to the statistical approaches is provided by the use of geometric 

methods. These methods are based on input-output data only, their application does not 

depend on any restrictions to the input signal and most importantly they are applicable 

to both linear and nonlinear systems.

Lipschitz numbers

He and Asada (1993) introduced this method for the estimation of the model orders of 

nonlinear input-output models. The approach is based on the continuity property of 

nonlinear functions which represent input-output models of continuous dynamic 

systems. By evaluating the modification of an index which is defined as Lipschitz 

number with the successive modification of the model orders, the appropriate model 

orders can be determined simply and reliably. Consider the following input-output 

model

= F(y(t - 1), ..., y(t-n\u(t - 1), ..., y(t-nu )) (3-41)
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where nu an ny are the input and output lags which correspond to nb and na in (3-10) if 

the function F in the above equation is linear. Assume that a data set of N input-output 

pairs exist and the following regressor matrix can be formulated

<P T (0 = [y(t- 1), .-., y(t-ny ), u(t - 1), ..., y(t-nu (3-42)

so that

(3-43)

where 9 is the parameter vector. The partial derivatives of the function F with respect to 
its arguments are assumed to be bounded.

F = (3-44)

where n refers to the total number of regressors. For all combinations of input-output 
pairs, the Lipschitz quotient is now introduced:

(3-45)

where | | specifies the Euclidean norm, i.e., the distance. The Lipschitz condition then 

states that qtj is always bounded, if the function F is continuous. Consider now the 

differences 3y = y(tt ) - y(tj ) and 9^ = (p(t i ) - (p(t j ). If dtpi are very small, the

following approximation holds

(3-46)
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Consequently, the Lipschitz quotient must obey

+ ...+ Fn d<pn r-=====—————< V«M (3-47)

According to He and Asada (1993) in order to determine the optimal regressor structure 
the following procedure has to be followed:

Step (1) For a given choice of lag space, determine the Lipschitz quotients for all 
combinations of input-output pairs.

Step (2) Select the p largest quotients, p = 0.0 IN ~ 0.02N. The largest quotients 
typically occur when the differences dpi are small.

Step (3) Evaluate the criterion q (n) = H V«^ (n)

_i_ 
I/7

Step (4) Repeat the calculations for a number of different lag structures.

Step (5) Plot the criterion as a function of lag space and select the optimal number 

of regressors as the "knee point" of the curve.

The method is time-consuming when computing all the quotients especially if N is 
large. It is thus common practice to let the number of past inputs and outputs to increase 
simultaneously. Figure 3-5 illustrates the method applied to a data set obtained from an 

experiment with a nonlinear dynamic system. The number of past inputs and outputs are 
increased simultaneously from nu = ny = 1 to nu = ny = 10. It can be seen that the 

criterion recommends using the lag space nu = ny = 3, which is in fact the correct model 

order.
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Figure 3-5. Order index criterion evaluated for different lag spaces. 

False Nearest Neighbours

The idea behind the false nearest neighbours algorithm is very simple. An excellent 
example is given in the documentation for the GeometrylD software (Lutes, 1996) and 
is used here to demonstrate the philosophy of the approach.

"Assume you're living in an apartment building in a large city. You will have many near 
neighbours not because you want to associate with them, but because of limited space. 
Such neighbours are called False Nearest Neighbours (FNN). These people are your 
neighbours because of the cramped space you're living in, not because you like being 
with them. Neighbours who are neighbours because you want to associate with them are 
True Nearest Neighbours (TNN). In a cramped space the percentage of FNNs will be 
high and the percentage of TNNs will be low. Suppose you move to the country. Your 
percentage of FNNs will drop because there is more space. The increased space allows
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you to pick who you want to associate with, thus reducing the proportion of FNNs and 

increasing the proportion of TNNs."

Now lets take the above reasoning and apply it to data. Call the space that a set of data 

points (XI), X2) • • • y(n) } or { XO, y(t-l),y(t-2) . . . y(t-dN)} inhabits the data space or 

the observation space. The d is the sampling interval and the N is the Mh sample. Now 

define a time-delay co-ordinate space or predictor space whose co-ordinates are {w(r-l), 

«(r-2), . . . , u(t-nu) , XM), y(!-2\. . . , y(t-ny}}.

Recall that the FNN method assumes a model of the form y(f) = F (w(?-l), u(t-2), . . . , 

u(t- nu) , y(t-l), X'-2), . . . , y(t- ny)). Thus a model XO = F (u(t-l), u(t-2\ y(t-l)) will 

have three time-delay coordinates. They are w(f-l), w(f-2), and y(t-\). Since there are 

three time-delay coordinates, there must be three dimensions in the time-delay 

coordinate space i.e. one dimension for w(f-l), another dimension for u(t-2), and one 

dimension for y(t-V). For a model of form XO = F (u(t-T), u(t-2), y(t-l), y(t-2)~), there are 

four time-delay coordinates (w(r-l), u(t-2), y(t-l), y(t-2)) and a four-dimensional time- 

delay coordinate space.

This gives a general rule for the dimensionality (number of dimensions) of the time- 

delay coordinate space.

(3-48)

Where D is the number of dimensions of the time-delay coordinate space. As D 

increases, the room available increases as well. The more room there is, the more likely 

the data surrounding a selected point will be true near neighbours and the less likely that 

they will be false near neighbours (FNN). Thus the proportion of FNNs will drop as D 

goes up. What the FNN method does is to increase the dimension of the time-delay 

coordinates until the percentage of FNNs (FNN%) goes to zero. When FNN% = 0, there 

are enough dimensions to characterise the relationship between the input u(f) and the
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output y(t). For example, suppose the FNN% = 0 for time-delay coordinates {y(t-2), y(t- 
1), w(r-l)}. This means that u(f) and y(t) can be modelled by some function of two past 
outputs and one past input. Note that the FNN method does not say if the relationship is 
nonlinear or linear. It just says that it is possible to model y(f) and u(f) using some 
function of y(t-2), y(t-l) and w(r-l). It's up to the practitioner to decide what kind of 
model to use.

The FNN algorithm was originally developed for determining the smallest dimension 
regression vector needed to recreate the dynamics of autonomous chaotic systems 
(Kennel et al, 1992). Rhodes and Morari (1998) have proposed the following algorithm 
for determining the proper regressor for input/output dynamic systems.

Step (1) Form a set of time delay points for a given input order nu and given output 

order n^.This is tp^ W = [y(t -1),..., y(t-ny \u(t -1),..., y(t-nu )}. The

<pn n (t~) 's are points in the time-delay coordinate space.

Step (2) Select a point in the time-delay coordinate space (p (f). Go through all 

the other points in the time-delay coordinate space and find the one that 

minimises the squared Euclidean distance I vpnun (k)-(pnutly (/) .

Step (3) Determine if the following expression is true or false:

< R (3-49)

If (3-49) is true then the neighbours are true neighbours. If the expression is 

false then the neighbours are false neighbours.
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Step (4) Continue the algorithm for all times k in the data set. Calculate the 
percentage of points in the data set that have false nearest neighbours.

Step (5) Continue the algorithm for increasing nu and ny until the percentage of 

nearest neighbours drops to zero (or some acceptably small number).

More details about the algorithm and the choice of the threshold R can be found from 
Rhodes and Morari (1998) and (Lutes, 1996). Consider the system described by the 
discrete transfer function

(3-50)

A normally distributed (Gaussian) input signal with a sampling period of 0.015 and 
7V=100 was used to test the system. The data records were not corrupted by noise. The 
FNN algorithm was applied to the data for different lag spaces and the percentages of 
points in the data set that have false nearest neighbours were calculated. The results are 
shown in Table 3-1 and plotted in Figure 3-6. It can be seen that the FNN% goes to zero 
in three cases defined by nu = 2 ny — 1, nu = 3 ny = 0 and nu = 1 ny = 2. The first two 
cases correspond to a system with a direct term relating the input and the output since nu 
> ny . This clearly violates the condition laid in the beginning of this chapter which states 

that the order of the output should be greater than the order for the input for the transfer 
function to be proper. It is thus obvious that the selected order should be the one defined 

by nu = 1 ny = 2, which obviously provides the expected right result.

The same system was again simulated but this time normally distributed Gaussian noise 

was used to corrupt the data records so that SNRs of 25 were achieved for both input 

and output. The FNN% scores are shown in Table 3-2 and Figure 3-7. In this case the 

results are not so clear as in the noise-free case. More information can be obtained by
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computing the number of standard deviations that an FNN% is away from zero (FNN% 

= 0). Statisticians called this the z-score and is given by

FMV%/100 
FNN% - FMV%/100)J

The denominator of the above equation is the standard deviation of FNN%/100. This 

gives an alternative way of interpreting the FNN% value. Instead of looking for where 

FNN% = 0, the value of ZFNN% which drops below a certain critical value is searched 

for depending from the required surety level. The 95% surety level for example 

corresponds to a value of 1.65 for ZFNN% and the 99% surety level corresponds to a

value of 1.28 for ZFNN% . Table 3-3 shows the number of standard deviations that the

FNN% are away from zero percent. It can be seen that the correct model structure has a 
standard deviation away from zero at 1.76 which is just above the 95% surety level. A 
lag space of nu = 2 ny = 2 suggests to be the most appropriate as shown by the results of 

the algorithm which is very close to the original system. It can be seen that the FEN 
algorithm will give an indication of the correct model order. Poor SNRs will always 

result in loss of accuracy on the estimated lag space but this is something to be 

expected.
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Table 3-1.

MODEL ORDER DETERMINATION FOR THE LINEAR SYSTEM

WITH SNR = oo,N= 100

FNN%

nu 0

0 100.00

1 83.84

2 20.41

3 0.00

4 0.00

5 0.00

MODEL ORDER

FNN%

«« 0

0 100.00

1 89.90

2 32.65

3 3.09
4 0.00
5 0.00

1

94.95

36.36

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

ny

2

65.31

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Table 3-2.

DETERMINATION FOR

WITH

1

89.90

34.34

6.12

2.06

0.00

0.00

SNR = 25,AT =

ny

2

58.16

3.06

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

3

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00

4

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

5

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

THE LINEAR SYSTEM

100

3

24.74

0.00
0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

4

6.25

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

5

2.11

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00
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Table 3-3.

NUMBER OF STANDARD DEVIATIONS AWAY FROM 0% FOR THE LINEAR

SYSTEM WITH SNR = 25,N= 100

FNN%

nu

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

8.00

8.00

6.89

1.76

0.00

0.00

1
8.00

7.20

2.53

1.43
0.00
0.00

ny

2

8.00

1.76

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

3

5.65

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

4

2.53

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

5

1.43

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

100^,

Output Order Input Order

Figure 3-6. False Nearest Neighbour Analysis for noise-free linear system.
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100

Output Order Input Order

Figure 3-7. False Nearest Neighbour Analysis for linear system with SNR=25. 

3.3.5 Modal Dominance

As discussed in section 3.3.3 the determination of the model order is straightforward in 

the linear case. Model order selection is dependent on the quality of the model since the 

model order is varied and the cost function is monitored. A useful measure to aid this 

procedure is to measure the significance of each additional mode. In other words, it is 

important to measure how significant an additional pole will be to the quality of the 

model. Assessing the significance of each mode is not only necessary for model order 

selection but it is necessary for further analysis of the estimated model and can aid the 

design and analysis of control systems. In addition, some computer aided design (CAD) 

packages require such information from the user.

In the classical approach the modes with large time constants, that is the poles nearest to 

they'^y axis, are usually considered dominant. This is not always true of course so a more
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systematic approach is required to assess the significance of each mode. A popular 

approach is to split the continuous transfer function defined in (3-4) into partial 

fractions and assess the significance of the resulting fractions (modes) by the magnitude 

of their modal gains sometimes referred to as the residues.

Consider the continuous system described by the transfer function

^ _ 0.09668 1(5 + 1.3498)(5 + 0.24303)
LA. \ S ) —— —————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— ( J — ^ 2* )

(s + 2. 1316)(5 + 0.60561)(5 + 0.22005)

This can be expressed in partial fractions to give

-0.0423763 0.0383951 0.00294908 
(5 + 2.1316) (5 + 0.60561) (5 + 0.22005)

If the significance of each mode in the above model is assessed by the magnitude of the 

residues then it is obvious that the pole at -2.1316 is the most dominant followed by the 

pole at -0.60561. The pole at- 0.22005 seems to be not very significant since its modal 

gain is 10-15 times smaller than the other modal gains.

The above approach assesses the significance of each mode by only taking account the 

steady-state information of the system. In an excellent paper Aguirre (1993), proposed 

simple indices to quantify modal dominance by taking account both the steady-state and 

transient information of the system. These indices are simply calculated by dividing the 

particular modal gain with the pole itself. The values of these indices can be expressed 

as a percentage to reflect the significance of each mode to the model steady-state and 

transient behaviour. The model dominance indices (MDI) for the model in (3-52) are 

shown in Table 3-4. It can be seen that the result obtained by the partial fraction 

expansion is misleading, since the MDIs show that the dominant pole is the one at - 

0.60561, explaining around 65% of the model steady-state and transient information. In 

addition the third mode at -0.22005 is not that insignificant as suggested before since it
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explains almost 14% of the information. The results of the MDI approach can be 

validated, by evaluating the significance of each pole on the step response of the system. 

Figure 3-8 shows a comparison of the step responses obtained for the full model and 

models retaining only certain poles. It can be easily seen that the pole at -0.60561 is the 

dominant pole of the system, explaining most of the system information.

Table 3-4. 

MODEL DOMINANCE INDICES FOR THE MODEL IN EQUATION (3-51)

Poles

-0.60561

-2.1316

-0.22005

Residues

-0.0383951

-0.0423763

-0.00294908

MDI

-0.0633991

-0.0198801

-0.0134019

%MDI

65.5755

20.5625

13.8619

Figure 3-8. Step responses obtained from the model in equation (3-51).
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3.3.6 Comparison of Models and Approaches

A comparison is made in Table 3-5 of the different properties of s-domain and z-domain 

models. It can be seen that z-domain models have important advantages for applications 

such as control system design and system simulation. On the other hand, if a precise 

description of the system is required, then s-domain models are preferred. The choice of 

model has a direct impact on the type of identification employed, since the estimation of 

5-domain models is not straightforward in the time domain. On the other hand, 

frequency-domain identification allows s-domain models to be directly identified. In 

addition, the effects of nonlinearities are more easily detected in the frequency domain, 

by the presence of output harmonics in addition to those present in the input signal. It is 

thus important to distinguish the advantages and disadvantages of the two approaches.

Systematic errors. A restriction of frequency-domain identification is that if the data are 

not periodic, leakage will be introduced in the frequency data by the use of the FFT. 

Time-domain windowing however reduces the error but does not eliminate it 

completely, so periodic excitations should be given preference when frequency-domain 

methods are used.

Experiment design. Contrary to the time-domain identification, identification in the 

frequency domain requires the sampling of both the input and output of the system.

Transient errors. Transients in the data will cause error in the frequency domain and 

have to be removed before conversion from the time domain. These transients do not 

cause any problem in time-domain identification.

Data reduction. Frequency-domain identification allows reduction in the amount of 

data used for estimation since this is dependent of the excitation frequencies, regardless 

of the number of samples.
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Time delay. An accurate estimate of the pure time delay is not possible with time 

domain identification since this delay is estimated as a multiple of the sampling interval. 

Identification in the frequency domain allows direct estimation of the pure time delay as 

a fraction of the sampling interval.

Input signal. Time domain identification is based on the assumption that the input 

signal is piecewise constant, in other words, it is passed through a sample and hold 

device (ZOH assumption). This assumption can be violated in cases where the system 

under consideration is driven by an actuator, which acts like a low pass filter, and the 

input data has to be measured at the output of the actuator to exclude its dynamics from 

the model. This can cause an error in the estimated model.

Table 3-5
A COMPARISON OF s-DOMAIN AND z-DOMAIN MODELS 

(reproduced from Evans (1998), with permission)

Property s-domain z-domain 

Exact representation of a Yes Only if input is ZOH 

continuous system

Exact representation of the Yes Only if a multiple of Ts 

pure time delay

Simulation Approximate Yes

Predictive models No Yes

Recursive estimation No Yes

Controller design Limited Extensive
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As a result of the above, the choice of the identification method depends on the 
measurement conditions for the particular system, and the purpose of the model. If a 
model is to be used for control purposes, z-domain techniques are preferred since most 
of the controllers are time discrete. Time domain identification provides the easiest 
solution to this identification problem, since only the output of the system needs to be 
sampled and there is no restriction in the choice of excitation signals. On the other hand 
if the model is to be given a physical interpretation, frequency techniques are more 
advantageous since a differential equation can be directly derived from the continuous 
s-domain model.

3.4 Experiment design

The basic assumption for the identification of a continuous ^-domain model is that the 
data has been sampled without aliasing. In order to avoid aliasing the band limited (BL) 
assumption must hold. This demands that the input and output signals have been band- 
limited before sampling and sampled at a frequency fs, which is more than twice the 
highest frequency in the signal fmax.

Another requirement for the identification of ̂ -domain models is that the data should be 
gathered in dynamic steady state, which implies that time is allowed for all the 
transients to die away. As mentioned in the previous section periodic signals are usually 
preferred since leakage errors in the EFT can be avoided if the signals are sampled over 
an integer number of periods. Figure 3-9 shows a suitable test-setup for continuous s- 
domain model identification. It can be seen that an analogue reconstruction filter is 
placed at the output of the ZOH device to remove the higher frequency components 
generated by the ZOH. These components usually referred to as frequency-butterflies 
because of their shape, are a product of convolution in the frequency domain and are 

centred at multiples of the sampling frequency.
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The input and output signals are band-limited by analogue anti-aliasing (AA) filters 

before being sampled. The selection of the cut-off frequencies of these filters is essential 

since it must be ensured that no vital system information is lost and at the same time 

sufficient attenuation at the sampling Nyquist frequency is provided. A useful guideline 

given in Evans (1998) is to sample the signal at a frequency at least ten times the 

maximum frequency of the signal fmax, and then set the A A cut-off frequency at 2.5fmax-

An important assumption for the setup shown in Figure 3-9 is that the effect of the 

measurement channels on the input and output signals is identical. This can be very 

difficult to achieve in practice and a relative calibration may be needed to equalise their 

effects.

A discrete model can only be an exact representation of a continuous system if the input 

signal is piece-wise constant between sampling intervals (equation (3-6)). This implies 

that the signal applied to the system should be generated by a ZOH, which means that 

the input signal must not be band-limited. In addition, no AA filters should be used 

otherwise important information will be lost. These can lead to a more simplified set-up 

as shown in Figure 3-10, especially if the ZOH is assumed to be perfect. It is clear from 

Figure 3-10 that the model fitted between u(f) and y(f) will include the ZOH, as well the 

system under test. This presents a problem if an accurate model for the system is 

required, it is thus necessary to exclude the influence of the ZOH by measuring the 

input signal at the output of the actuator. If the actuator itself band-limits the input 

signal then the ZOH assumption is violated, which will introduce errors into the 

estimated discrete model (Schoukens et al., 1994). This phenomenon has been observed 

by Hill (1997) and Evans (1998) when estimating discrete models for the Rolls Royce 

gas turbine and it will be discussed further in the next sections.

It is obvious from the above that the preferred approach will depend on the intended 

application of the model. If system accuracy and a physical interpretation are primary 

considerations in the model development then the BL assumption set-up should be
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Anti - Aliasing Filters

Figure 3-9. Experimental set-up under BL assumption.
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Figure 3-10. Experimental set-up under ZOH assumption.
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selected. Under this assumption the sampling frequency must be at least twice the 

highest frequency in the signal, though in practice, a value at least ten times the highest 

frequency is often used. A high sampling frequency is advantageous when the model 

estimation is done in the frequency domain since the noise power is spread to a wider 

frequency band, resulting in an improvement of the SNR.

The selection of the sampling frequency is critical for time-domain modelling, since it 

directly affects the quality of the estimates (Goodwin and Payne, 1976). Due to the 

inherent nature of discrete modelling, a slow sampling frequency will result in loss of 

information. On the other hand, a very fast sampling rate will result in numerical 

problems, due to the clustering of the discrete poles and zeros around the point z = 1 as 

mentioned in section 3.2. It is in general better to sample too fast rather than too slow as 

Ljung (1987, pp. 378-386) points out. It will be seen in Chapter 7, that the selection of 

the sampling frequency is even more critical in nonlinear time-domain modelling.

3.4.1 Input Signals

A wide variety of signals may be used to excite a system during an identification 

experiment. The choice of signal usually depends on the type of identification technique 

employed and the available a priori knowledge for the system under test. Classical 

techniques make use of transient signals such as impulse and step inputs. These signals 

are susceptible to noise and in certain cases their adequate use is limited by the 

constraints placed on the input signal amplitude that can be applied to the system. A 

constraint on the amplitude in linear system identification may be placed in order not to 

drive the system into its nonlinear region or if the operating range of the system is 

inherently limited.

The use of random signals provided an alternative to transient signals especially because 

of the attractive statistical properties of Gaussian signals. Advantage is taken of the fact 

that the autocorrelation function of a signal with Gaussian distribution is impulsive, to
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facilitate the straightforward estimation of the impulse response of the system (Godfrey, 

1993). Even though considerable scientific effort has been dedicated through the years 

to the exploitation of the statistical properties of random signals for system 

identification, the use of such signals suffers from poor SNR and the need for power 

spectrum averaging to obtain accurate FRF estimates. In addition, the application of 

random signals to real processes might be difficult due to the use of actuators that 

cannot cope with the sudden fluctuations that can occur in these signals. The most 

attractive alternative to random signals is provided by pseudorandom binary signals 

(PRBS) whose properties are summarised by Godfrey (1993). These are periodic binary 

signals which change level at predetermined event points. The enormous popularity of 

these signals in system identification, is justified by the fact that PRBS have similar 

autocorrelation functions as Gaussian signals, they are periodic and can be easily 

generated if they are based on maximum-length sequences. More information about 

pseudorandom binary signals along with quality indices can be found in Godfrey et al. 

(1999). A Matlab routine which incorporates these and other binary or near-binary 

signals is also now available, see for example Tan and Godfrey (2001).

In general, in linear system identification the input signals should be able to excite all 

the modes of the system in the range of amplitude for which the experiment is designed. 

This implies that the frequency spectrum of the signal should cover the bandwidth of 

the system under test. More specifically, a signal is said to be persistently exciting (PE) 

of order n if its spectral density is non-zero for at least n distinct points in the interval (- 

7i, TI), which can be generated by the sum of (n+l)/2 sinusoids. Van den Bos (1970, p. 

26) showed that a signal of at least («+l)/2 sinusoids is required to identify an ^-domain 

model with n parameters and the same result was derived for z-domain models by Ljung 

(1987, pp. 362-364). It is recommended to design signals with more than (n+l)/2 

harmonics in order to allow room for an increase in the model order, or the detection of 

model errors through the comparison of the model frequency response with the 

estimated FRF.
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Periodic Signals

Periodic signals are essential for frequency-domain identification if systematic errors 

are to be avoided and they also offer a number of advantages for time-domain 

identification, the most important summarised as follows.

Improvement in the Signal to Noise Ratio. The crest factors of periodic signals are 

generally much better than those of random or transient signals, which allows more 

power to be injected for a given time-domain amplitude. Since the signals have discrete 

spectra it is also possible to select only those frequency lines at which power is injected 

and discard the noise lines.

Model Validation. Periodic signals can be transformed to the frequency domain without 

leakage errors and if the SNR is good a high quality estimate of the FRF can be 

obtained. This allows the validation of both continuous and discrete parametric models 

by comparing the frequency response of the model with the estimated FRF.

Combination of data sets. Data sets covering different frequency ranges, gathered at 

different sampling rates, can be transformed in the frequency domain and combined into 

one single data set. Such combination is not possible with nonperiodic time-domain 

data.

Improvement of Finite Sample Behaviour. Only those frequencies at which power is 

injected need to be used in estimation. For time-domain estimation this can be achieved 

by transforming the signals to the frequency domain, setting the noise contributions at 

all other frequencies to zero and then calculating the inverse transform. This has been 

shown to have a large impact on the convergence region of both time- and frequency- 

domain estimators.
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Data resampling. The minimum sampling interval for time-domain modelling is usually 

set by the sampling frequency used in data gathering. The use of periodic signals allows 

the sampling interval to be decreased in a straightforward manner, by calculating the 

FFT of the signal and then taking the inverse Fourier transform at a faster sampling rate.

In what follows, the two most widely used periodic signals in system identification are 

discussed. These are the multisine signals and binary signals.

Multisine signals

A multisine signal is the sum of an arbitrary collection of cosines, which are 
harmonically related:

u(t) = X A(k) cos(i(*)av + <*(*)) (3-54)
jt=i

The harmonic vector i can be any set of integer numbers, which makes the signal design 

very flexible in terms of the frequency content. This is an important feature of multisine 

signals since by appropriate selection of input harmonics certain nonlinear features of 

the system can be detected at the output. If the fundamental and all the harmonics over a 

given bandwidth are included in the signal it is termed a concecutive multisine. A signal 

composed of only those harmonics which are odd multiples of the fundamental is 

termed an odd multisine. It will be shown in Chapter 4 that by using an odd multisine it 

is possible to qualify the nonlinearity in a system.

In order to maximise the amount of power to be injected into the system the signal 

should be compressed in the time domain by optimising the phases. One measure of the 

compression of the signal is the crest factor given by:
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Several methods have been developed to minimise the crest factor. The most empirical 

method was proposed by Schroeder (1970), who observed that phase modulated signals 

had low peak factors and derived the formula

= 0 f(k) = 27r£ (k - l)Pl k = 2, 3, ..., F (3-56)
1=1

F
where pi is the power of the /th harmonic and £ pl = 1.

1=1

The above formula can be simplified for signals with flat amplitude spectrum to give

k 2 
= 0 (j)(k)=n—— k = 2,3,...,F (3-57)

Other methods were proposed based on explicit formulae for the minimisation of the 

crest factor (Boyd, 1986; Van der Ouderaa et al., 1987). These methods generate signals 

with CF similar to those obtained using Schroeder phases. Rees (1986) and Rees and 

Jones (1991) considered CF minimisation as the minimisation of a nonlinear function of 

independent phases and used a quasi-Newton algorithm to search for a minimum. This 

approach yielded lower CF than the Schroeder phases but it requires a considerable 

amount of processing time. The result is also sensitive to the phases used as starting 

values, since the function has a large number of local minima. The derivative of the CF 

with respect to the phases is also discontinuous (Van der Ouderaa, 1988, pp. 63-65), 

which means that any gradient based approach will not find the true minimum of the 

CF. In order to avoid the problem arising from the existence of local minima, an 

approach based on simulated annealing was presented by Van den Bos (1993), who was 

reporting on work done by Lenstra. This method reduces the likelihood of the search 

becoming trapped in a local minimum but the method is still extremely time consuming.
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Van den Bos (1987) proposed an iterative method which attempts to make the multisine 

signal maximally similar to a binary signal by adjusting its phase angles, based on the 

observation that binary signals possess the minimum possible CF. This is achieved by 

first constructing a multisine signal with the required amplitude spectrum and random 

phases. The values of this signal at discrete points are used to construct an equivalent 

binary signal, with positive and negative values mapping +1 to -1. Zero values are 

arbitrarily mapped to either +1 or -1. The FFT of this binary signal yields the amplitude 

and phase of the required harmonics and these are then used to reconstruct a multisine. 

The process is repeated until the multisine and binary signals have equal phases at the 

harmonics of interest. A closely related approach was proposed by Van der Ouderaa et 

al. (1988) but instead of constructing a binary signal with each iteration the multisine is 

clipped to a certain percentage of its initial peak amplitude. Both the Van der Bos and 

the Van der Ouderaa methods are classed as clipping techniques.

The method that produces signals with the lowest CF achieved to date, was derived by 

Guillaume et al. (1991) based on the observation that the CF can be expressed as

(3 _58)

where /«=(«) is the Chebyshev norm of u(f) and /2(") its RMS value. Since 12 is 

independent of <E> the problem reduces to the minimisation of the /« norm with respect to 

the phases. Since this is non-differentiable, the I2p norm its minimised in its place, using 

a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. The norm is initially minimised with a small value 

of p, which is then repeatedly incremented, with the phases of the previous 

minimisation being used as starting values for each new step. This method refered to as 

the Loo method is fast enough for practical application and it can be used to minimise 

CF's of signals at the input and the output of a linear system.
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A very recent attempt to minimise the CF of band-limited multisines was presented by 

Solomou et al. (2001). The method was based on the observation that low crest factor 

signals posses properties that minimise the effect of nonlinear distortions resulting from 

a cubic nonlinearity on the measurement of the frequency response function. The 

problem was then formulated, to minimise the complex error

(3-59)

A. ___ _ __ _ _
where H(jcok ) is the estimated FRF and H(j(ok ) is the true linear FRF. To achieve

this, a nonlinear least-squares optimisation technique was employed with random 

phases inserted as initial values. This technique has yielded low crest factor signals with 

CF's lower than those achieved by using Schroeder phases but higher than CF's 

achieved by the Loo method. The procedure was highly dependent of the starting values 

given for the phases and more time consuming than the L<x> method. It can be concluded 

that the best results are obtained using the Loo approach. This gives the lowest CF's 

achieved to date and is also fast enough to be used in practical applications.

In order to measure the FRF of a system a frequency range must be selected which 

adequately covers the system break-points. Figure 3-11 shows an 30 odd harmonic 

multisine signal with a fundamental of 0.005 Hz and a bandwidth of 0.005-0.0295 Hz. 

This signal is only suitable to measure the dynamics of a system that has break points 

within the 0.005-0.03 Hz band. The multisine shown in Figure 3-11 has been 

compressed using the Loo method resulting in a CF of 1.35.

In Evans (1998) the quality of single sine and multisine signals was examined in 

relation to the estimation of the FRF. It was concluded that by using multisine signals a 

reduction in the order of 80% in test times can be achieved when compared with single 

sine tests. The comparison was made under the constraint that the relative accuracy of 

both single sine and multisine tests should be equal.
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Binary signals

Binary signals are widely used in linear system identification because of the fact that 

they are easily generated, they are suitable for a wide range of actuators that work using 

only two levels and they allow the injection of the maximum possible power for a given 

time domain amplitude. Out of a range of binary signals, maximum length binary 

sequences (MLBS) are the most popular. These are easily generated by shift registers of 

different length with appropriate feedback (Godfrey, 1993). The length of the sequence 

N is determined by the number of registers «:

N = 2 n -l (3-60) 

The amplitude spectrum of an MLBS with a peak amplitude of a is given by:

A(fk ) = a sincf——\ k = ±1,± 2,± 3... (3-61) 
V *' AT l^N/

The frequency of the harmonics is determined by the bit period dt:

———T~» 
N • ot

and the half power bandwidth of the signal occurs at approximately 0.443/<5r. It is thus 

possible to change N and dt to alter the frequency range of the signal.

The time-domain design criteria employed with MLBS signals are based on their use 

with correlation techniques to measure the impulse response of a system. The 

autocorrelation of an MLBS sequence is approximately impulsive and this can be used 

to deconvolve the Wiener-Hopf equation and estimate the system impulse response 

(Godfrey, 1980). A binary signal composed of only odd harmonics can be generated by
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the modulo-two addition of the bit sequence of an MLBS signal with a sequence of 

alternating ones and zeros (Godfrey, 1993). If the addition is carried out across two 

periods of the original MLBS signal an inverse repeat (IR) sequence will be generated, 

with the required odd harmonic properties. An IRMLBS signal is shown in Figure 3-12. 

It can be seen that it is not possible to have a perfectly flat spectrum in the frequency 

range of interest, and that a significant amount of power falls outside the 0.443/<5f half 

power bandwidth.

The test times associated with FRF estimates when using a binary signal are similar to 

the test times achieved when using multisines (Evans, 1998). The disadvantage of 

binary signals compared to multisines is that they are far less flexible in their frequency 

content and a lot of the power will fall outside the frequency band of interest.
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Figure 3-11. Multisine signal in (a) time domain and (b) frequency domain.
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Figure 3-12. IRMLBS signal in (a) time domain and (b) frequency domain.

3.4.2 Analysing Periodic Data

The use of periodic signals greatly simplifies the analysis of the measured data. The 
presence of errors such as poor sampling synchronisation, process drift and 
measurement outliers can be detected from the time records. Provided the data are 
sampled across complete periods, at a sampling frequency which is an integer multiple 
of the fundamental frequency, then no leakage errors will be introduced by the FFT. 

Statistical information about the frequency data can then be obtained by applying a 
period by period analysis. This allows a straightforward assessment of the levels of 
noise and nonlinearities from the frequency-domain records. The following outline 

owes to the excellent paper by Kollar et al. (1994).

Synchronisation. It is important that the signal reconstruction and sampling clocks are 
synchronised when conducting measurements for frequency-domain identification,
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since a deviation in either clock will result in incomplete signal periods being sampled. 

The quality of synchronisation can be checked by examining the circular covariance of 

the measured signals

,^u(ni)u(n&m) n = 0,1, ..., N - 1 (3-63)
m=0

where Ts is the sampling period, N the number of samples and u(n © m) corresponds to 

a circular shift of m samples to the right. This can be calculated via the inverse FFT of 

the signal power spectra, with the dc component supressed (Kollar et al, 1994). The 

circular covariance of periodic data will have peaks at intervals corresponding to the 

signal period. Any problems with the sampling synchronisation will cause these peaks 

to appear at irregular intervals.

Drift and Repeatability. The presence of a drift in the operating point during the 

experiment can be checked by calculating the mean values of each period of the 

measured input and output. The presence of significant drift would affect the frequency- 

domain estimation, since the low-frequency transients would be introduced which 

would corrupt the Fourier coefficients of the measured data. Time-domain estimation of 

discrete models will also be adversely affected.

The application of periodic signals also allows the repeatability of the system response 

to be checked, by plotting the outputs period by period, with their mean values 

removed. This also allows the visual detection of outliers which can be then eliminated 

by substituting values calculated by linear interpolation between previous and next data 

points.

Noise Analysis. A first indication about the noise levels present in the data can be 

obtained by transforming the complete data lengths into the frequency domain using the 

FFT. Since the frequency resolution of the FFT is inversely proportional to the total
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time of the data record (A/=l/rtest), this will give the greatest resolution achievable with 

the data. It is then possible to calculate the total power in the signal Ptot, and the power 

at the excited harmonics Ftest- An initial estimate of the SNR can then be obtained by 

treating all the power at the nonexcited frequencies as noise

SNR,d =101og10 ™ (3-64)
V tot ''test )

This is a measure of the total excitation power over the total remaining power in the 

signal and is hence a calculation of the raw time-domain SNR. The next step in the 

noise analysis is to estimate the means, variances and covariance of the input and output 

Fourier coefficients. These can be used to estimate the uncertainty on the estimated FRF 

and as a priori information for the frequency-domain estimator. For this purpose, the 

data must be transformed to the frequency domain on a period-by-period basis. The 
following estimates can then be made

1 Jl,— TV (jco,) (3-65) 
M£t

(M) = Z K (Mt > - v O""* )X^» (M) - v (M)) (3-66)

where V(ja>k) is interchangeably £/(/&)t) or Y(jo)k). Since the Fourier coefficients are 

complex the variance calculated according to equation (3-65) will be the sum of the 

variances of the real and imaginary parts. The covariance can be estimated as

(jcok ) = -— Z (U m (jcok ) - U(ja>k
M - 1 m=l
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A significant covariance indicates that the noise is not simply present in the input 

measurement channel but also passes through the system and hence correlated with the 

output noise. This can be caused by noise on the measure input variable, such as 

turbulence in a measured flow, or by the presence of a feedback loop.

The variances and covariance calculated in this way are double the quantities required 

for equations (3-34) and (3-37), where the variances and covariance of the real or 

imaginary parts are used. It has been shown that the estimated models are strongly 

consistent, for an increasing number of data points in each experiment, if the number of 

independent measurements M is greater than or equal to four (Schoukens et al, 1997).

Since the estimation is conducted only at the excited frequencies it is now possible to 

exclude all the other frequency points, which are termed noise lines, from the data. 

Assuming the presence of stationary white noise, the improvement to the SNR will be 

in the order of

(3-68)

which depends on the degree of over-sampling employed. Since the means and 

variances estimated from equations (3-64) and (3-65) are a measure of the periodic and 

stochastic power, respectively, they can be used to calculate the actual SNR following 

the exclusion of the noise lines

=101og 10 (3-69)
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A further improvement in the SNR's is provided by averaging the data across M 

periods. The variance of the sample means is smaller than the sample variances 

estimated using equation (3-66), by a factor of 1/M. This will provide further 

improvement in the SNR of

SNR VflV =SNR fe +101og 10 (M) (3-70)

Detection of Nonlinearities. It is possible to detect the system nonlinearity in the 

frequency domain. This can be achieved by detecting the presence of additional 

harmonics generated by the system nonlinearity in the output. In addition, the use of 

specially designed multisines allows the separation of the frequency contributions 

generated at the system output by the system nonlinearity (Evans 1998).

If a signal contains only harmonics that are odd multiples of the fundamental (such as 

an IRMLBS or an odd multisine) then all the frequency contributions at the output 

resulting from any even-order nonlinearities will fall at even harmonics (Evans et al., 

1995). Thus the even nonlinearities can be detected just by inspection of the frequency 

content of the system input and output signals. Similarly if an odd-odd multisine is used 

(a signal where every other odd harmonic is also excluded) both even-order and odd- 

order nonlinearities can be detected, since the odd-order nonlinear contributions will fall 

at the omitted odd harmonics. A useful tool with which to assess the periodicity of the 

generated harmonics, and distinguish them from noise harmonics, is the squared 

coherence function

M

where Ym(jco) is the output spectrum at the excited and nonexcited frequencies, Y*m(jaf)
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its complex conjugate and Gyy(o)) the autospectrum of the output (McCormack et al., 

1994). The coherence represents the ratio of the periodic power to the total power at the 

output and if there is no periodic power at the output then the coherence will assume a 

value of 1/M. The periodic power due to nonlinearities can be detected since the 

coherence function at those frequencies will rise well above the 1/M bound.

3.5 Conclusions

This chapter has served to introduce the modelling concepts and estimation techniques 

which will be used in the next chapter to estimate linear models for the gas turbine. A 

general discussion of linear modelling and time- and frequency-domain identification 

techniques has been presented. Each of the estimators discussed is an MLE if the 

disturbing noise is Gaussian. This means that the estimates are asymptotically unbiased, 

efficient and normal and that the Cramer-Rao lower bound can be used to approximate 

the covariance matrix of the estimates.

This assumption is only strictly valid if the true system model belongs to the set of 

models which can be estimated. In reality, this is often not the case and it certainly will 

not be true for the gas turbine studied in this thesis. However, the Cramer-Rao bound 

can still prove a useful indication of the magnitude of the estimated parameter 

uncertainties, provided the modelling errors are small.

A brief discussion has also been presented of the relative merits of continuous and 

discrete models and of time- and frequency-domain estimation techniques. It is 

concluded that if an exact representation of the continuous system is required, with an 

arbitrary value of pure time delay, then continuous ^-domain models are preferred. Such 

models can be directly estimated in the frequency domain, using the techniques 

described in this chapter.
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The most fundamental method to select the model order in linear system identification 
is to monitor the behaviour of the cost function as the model order is increased. An 
estimate of the approximate model order for both linear and nonlinear systems can be 
obtained using readily available geometric methods. Two methods were presented in 
this chapter accompanied with illustrative examples.

An overview has also been presented of the main issues relating to the design of the 
identification experiment. The implications for the experimental set-up of the basic 
assumptions underlying continuous and discrete modelling have been emphasised. The 
advantages of periodic signals for continuous and discrete modelling have been 
presented and the properties of multisine and MLBS signals have been discussed.



Chapter IV

Linear Gas Turbine Modelling

Abstract — The engine test facility is described and the problems associated with testing 

are discussed. The signals used in the tests are presented and a detailed analysis of the 

gathered data is made. The nonparametric frequency response functions of the HP and 

LP shafts are estimated for each of the tests, along with confidence bounds and the 

results are compared. Models are estimated at different operating points using 

frequency- and time-domain techniques and the estimated models are examined. A 

comparison between the models obtained using the two approaches is made, and it is 

concluded that frequency-domain techniques should be preferred over time-domain 

techniques for linear gas turbine modelling. A comparison is also made between the 

models estimated using frequency-domain techniques and the linearised thermodynamic 

models obtained from the engine physics.
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4.1 Introduction

The engine test facility will now be described, and the signals used during the engine 
tests will be presented. The data will be analysed in both time- and frequency-domains. 
Time-domain analysis will be employed in order to examine the presence of drift at 
different operating points, check the repeatability of the system response and provide an 
approximation of the engine model order. The nonparametric frequency response 
functions of each shaft will be estimated along with confidence bounds in order to 
investigate the accuracy of the estimated FRFs. It will be shown that the uncertainty of 
the FRF estimates and the effects of nonlinearity are minimal at an input amplitude of 

±10% Wf. The estimation of the FRFs at different operating points suggests considerable 
variation in engine dynamics, thus confirming that the engine is nonlinear.

Single-input, single-output ^-domain models of the HP and LP dynamics will be 
estimated at different shaft speeds using frequency-domain techniques. The estimated 
models will be cross-validated using other models estimated from different tests at the 
same amplitude. The influence of the engine nonlinearity on the estimated models will 
be examined by analysing the frequency-domain residuals and the estimated models 
will be compared with the thermodynamic models at the different operating points.

Discrete models will also be estimated in the time domain and their poles and zeros will 
be compared with those of the frequency-domain models by means of the impulse 
invariant transform. It will be seen as in Evans (1998) and Hill (1997) that the estimated 
models contain single real negative poles, which cannot be transformed to the ^-domain 
and compared to the poles of the thermodynamic models. It will be made clear that for 
this reason and due to the fact that it is possible to estimate the pure-time delay as a free 
parameter in the frequency domain, frequency-domain techniques should be preferred 

for linear gas turbine modelling.
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4.2 Gas Turbine Testing

The engine tests were conducted at the Glen sea-level test facility of the Defence and 

Evaluation and Research Agency at Pyestock. A Rolls Royce Spey Mk 202 engine was 

tested, which is a typical military two-shaft turbofan, with a low by-pass ratio and a 

variable reheat nozzle. The engine is controlled by varying the rate of fuel flow, the 

angle of the inlet guide vanes, the reheat nozzle area, the reheat fuel flow and the LP 

compressor bleed valve position. The reheat system was inoperative during the tests and 

the compressor bleed valve was closed. The angle of the inlet guide vanes and the reheat 

nozzle area were fixed to appropriate values for the duration of the tests.

The engine speed control was operated in open loop and a perturbed fuel demand signal 

was fed to the fuel feed system, which regulates the fuel flow to the engine by means of 

a stepper valve. A number of problems encountered during the measurement of the fuel 

flow and shaft speeds will be discussed in what follows. These problems are either 

inherent to gas turbines, others are due to the characteristics of the test facility, which is 

represented diagrammatically in Figure 4-1.

Fuel Feed System. The fuel feed system is composed of a valve driven by a stepper 

motor. These exhibit both linear and nonlinear characteristics and affect the actual fuel 

flow applied to the gas turbine. It is thus important to measure the actual fuel flow at the 

output of the fuel feed system in order to exclude its effects from the estimated model. It 

is known, that the fuel feed exhibits direction dependent dynamics, an issue that was 

addressed by Godfrey and Moore (1974).

Speed measurement. The speed of the low pressure shaft is measured by counting the 

rotations of the turbine blades and the speed of the high pressure shaft by measuring the 

rotation of the gear attached to the shaft itself. Since the frequency of the pulses 

generated is proportional to the shaft speed, the pulses are counted for a specific interval 

and the resulting speed is provided as the transducer output. It should be noted that it is
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not possible to incorporate any AA filters into this set-up, since the conversion is from a 

pulse frequency to a digital value (F-D) and there is no true analogue signal before 

digitisation. This is also the case for the turbine flow meter used to measure the input.

Noise. The dominant noise sources in the gas turbine are the turbulence in the fuel flow 

on the input and the vibration of the turbine blades and jitter in the gears on the output 

shaft speeds. This means that the noise input cannot be simply considered as 

measurement noise, since it propagates through the system and influences the output.

4.2.1 Test Signal Designs

The tests conducted at Pyestock were focused on frequency-domain estimation of s- 
domain models. It was thus necessary to adhere to the BL assumption, which implies 

that the measured signals are band-limited before sampling, and then sampled at more 

than twice their highest frequency. The lack of AA filters in the gas turbine set-up might 

thus seem to preclude the use of frequency-domain techniques and it is important to 

address this point prior to discussing the signal designs.

The lack of AA filters would be a problem if binary signals were used, since they do not 

have band-limited spectra. However, this is not the case if multisine signals are used, 

since the total signal power can be concentrated in the frequency range of interest. The 

only higher frequency components in the signals will be the frequency butterflies, 

centred at multiples of the signal reconstruction frequency, at the output of the DAC. In 

this case it is possible to utilise the low-pass characteristics of the fuel feed system to 

filter out these components, if a sufficiently high reconstruction frequency is used. By 

using the fuel feed system as a reconstruction filter both the multisine and binary signals 

can be strictly band-limited before they are applied to the engine and the only aliasing 

present will be due to high frequency noise.
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Figure 4-1. Engine test facility 

(reproduced from Hill (1994), with permission.)
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If a common clock is used for both signal reconstruction and data sampling, increasing 

the reconstruction frequency would have the effect of increasing the number of samples 

gathered for a given signal. Since the number of data points which can be logged on the 

test set-up is restricted, this is highly undesirable. A solution to this problem can be 

provided by clocking the signal reconstruction and data sampling at different rates, 

while taking care to select the data sampling period to be an integer multiple of the 

signal reconstruction period.

Prior information gathered by previous tests was essential for the signal designs. It was 

clear from the results obtained by Evans (1998) that a signal bandwidth of 0.09 - 0.35 

Hz is sufficient to cover the break-points of the gas turbine poles, while at the same time 

being significantly lower than the break-points of the fuel feed poles. A wide range of 

signals was designed with the above consideration taken into account, along with the 

need for sufficient harmonics to allow CF minimisation and the detection of modelling 

errors. These signals were then applied to the engine at 55%, 65%, 75%, 80%, and 90% 

NH. Table 4-1 summarises the multisine signals used in the tests, which are described in 

detail in the Appendix at the end of this thesis.

Table 4-1

MULTISINE SIGNALS USED IN THE TESTS

Signal

Multisine (1)

Multisine (2)

General Purpose (GP) Multisine

Number of

harmonics

20

56

27

Fundamental

frequency

(Hz)

0.005

0.005

0.01

Crest

factor

1.44

1.39

1.10

Sampling

frequency

(Hz)

20

20

25

An IRMLBS, also described in the Appendix, was used in the tests. The signal was 

generated by a 7 bit shift register and had a fundamental of 0.0049 Hz and a sampling 

frequency of 20 Hz.
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4.3 Nonparametric Analysis

A detailed analysis was made of the gathered data before proceeding with parametric 

estimation. The data analysis was performed in both time- and frequency-domains. The 

nonlinearities present in the engine are assessed and the noise is quantified. The data 

were transformed to the frequency domain and the frequency response functions were 

estimated at different operating points.

4.3.1 Synchronisation

The quality of synchronisation can be checked by examining the circular covariance of 

the measured signals, defined in equation (3-62) which is plotted for the multisine (1) 

signal in Figure 4-2.
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Figure 4-2. Circular covariance of input signal, (a) across complete data length, (b) first 

lag and (c) third lag.
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The periodicity of the input is clear, and the detailed plots of the first and third lags 

indicate that the synchronisation is very good. The maximum deviation between clocks 

must be less than 0.00315%, this being half a sampling interval (0.05/2) in four signal 

periods (4x4000x0.05).

4.3.2 Drift and Repeatability

The possible presence of drift in the operating point during the experiment was checked 

by calculating the mean values of the measured fuel flow and the shaft speeds across 

each test. The results are presented in Table 4-2 for series Test A in order to illustrate 

the effect on tests at different operating points. It can be seen that drift effects are not 

significant in this case since the deviation between tests is very small.

Table 4-2
MEAN VALUES OF MEASURED FUEL FLOW AND SHAFT SPEEDS

Test

A2

A3

A6

A7

A8

All

A12

Signal

Multisine (1)

IRMLBS

Multisine (1)

IRMLBS

Multisine (2)

Multisine (1)

IRMLBS

Wf (cc/s)

139.7

138.0

259.3

258.2

259.1

389.9

390.6

NH (%max7VH)

53.8

53.3

75.3

75.1

75.2

88.7

88.8

NL (% max Na)

26.3

26

43.0

42.9

43.0

53.0

53.1

The application of periodic signals also allows the repeatability of the system response 

to be checked, by plotting the outputs period by period, with their mean values 

removed. This is shown in Figure 4-3 for multisine (1) at 75% NH, where the
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repeatability of the response is clear. Plotting the data records in this way facilitated the 

easy detection of outliers, which were eliminated by substituting a value calculated 

through linear interpolation between the previous and subsequent data points.
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Figure 4-3. Outputs of (a) HP shaft and (b) LP shaft, plotted period by period.

4.3.3 Noise and nonlinearities.

The data were converted to the frequency domain using the FFT and the means, 

variances and covariance were estimated as described in Chapter 3. The variances and 

covariance of multisine (1) HP shaft data at 75% NH, are plotted in Figure 4-4. It can be 

seen that the covariance is significant at low frequencies. This is to be expected, since 

the dominant noise source at the input is process noise, which passes through the system 

and hence correlated with the output noise. The same pattern was estimated using 

different tests at other operating points. These estimated variances and covariance at the 

test frequencies will be used as a priori information in the parametric modelling
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presented in section 4.4. Figure 4-5 shows the spectra of the HP shaft multisine (1) test 

at 75% NH- It can be seen that the highest output power is at the frequencies excited by 

the input signal, referred to as the input frequencies. Additional power can be found at 

other frequencies which are multiples of the fundamental but were not excited by the 

input signal. They are a result of nonlinearities in the fuel feed, which create 

contributions at the input at frequency multiples of the fundamental. These frequencies 

enter the engine and interact with the engine nonlinearity to create additional frequency 

contributions. The power found at frequencies which are not multiple of the 

fundamental are considered to be spurious contributions and are due to noise.
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Figure 4-4. Noise variances on (a) input and (b) output, and (c) absolute value of 

covariance, for the GP multisine signal, HP shaft.

The SNRs were also calculated, beginning with an estimate of the raw time-domain 

SNR using equation (3-23). The improved SNRs achieved by excluding the noise lines 

and by averaging over four periods were then calculated using equations (3-68) and (3- 

69) and the results are shown in Table 4-3. From the table it can be seen that the SNRs
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are very good, with values of at least 43 dB in each case. According to equation (3-67) 

the exclusion of the noise lines should have improved the time-domain SNRs by around 

23 dB (10.1ogio(4000/20)), and an improvement of this order was obtained for the input 

frequencies. This improvement was not as great for the outputs, since the output noise is 

not white and its power is concentrated in the test signal bandwidth.

m

O -40||
Q_

< -601

-8C

0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5
Frequency (Hz)

(b)

0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5
Frequency (Hz)

Figure 4-5. Spectra of the (a) fuel flow and (b) HP shaft speed. Excited harmonics 

(red), omitted harmonics: even (green), odd (blue), noise (black).

Table 4-3.
SIGNAL-TO-NOISE-RATIOS

SNR (dB)

Time domain

Excluding noise

lines

Averaging

Input

16

37

43

HP

22

35

41

LP

23

35

41
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It is possible to detect the presence of the engine nonlinearity by analysing the data at a 

single operating point. Evans et al. (1999) used the coherence function to detect the 

existence of an even-order nonlinearity in the engine. At the same time there was no 

evidence for the existence of odd-order nonlinearities. The nonlinear coherence of an 

odd-odd multisine at an input amplitude of ±10% W^is plotted in Figure 4-6, along with 

the 1/M bound, in order to assess the nonlinear contributions. It is seen that the 

coherence of the even harmonics in the input spectrum is close to the 1/M bound 

whereas the coherence of the even harmonics at the output is more significant. It can be 

also seen that the coherence of the omitted odd harmonics is consistently lower on both 

the input and output. This suggests the presence of a weak even-order nonlinearity in 

the engine, for small input amplitudes.
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Figure 4-6. Nonlinear coherence of an odd-odd multisine at (a) input and (b) output. 

Input harmonics (solid), even harmonics (dashdot) and omitted odd harmonics (dotted). 

With 1/M bound (dashed).
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4.3.4 Frequency Response Functions

The FRFs of the HP and LP shafts were estimated for each of the tests, using the HEV 

estimator defined in equation (3-31). The FRFs for the HP and LP shaft for three tests at 

80% NH, and amplitudes of ±1%, ±2% and ±10% Wf are shown in Figures 4-7 and 4-8. 

It can be seen that the bandwidth of the test signals was well chosen, covering a drop of 

21 dB on the HP shaft and 17 dB on the LP shaft, with the phase shift varying between 

-10 and -90 degrees. It can be also seen that the FRFs estimated at different input 

amplitudes correspond very well, suggesting that the FRF does not depend on the 

amplitude of the input signal and also that the effect of nonlinearities for an amplitude 

up to ±10% Wfis minimal.

The accuracy of the FRFs was investigated by calculating the standard deviation of the 

estimates, according to equation (3-35), for the general-purpose multisine at the three 

input amplitudes. The amplitudes for these FRF estimates along with the 2a bounds are 

shown in Figures 4-9 and 4-10 for both HP and LP shafts. It can be seen for both shafts 

that the uncertainty at ±10% Wfis very small whereas it begins to become significant at 

±2% Wf. At ±1% Wf the uncertainty is large and the FRF estimates are biased since the 

noise becomes significant at this amplitude.

Figures 4-11 and 4-12 show the estimated FRFs of the HP and LP shafts at 5 different 

operating points estimated using the IRMLBS tests. It is interesting to see that the 

dynamics of both shafts become faster and the steady-state gains of both shafts 

decrease, as the operating point increases. This is an evidence of the fact that the engine 

is nonlinear.
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Figure 4-7. Estimated FRFs for HP shaft at an operating point of 80% NH and 

amplitudes of ±1% Wf,±2% W/,and±10% Wf.
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Figure 4r8. Estimated FRFs for LP shaft at an operating point of 80% NH and 

amplitudes of ±1% Wf,±2% Wf , and ±10% Wf.
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Figure 4-9. Amplitude of FRF estimates for HP shaft, using an odd-odd harmonic 

multisine, showing 2a bounds. With input amplitude (a) ±10% Wf (b) ±2% Wf (c) ±1% 

Wf and (d) all plotted together.
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Figure 4-10. Amplitude of FRF estimates for LP shaft, using an odd-odd harmonic 

multisine, showing 2a bounds. With input amplitude (a) ±10% W/(b) ±2% W/(c) ±1% 

Wf and (d) all plotted together.
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Figure 4-11. FRFs for the HP shaft at 55% (black), 65% (red), 75% (green), 85% 

(cyan), 89% (blue).
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Figure 4-12. FRFs for the LP shaft at 55% (black), 65% (red), 75% (green), 85% 

(cyan), 89% (blue).
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4.3.5 Model Order Estimation

The two geometric methods presented in Chapter 3 can be used to estimate the 

approximate model order of the engine. This information can be used as a priori 

knowledge for the estimation of linear and nonlinear engine models. To this end, the 

Lipschitz numbers approach was applied to the GP multisine of Test 12C, for both HP 

and LP shafts. It can be seen from Figures 4-13 and 4-14 that the value of the criterion 

index falls rapidly for a second order lag for both HP and LP shafts. For an order more 

than second, the criterion remains almost constant, indicating that both the HP and LP 

shafts can be represented by a second order system.

The engine order can also be estimated using the second method presented in the 

previous chapter. The FNN algorithm was run for the same set of data as previously, to 

provide another indication for the system order. The results of this algorithm are 

illustrated in Tables 4-4 to 4-7 and Figures 4-15 and 4-16. It can be seen that the 

percentage of False Nearest Neighbours FNN% becomes zero for a lag space of nu = 2 

ny = 2 for both shafts. Similar results were obtained when using the two algorithms at 

different operating points, thus increasing the confidence that the engine can be 

represented by a second order model.

It must be stressed that the two geometric methods used for model order estimation are 

susceptible to noise and can sometimes completely fail if the SNRs of the data are low. 

In the engine case the SNRs were in the order of 40dB after averaging so noise should 

not be considered a big problem. On the other hand, one should not rely entirely on the 

model order estimated by geometric methods but try different orders close to the one 

estimated and choose the model which performs best on measured data. Nevertheless, 

geometric methods provide a good indication for the model order of a system that can 

be used for linear as well as nonlinear modelling.
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Table 4-4.
MODEL ORDER DETERMINATION, HP SHAFT

FNN%

nu 0

0 100.00

1 99.20

2 84.94

3 68.01

4 54.64

5 43.84

1

87.98

2.81

0.40

0.00

0.00

0.00

NUMBER OF STANDARD

FNN%

nu 0

0 8.00

1 8.00

2 8.00

3 8.00

4 8.00

5 8.00

1
8.00

3.80

1.42

0.00

0.00

0.00

ny

2

31.12

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Table 4-5.

DEVIATIONS

ny

2

8.00

1.76

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

3

2.62

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

AWAY FROM

3

1.42

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

4

0.40

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0%,HP

4

1.42

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

5

0.40

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

SHAFT

5

1.42

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00
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Table 4-6.
MODEL ORDER DETERMINATION, LP SHAFT

FNN%

nu 0

0 100.00

1 98.80

2 84.34

3 58.55

4 44.35

5 35.56

1

93.19

11.62

0.80

0.00

0.00

0.00

NUMBER OF STANDARD

FNN%

nu 0

0 8.00

1 8.00

2 8.00

3 8.00

4 8.00

5 8.00

1
8.00

8.00

2.01

0.00

0.00

0.00

ny

2

43.17

2.41

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Table 4-7.

DEVIATIONS

ny

2

8.00

3.51

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

3

11.87

0.40

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

AWAY FROM

3

8.00

1.42

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

4

2.42

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0%, LP

4

3.51

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

5

0.61

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

SHAFT

5

1.74

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00
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Figure 4-13. Order index criterion evaluated for different lag spaces, HP shaft.
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Figure 4-14. Order index criterion evaluated for different lag spaces, LP shaft.
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Figure 4-15. False Nearest Neighbour Analysis, HP shaft.
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Figure 4-16. False Nearest Neighbour Analysis, LP shaft.
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4.3.6 Summary

Nonparametric analysis of the engine data indicates that:

• The synchronisation between signal reconstruction and data sampling clocks is very 
good.

• The influence of drift on the engine data is negligible and the repeatability of the 
estimates is very good.

• The input and output noises are correlated, particularly at low frequency.

• The data gathered at input amplitude of ±10% W/ should be used for parametric 

linear modelling since a lower uncertainty on the estimated FRFs is achieved with 
data at this amplitude.

• Both shaft dynamics and steady-state gains change with operating point and an 
even-order nonlinearity has been detected for small amplitudes.

• There is an indication that a second order system is capable of modelling both 
shafts.

4.4 Frequency-Domain Estimation

The frequency domain estimator discussed in Chapter 3 will be employed to estimate 
transfer function models of the HP and LP shaft dynamics at different operating points. 
The noise variances and covariance, which were calculated during the averaging of the 
frequency data, will be used as a priori information and the pure time delay will be 
included as a free parameter in each estimation. The expected value of the estimator 
cost function varies as a function of the estimation frequencies and the number of free 
parameters, as defined in equation (3-39). All results presented in the following sections 

refer to Test 6A, with the multisine (1) at input amplitude of ± 10% Wf and operating 

point of 75% NH, unless otherwise stated. The estimated models will be validated using 

Test 7A which is an IRMLBS test at input amplitude of ± 10% Wf and operating point
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of 75% NH- The results obtained for other tests at different operating points are also 

presented in the Appendix.

4.4.1 High Pressure Shaft

The variation of the cost function with model order for multisine (1) is shown in Table 

4-8. A pole and zero are added for each increase in model order, which represents the 

addition of a freely specified mode and modal gain. The major drop in the cost function 

occurs with the one zero, two pole (1/2) model, suggesting that this is the best structure. 

Table 4-9 shows the pole and zero positions of the first three of these models with their 

standard deviations expressed as a percentage of their magnitudes.

The 1/2 structure has a pole-zero pair close to the origin whose 2o~ regions of 

uncertainty do, however overlap. Adding another pole-zero pair gives a positive zero 

and a negative time delay, which is not a credible model. This is also clear from the 

uncertainties of the additional zero and pole, which are very high. The frequency 

responses of the 0/1 and 1/2 models are shown in Figures 4-17 and 4-18, where it can be 

seen that the additional pole and zero are seen to be modelling a localised low- 

frequency effect. The large drop in the cost function between the 0/1 and 1/2 models 

appears to contradict the very small improvement in the frequency fit shown in Figure 

4-18. This is due to the fact that the noise variances appear in the denominator of the 

estimator cost function given in equation (3-37). This means that small values of noise 

variance will tend to increase the value of the cost function, making it more sensitive to 

small modelling errors.
TABLE 4-8

COST FUNCTION FOR HP SHAFT MODELS, QUASI-LOG MULTISINE (1) 

Order Cost Function (K) K^,,

1/2 30 17.5 

2/3 26 16.5
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TABLE 4-9
ESTIMATION RESULTS FOR HP SHAFT, MULTISINE (1)

Order

0/1

1/2

2/3

DC gain

0.1227

0.1265

0.1265

Delay

(ms)

2.95

10.42

-67

Zeros

—

-0.2746

446.3

-0.297

<7z

(%)
—

5.63

1306

7.02

Poles

-0.5512

-0.2440

-0.6159

-17.2

-0.6290

-0.2600

o-p

(%)

0.12

5.11

0.78

200

1.56

5.99

A powerful way to validate an estimated model is by cross-validation. This involves 

simulating the model on a different test data and comparing the model output with the 

measured output. A similar technique, is to estimate a model with a different data set 

and compare the two estimated models in terms of their zeros and poles. To this end, the 

estimated models were cross-validated using the IRMLBS signal data, the results for 

which are shown in Tables 4-10 and 4-11. It can be seen that the results obtained from 

the IRMLBS test show the same pattern as the results obtained from multisine (1) test. 

The major drop in the cost function occurs with the 1/2 model, having a dominant pole 

at -0.5927 and a pole-zero pair near the origin, the 2a uncertainty regions of which 

once again overlap.

TABLE 4-10
COST FUNCTION FOR HP SHAFT MODELS, IRMLBS

Order 

0/1

1/2

2/3

Cost Function (K) 

265 

100 

110

54.5

53.5

52.5
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TABLE 4-11
ESTIMATION RESULTS FOR HP SHAFT, IRMLBS

Order

0/1

1/2

2/3

DC gain

0.1226

0.1275

0.1269

Delay

(ms)

7.16
10.38

3.42

Zeros

—

-0.1929

-9.9500

-0.2520

o-z

(%)
—

10.9

41.3

10.8

Poles

-0.5601

-0.1768

-0.5927

-9.1100

-0.6000

-0.2270

ap

(%)

0.19

10.6

0.68

35.8

1.17

10.1

It could be said that the close pole-zero pairs in the 1/2 models estimated with each data 
set are simply an indication of over-modelling and should be cancelled out. However, 
they may be highly correlated, such that they move together along the real axis, rather 
than cancel. They are also seen to model a real feature of the data in each case and the 
drop in the estimator cost function is significant. They are clearly modelling a localised 
low frequency dynamic, though the difference between the models suggests that there is 
some uncertainty about the exact location of the pole and zero. It must be mentioned 
that Evans (1998) obtained very similar models at 75% NH using data obtained from 
different tests. This demonstrates once more the high quality of data obtained, and the 

repeatability of the measurements.
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Figure 4-17. Frequency response of model (solid) and FRF (crosses), for 0/1 model, HP 

shaft.
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Figure 4-18. Frequency response of model (solid) and FRF (crosses), for 1/2 model, HP 

shaft.
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4.4.2 Low Pressure Shaft

The variation of the cost function for the LP shaft, estimated using multisine (1) is 

shown in Table 4-12. The large drop in the cost function between the 0/1 and 1/2 

models shows that the dynamics are at least second-order. There is even a case for 

selecting a 2/3 model, though the drop in the cost function is not as significant as that 

for the 1/2 model. Table 4-13 shows that the 2/3 model has a very close pole-zero pair 

near the origin, the uncertainty regions of which do overlap. This close pole-zero pair is 

once again modelling a low frequency effect in a similar way to the pole-zero pair in the 

1/2 model of the HP shaft. Figure 4-19 shows the amplitudes of the model frequency 

responses. It can be seen that a 0/1 model is unable to model the LP shaft dynamics 

whereas the 1/2 and 2/3 models perform very well with their difference being 

indistinguishable.

TABLE 4-12

COST FUNCTION FOR LP SHAFT MODELS, MULTISINE (1)

Order Cost Function (K) Kmin

0/1 3139 HT5

1/2 92.08 17.5

2/3 23.25 16.5

3/4 14.12 15.5
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TABLE 4-13
ESTIMATION RESULTS FOR LP SHAFT, MULTISINE (1)

Order

0/1

1/2

2/3

3/4

DC gain

0.0916

0.0956

0.0978

0.1049

Delay

(ms)

-84.1

-4.64

4.42

5.49

Zeros

—

-0.8080

-0.1061

-1.0704

-0.0071
-1.9200

-1.1500

crz

(%)
—

2.69

17.99

4.67

143

23.9

4.99

Poles

-0.6949

-0.4461

-1.4982

-0.1001

-0.5252

-1.8185

-0.0065

-0.1800

-0.5560

-1.9100

OP

(%)

0.19

1.22

2.20

17.66

2.38

3.95

154

22.8

4.01

4.99
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Figure 4-19. Amplitude response of LP shaft model (solid) and FRF (crosses), for 

model orders (a) 0/1, (b) 1/2 and (c) 2/3.
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The above models were again cross-validated using the IRMLBS signal data, the results 

of which are shown in Tables 4-13 and 4-14. There is again great similarity between the 

two sets of models, with the low frequency pole-pairs being in the limit of modelling.

TABLE 4-13
COST FUNCTION FOR LP SHAFT MODELS, IRMLBS

Order Cost Function (K)

0/1 

1/2

2/3 

3/4

4365

272

93.3

72.3

54.5

53.5

52.5

51.5

TABLE 4-14
ESTIMATION RESULTS FOR LP SHAFT, IRMLBS

Order

0/1

1/2

2/3

3/4

DC gain

0.0890

0.0959

0.0993

0.111819

Delay

(ms)

-4.14

3.30

9

15

Zeros

—

-0.8318

-0.0372

-1.0383

-0.0049

-0.2360

-1.3800

o-z

(%)
—

2.17

13.76

3

126

14.8

4.90

Poles

-0.7672

-0.4511

-1.5442

-0.0351

-0.5113

-1.7837

-0.0042

-0.2130

-0.6130

-2.1600

o-p

(%)

0.19

1.03

1.6

2.39

1.38

2.39

144

13.7

3.28

3.94
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4.4.3 Models at different operating points

Frequency-domain parameter estimation was performed at data gathered for other 

operating points, the detailed results of which are shown in the Appendix. Figure 4-20 

shows the locations of the poles and zeros of models estimated at different operating 

points using frequency domain techniques. It is clear that the HP and LP shafts have 

different order dynamics. Cancelling pole-zero pairs suggest that the HP shaft is 

predominantly first-order, across most of the operating range, and that the LP shaft is 

second-order. It is also clear from Figure 4-20 that the position of the poles and zeros, in 

other words the dynamics of both shafts, change with the operating point. The dc gains 

of these models also decrease as the operating point is increased, as shown in Table 4- 

15. This shows once again that the gas turbine is nonlinear (Haber, 1985).
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Figure 4-20. Poles and zeros of the models at different operating points (a) HP shaft 

and (b) LP shaft. Showing poles (crosses) and zeros (circles).
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TABLE 4-15
MODEL DC GAINS AT DIFFERENT OPERATING POINTS

Operating point

53

65

75

85

89

HP shaft dc gain

0.262

0.177

0.127

0.088

0.075

LP shaft dc gain

0.195

0.141

0.098

0.067

0.056

4.4.4 Low Frequency Mode

It is clear that the HP and LP shafts have different order dynamics, with the HP shaft 

being predominantly first-order and the LP shaft second-order. In most cases, the 

addition of a further pole-zero pair models a low frequency effect and reduces the model 

cost function significantly. The influence of this low frequency mode on the estimated 

models was assessed by Evans (1998) who excluded a number of low frequency 

harmonics from the estimation data set, re-estimated a range of models and monitored 

the cost function as the model order was increased. It was concluded in this case that 

omitting harmonics has little influence on the estimate of the dominant pole but has a 

significant influence on the location of the pole-zero pair. A similar pattern was 

observed for the transition between the 1/2 and 2/3 models for the LP shaft.

4.4.5 Pure Time Delay

The time delay was included as a freely varying parameter in the frequency-domain 

estimation. It is observed from the results that the value of this delay is dependent of the 

operating point. Typical values of the estimated delay were between 4 and 23 ms.
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4.4.6 Influence of Engine Nonlinearity

The presence of a weak even-order nonlinearity was detected during data analysis. This 

even order nonlinearity would be expected to influence the estimation of engine models 

using a consecutive multisine but not when using the odd-harmonic signals. This was 

practically illustrated by Evans (1998) who showed that the model cost function for a 

consecutive multisine was considerably larger than the one using an odd-harmonic 

signal.

Analysis of Residuals. The presence of unmodelled nonlinear dynamics can be detected 

using the normalised autocorrelation of the frequency-domain residuals defined in 

equation (3-40) and denoted Ree . The Ree of the 0/1 and 1/2 HP shaft models estimated 

using multisine (1) are plotted in Figure 4-21 and for the IRMLBS in Figure 4-22. Both 

models it can be seen that Ree is broad in shape and it is considerably minimised as the 

model order is increased. This indicates the presence of unmodelled linear dynamics in 

the 0/1 model, which are eliminated by increasing the model order. There is no 

indication from the frequency domain residuals for any modelling errors coming from 

unmodelled nonlinear dynamics. Evans (1998) detected the presence of unmodelled 

nonlinear dynamics on an engine model estimated using a consecutive multisine 

whereas no such unmodelled dynamics were detected on a model estimated using an 

odd multisine. The results of this chapter confirm Evans results since both models were 

estimated using odd harmonic signals, thus minimising the influence of the engine 

nonlinearity.

The variation of Ree with model order for the LP shaft is shown in Figures 4-23 and 4- 

24. It can be seen that Ree is considerably minimised when the model order is increased 

from 0/1 to 1/2. This once again suggests that the LP dynamics are at least second-order 

if not third-order.
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Figure 4-21. Ree for quasi-log multisine, HP shaft data: (a) 0/1 model and (b) 1/2 model, 
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4.4.7 Summary

The frequency-domain results indicate that:

• High quality models of the shaft speeds can be estimated using frequency-domain 

techniques.

• The HP shaft dynamics are first order and the LP shaft dynamics are second 

order. The shafts share a close, but not identical, dominant mode.

• The model fits can be further improved by the addition of low frequency pole- 

pairs, which are thought to be modelling a fast heat soakage effect, such as a 

blade expansion.

• Both shaft dynamics and dc gains change with operating point indicating that the 

engine is nonlinear.

• The pure time delay changes with operating point.

4.5 Time-Domain Estimation

As discussed in Chapter 2, recent work by Hill (1994, 1997) examined the time-domain 

identification of discrete engine models. Each of the second-order transfer function 

models estimated in this way contained a negative real pole, which could not be 

transformed to the ^-domain to allow comparison with the thermodynamic models. 

Evans (1998) replicated this effect on a data obtained from a Spey engine at 75%NH. A 

range of possible causes for this effect have been suggested and investigated and these 

are briefly summarised below:

Influence of Noise. A bias in the parameter estimates will occur if the influence of the 

noise is not dealt with, by accurately modelling the noise. Both Hill (1994) and Evans 

(1998) estimated ARMAX models in an attempt to remove the influence of the noise, 

which it was shown previously in the frequency domain to pass through the engine and
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be correlated with the output, from the estimated parameters. These attempts did not 
eliminate the negative pole.

Crude Quantisation. Astrom (1980) noted that negative poles or second-order 
oscillatory modes have been frequently found when estimating models from data with 
crude quantisation. This is explained by the round-off introducing an oscillatory 
behaviour into the data.

Model errors due to Nonlinearity. It is possible that the modelling errors introduced by 
nonlinear effects might lead to the estimation of negative poles. This explanation can be 
discounted in this case, since the influence of the nonlinearity on the odd harmonic 
signals has been shown to be negligible.

Pure Time Delay. The time delay, which is less than one sampling period, may be 
causing the time-domain estimator to approximate or compensate for the delay effect by 
generating models with negative poles and zeros close to the origin.

Over-modelling. Under condition of over-modelling, the locations of the poles and 
zeros which are not necessary to model the system dynamics are very inexact 
(Soderstrom, 1975; Hollkamp and Batill, 1992). It is possible that this is the case in the 
gas turbine case but as Evans (1998) has noted, under conditions of over-modelling the 
surplus poles and zeros tend to migrate together, as pairs, which was not the case with 

the models estimated.

Violation of the ZOH Assumption. If a physical interpretation is to be made of a 
discrete model, the input signal must be applied to the system under ZOH conditions. In 

the gas turbine case the fuel feed band-limits the input signal before sampling, thus 

violating this assumption. Schoukens et al. (1994) has shown in simulation that under 

certain conditions, negative poles can arise when the ZOH assumption is violated.
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Model sensitivity. This explanation was proposed by Hill, who showed that the z- 

domain poles of transfer function models are sensitive to errors in the parameters, 

especially for higher order models estimated at a high sampling rate.

Evans (1998) studied the effects related to the correlated noise, the pure time delay, 

over-modelling and the violation of the ZOH assumption. It was shown through 

simulation that resampling at a frequency at least four times the original rate could 

reduce the errors due to the delay and the violation of the ZOH assumption.

In this section discrete output error (OE) models estimated in the time domain for the 

available engine data will be presented. Results from the same tests used previously are 

going to be presented, these being multisine (1) and the IRMLBS tests at 75% NH. The 

use of periodic signals allowed the SNRs to be improved by calculating the FFT of each 

data record, setting all the nonexcited frequency lines to zero, calculating the inverse 

FFT and using these new data sets in the estimation.

4.5.1 High Pressure Shaft

The HP shaft models estimated with the 20 harmonic multisine (1) are presented in 

Table 4-16. It can be seen that the cost function drops with the 1/2 model but increases 

with the 2/3 model which has a negative pole at the unit circle which makes it a non- 

credible model. Figures 4-25 and 4-26 show the frequency responses of the 0/1 and 1/2 

models, the amplitudes of which have a reasonable good fit to the estimated FRFs. The 

fact that the 0/1 and 1/2 model performances on the HP shaft data are very close is 

illustrated in Figures 4-27 and 4-28 where the time responses of the two models are 

shown to match closely the measured HP shaft output. It is interesting to note though, 

that the second mode of the 2/3 model at z = 0.9696 is very different from the second 

mode of the 1/2 model which is at z = 0.8302. This result will be analysed further in the 

next section where a comparison of the models estimated with frequency and time 

domain techniques is going to be presented.
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TABLE 4-16
TIME-DOMAIN ESTIMATION RESULTS FOR HP SHAFT, MULTISINE (1)

Order

0/1

1/2

2/3

Cost Fn.

1.3617
0.6360

28.4138

Zeros

—

0.8809

0.9853

0.6726

(%)
—

0.0006

0.0112

0.2596

Poles

0.9727

0.9746

0.8302

0.9871

0.9696

-1.0000

ap

0.0025

0.0026

0.1097

0.0090

0.0077

0.1795

The cross validation results using the IRMLBS data are shown in Table 4-17, where it 
can been seen that they show the same pattern as the results obtained using multisine 
(1). A significant feature of the results obtained with the IRMLBS is the estimation of a 
single real negative pole in the 2/3 model which was discussed previously.

TABLE 4-17 
TIME-DOMAIN ESTIMATION RESULTS FOR HP SHAFT, IRMLBS

Order

0/1

1/2

2/3

Cost Fn.

1.4990

0.8561

0.4232

Zeros

—

0.7220

0.9856

0.6505

w
—

0.1408

0.0065

0.1457

Poles

0.9728

0.9739

0.4908

0.9870

0.9708

-0.9924

CFP

0.0025

0.0023

0.4250

0.0056

0.0050

0.2895
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Figure 4-25. Frequency response of discrete model (solid) and FRF (crosses), for 0/1 

model, HP shaft.
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Figure 4-26. Frequency response of discrete model (solid) and FRF (crosses), for 1/2 

model, HP shaft.
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Figure 4-27. Discrete model output (solid) and measured engine output (dotted) for (a) 

one period and (b) a portion of that period, for 0/1 model, HP shaft.
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Figure 4-28. Discrete model output (solid) and measured engine output (dotted) for (a) 

one period and (b) a portion of that period, for 1/2 model, HP shaft.
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4.5.2 Low Pressure Shaft

The estimation results for the LP shaft are shown in Table 4-18 for multisine (1) and in 

Table 4-19 for the IRMLBS signal. For both tests the major drop in the cost function 

occurs with the 1/2 models. A further reduction of the cost function is observed with the 

2/3 models which suggests that these models should also be considered. The 

performance of the 1/2 and 2/3 models estimated using multisine (1) is illustrated in the 

time-domain in Figures 4-29 and 4-30. It is seen that the models have similar 

performance and they can both model the engine dynamics very well. It can also be 

again seen that a negative real pole close to the unit circle is estimated with the 2/3 

models.

TABLE 4-18

TIME-DOMAIN ESTIMATION RESULTS FOR LP SHAFT, MULTISINE (1)

Order

0/1
1/2

2/3

Cost Fn.

8.2058

0.5249

0.1380

Zeros

—

0.9337

0.9764
0.7659

(%)
—

0.0352

0.0104
0.0766

Poles

0.9633
0.9746
0.8567
0.9828
0.9528
-0.9919

C7p

0.0108

0.0050

0.8960

0.0052

0.0117

0.3781
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TABLE 4-19
TIME-DOMAIN ESTIMATION RESULTS FOR LP SHAFT, IRMLBS

Order

0/1

1/2

2/3

Cost Fn.

11.0130

0.9738

0.1820

Zeros

—

0.9140

0.9709

0.7292

(%)
—

0.0417

0.0107

0.0784

Poles

0.9613

0.9726

0.8227

0.9807

0.9461

-0.9718

(%>
0.0122

0.0053

0.1020

0.0046

0.0132

0.4628
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Figure 4-29. Discrete model output (solid) and measured engine output (dotted) for (a) 

one period and (b) a portion of that period, for 1/2 model, LP shaft.
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Figure 4-30. Discrete model output (solid) and measured engine output (dotted) for (a) 
one period and (b) a portion of that period, for 2/3 model, HP shaft.

4.5.3 Summary

The time-domain results indicate that:

• Discrete models with excellent approximation capabilities can be estimated using 

time-domain techniques.
• The HP shaft dynamics are first order and the LP shaft dynamics are second 

order.
• It was not possible to estimate the low frequency pole-pair with time-domain 

techniques as was done with frequency-domain techniques.

• It is possible to estimate a single negative pole using time-domain techniques 

which, when transformed into the frequency domain, results to a single complex 

pole.
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4.6 Time Versus Frequency Domain

In order to compare the models obtained with the two methods the discrete poles and 

zeros of the models estimated using time-domain techniques are transformed in the 

frequency domain using equation (3-11) and compared with the continuous poles and 

zeros estimated using frequency-domain techniques, as shown in Table 4-20 for the HP 

shaft. It is clear from the table that the estimated dominant mode on the HP shaft is the 

same for the 0/1 models estimated with both techniques. This is not the case for the 1/2 

models since the two poles estimated in the frequency domain are different that the 

poles estimated in the time domain. The most interesting feature of this comparison 

comes when looking at the 2/3 model estimated using time-domain techniques. It is 

easily seen that the estimated two poles of this model are very similar to the estimated 

poles of the 1/2 model using frequency domain techniques. This suggests that the 

addition of an extra mode absorbs the error during time-domain estimation and allows 

the estimation of the "true" modes of the system. The same applies for the zeros of these 

models. The extra mode in this case leads to the estimation of a discrete real negative 

pole, which results in a single complex pole in the frequency domain.

A comparison of the modes estimated using the two techniques for the LP shaft is 

presented in Table 4-21. In this case, the trend discussed above is not as clear as in the 

HP shaft case. More information can be gathered from Tables 4-22 and 4-23 where a 

comparison of the poles of the second-order models estimated using frequency-domain 

techniques, along with the two dominant poles of the second- and third-order models 

estimated using time-domain techniques for different operating points is presented. 

From Table 4-22 it can be seen that for the HP shaft the trend is clear for the models 

estimated at the operating points of 55%, 75% and 85% NH whereas is not that clear for 

the models at the other two operating points. Similar trend is observed from Table 4-23 

for the LP shaft with the two poles estimated for the 2/3 models approaching the two 

poles estimated with the 1/2 models using frequency-domain techniques.
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TABLE 4-20
COMPARISON OF TIME AND FREQUENCY-DOMAIN MODELS 

At 75% NH FOR HP SHAFT, MULTISINE (1)

Model
Order

0/1

1/2

2/3

Frequency Domain

Zeros
—

-0.2746

446.3
-0.297

Poles

-0.5512

-0.2440
-0.6159

-17.2
-0.6290

-0.26

Time Domain

Zeros
—

-2.5368

-0.2962
-7.9309

Poles
-0.5537

-0.5140
-3.7206

-0.2606
-0.6164

-0.0010+62.8i

TABLE 4-21
COMPARISON OF TIME AND FREQUENCY-DOMAIN MODELS 

75% NH FOR LP SHAFT, MULTISINE (1)

Model
Order

0/1

1/2

2/3

3/4

Frequency Domain

Zeros
—

-0.8080

-0.1061
-1.0704

-0.0071

-1.9200

-1.1500

Poles

-0.6949

-0.4461
-1.4982

-0.1001
-0.5252

-1.8185

-0.0065

-0.1800

-0.5560

-1.9100

Time Domain
Zeros

—

-1.3724

-0.4781
-5.3346

-0.0556
-1.3978+0.401
-1. 3978-0.401

Poles

-0.7488
-0.5145
-3.0928

-0.3476
-0.9672

-0.162+62.83i

-0.0706
-0.4546

-1.1661

-0.0281+62.831
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TABLE 4-22

COMPARISON OF TIME AND FREQUENCY-DOMAIN MODELS 

FOR HP SHAFT AT DIFFERENT OPERATING POINTS

Model

Frequency- 

domain 2nd order
Time- 

domain 2nd order
Time- 

domain 3rd order

Operating Point (% NH)

55
-0.8415 
-0.2728

-0.4330 
-0.3108

-0.2690 
-1.2244

65
-0.8970 
-0.2717

-0.4011 
-14.29

-0.0214+7.11 
-0.4079

75

-0.2440 
-0.6159

-0.5140 
-3.7206

-0.2606 
-0.6164

85

-0.9189 
-0.4241

-0.6820 
-17.98

-0.4074 
-0.8316

90

-0.5912 
-1.2632

-0.7797 
-18.7+781

-0.7339
-2.2754

TABLE 4-23
COMPARISON OF TIME AND FREQUENCY-DOMAIN MODELS 

FOR LP SHAFT AT DIFFERENT OPERATING POINTS

Model

Frequency- 

domain 2nd order
Time- 

domain 2nd order
Time- 

domain 3rd order

Operating Point (% NH)

55
-0.2841 
-1.0430

-0.35+0.051 
-0.35-0.05i

-0.2830 
-1.4020

65

-0.8350 
-0.2907

-0.4345 
-4.5564

-0.2169 
-0.5331

75

-0.4461 
-1.4982

-0.5145 
-3.0928

-0.3476 
-0.9672

85

-0.5595 
-2.2399

-0.6879 
-4.6597

-0.4423 
-1.5500

90

-0.5974 
-2.6306

-0.9202 
-5.7808

-0.4076 
-1.8875
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4.7 Comparison with Thermodynamic models

It is possible to compare the models estimated using frequency-domain techniques with 

the thermodynamic models derived from the engine physics, discussed in Chapter 2. 

The poles and zeros estimated using frequency-domain techniques are compared with 

those of the thermodynamic models in Figure 4-31, for both shafts. It can be seen that 

the estimated dominant HP shaft pole matches the lower frequency pole of the 

thermodynamic model quite well, up to an operating point of 80% NH- It is also clear, 

that there is a small discrepancy between the estimated dominant pole and the lower 

frequency pole of the thermodynamic model at higher operating points. An additional 

discrepancy is also observed between the estimated pole-zero pair and the pole-zero pair 

of the thermodynamic models.

For the LP shaft, the estimated 1/2 models have a pole at low frequency, a second pole 

at a higher frequency and a zero which migrates between them as the shaft speed 

increases. This suggests that the low-frequency pole is dominant at lower operating 

points, while the dynamics of the higher frequency pole are more significant at higher 

shaft speeds. Comparing the estimated LP models with the thermodynamic models, 

there is once again quite good agreement between the low-frequency poles, up to an 

operating point of 80% NH- However, the second pole of the estimated models is at a 

lower frequency for most of the operating range and the variation of the zero with shaft 

speed is very different to that of the thermodynamic models.

It is clear from these results that the thermodynamics models are not adequately 

representing the dynamics of either shaft at higher operating points and that the second- 

order dynamics of the LP shaft are also badly represented.
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Figure 4-31. Variation of engine models for (a) HP shaft and (b) LP shaft. Estimated 
models shown as poles (x) and zeros (o) and thermodynamic models as poles (solid) 

and zeros (dashed).

4.8 Conclusions

The experimental setup used to perform the engine tests has been described and the 
associated problems have been discussed. Information gathered from previous tests was 
used to assist on the design of a range of broadband multisine and binary test signals for 

the purpose of linear modelling at different shaft speeds.

Nonparametric analysis in the time domain showed that the synchronisation between 
signal reconstruction and data sampling clocks was very good, that the influence of drift 

on the engine operating point was negligible and that the engine shaft speed responses 
showed good repeatability, when plotted period by period. The application of the
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geometric methods discussed in Chapter 3 suggested that the HP and LP shaft dynamics 

of the engine can be modelled with a second-order system. Frequency-domain noise 

analysis revealed significant correlation between the input and output noise, particularly 

at low frequency, and the presence of peaks in the noise spectra. The frequency-domain 

SNRs after averaging were found to be 40 dB or better at the input and the outputs.

The presence of nonlinear effects was investigated by calculating the nonlinear 

coherence of the odd-odd multisine at the non-excited frequencies. This revealed the 

existence of an even-order nonlinearity at small amplitudes. This even-order 

nonlineaiity did not influence the estimation of linear models due to the use of odd 

harmonic signals.

The accuracy of the estimated FRFs was assessed by calculating the statistical bounds 

on the estimates, which showed that the uncertainty was very small for input amplitudes 

of ±10% Wf. It was also seen that the effects of nonlinearity were minimal for this 

amplitude since the FRFs obtained at ±10% W/ were in good agreement with FRFs 

obtained at ±1% Wf and ±2% Wf.

The frequency-domain identification of the fuel flow to shaft speed dynamics of a twin- 

shaft gas turbine has been studied with the aim of verifying the existing 

thermodynamics engine models and investigate the behaviour of the engine at the 

different operating points. Frequency-domain methods are better suited to the aims of 

this investigation and to the measurement set-up employed. The s-domain models 

required for verifying the thermodynamic models can be directly estimated and the use 

of a measured, noise corrupted, input signal is assumed as a part of the estimator model.

High quality models of each shaft at different operating points were estimated using the 

multisine data and their fit to the frequency data was illustrated. The results were cross- 

validated on an IRMLBS data set and the estimated models were found to be very 

similar. The estimated models show that the HP shaft dynamics are predominantly first-
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order for most of the operating range whereas the LP shaft dynamics are second-order. 

Additional low frequency effects were detected on both shafts which could be modelled 
by the addition of a close pole-zero pair. These weak modes suggest that they are 
modelling thermal effects, which are not incorporated in the thermodynamic models. 

The dynamics of both shafts were found to vary considerably at different speeds 
confirming that the engine is nonlinear. The pure time delay included as a free 
parameter in the estimator was also found to vary with shaft speed. A comparison of the 

estimated models with the thermodynamic models also showed that the second-order 
dynamics of the LP shaft are badly represented by the thermodynamic models.

Discrete models were also estimated in the time-domain and models with good input- 
output properties were obtained. The problem was that several of the estimated models 
for each shaft contained a single real negative pole. Such a pole has no continuous 
counterpart and cannot be compared to the poles of the s-domain thermodynamic 
models. This problem was encountered by Evans (1998) and Hill (1997) and 
investigated by Evans (1998) who illustrated that this effect can be caused by the 
presence of a pure time delay shorter that the sampling period, or an actuator which 
band-limits the input signal and causes the ZOH assumption to be violated.

A comparison of the poles and zeros of the models estimated in the two domains was 
made. It was seen that the dominant poles of the models estimated with the two 
techniques were in good agreement, whereas the less dominant modes estimated in the 
time domain were uncertain. It was seen by increasing the model order it is possible in 
some cases to estimate modes similar to the ones estimated in the frequency domain. 

This suggests that the additional modes, which are spurious and uncertain, absorb the 

error and allow the estimator to reveal the "true" modes of the system.

It is concluded that it is possible to estimate discrete engine models with excellent 

input-output properties. Estimation of discrete models remains valid if the models are 

required for simulation or controller design but it is not the best approach for validation
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of thermodynamic models. This work has produced a large body of results and is a 
continuation of the work done by Evans (1998). It was possible to estimate models 
throughout the engine operating range, observe the change in engine dynamics with 
shaft speed and compare the estimated models with thermodynamic models. This work 
illustrated once again the potential of frequency-domain techniques for modelling 
industrial systems where physical interpretation of the model parameters is to be made.

This work has been extended in the multivariable case (Evans et al., 2001), where 
frequency-techniques were used to estimate linear state-space SIMO models. The 
results obtained were consistent with the results obtained in this chapter and revealed 
similar discrepancies between estimated and thermodynamic engine models.



Chapter V

Nonlinear System Identification

Abstract — This chapter presents a number of major nonlinear system, representations. 

Special emphasis is paid to the well-known block-oriented models, the polynomial 

NARMAX model and neural network models. The properties of these models are briefly 

discussed and a general methodology for the estimation of black-box models is 

presented as proposed by Ljung (2001).
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5.1 Introduction

The field of system identification is well developed for linear systems as described in 

Chapter 3. However a linear model is only useful if the underlying physical process 

exhibits qualitatively similar dynamic behaviour to the linear model in the operating 

region of interest. The fact that all physical systems are nonlinear to an extent, led to the 

development of approaches for nonlinear modelling and analysing nonlinear systems.

The most difficult task faced by practitioners who deal with nonlinear systems is to deal 

with the curse of dimensionality. This is a common characteristic of nonlinear model 

structures since nonlinear systems usually exhibit a variety of complex dynamic 

behaviour. This complex behaviour of nonlinear systems and the fact that it is usually 

not possible to incorporate any a priori knowledge about the system dynamics in the 

identification procedure makes it almost impossible to estimate the "true" nonlinear 

model of a physical process. As Petrick and Wigdorowitz (1997) point out, " The 

engineer who is under the impression that modelling will give rise to the "true" system 

is bound to be bitterly disappointed, especially if the system exhibits a variety of 

nonlinear dynamic behaviour in the operating region of interest ... What can be 

achieved is a suitable model within the operating region of interest, useful for the 

application in mind". This observation usually reduces the problem of obtaining a 

nonlinear model for a system to a question of "curve fitting" rather than "modelling" 

(Ljung, 2001). This justifies the large amount of model structures proposed by authors 

over the years.

The main focus of this chapter is to briefly survey various nonlinear system 

representations. Block-oriented models, polynomial NARMAX structures and neural 

network models are given priority since these structures are used in subsequent chapters 

to estimate nonlinear models for the gas turbine. A general black-box modelling 

scheme is also presented as in Ljung (2001).
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5.2 Nonlinear System Representation

The identification problem in the time-domain for either linear or nonlinear modelling is 

to infer relationships between past input-output data and future outputs. If a finite 

number of past inputs w(r) and outputs y(t) are collected into the vector <p(t)

-ny } u(t-\)...u(t-nu )} T (5-1) 

then the problem is to understand the relationship / between the next output y(t ) and

(5-2)

To obtain this understanding a set of observed data is required which consists of the 

input H(/)and output y(t) , from which the vector <p(t) can be built. The function /can 

be any function and it is indeed this function which defines the model structure. The 

case for which /is a linear function has been reviewed in Chapter 3, where model 

structures such as ARX, ARMAX, OE and BJ were presented. A mature body of work 

exists for the estimation of linear models in the time-domain, which is considered a 

relatively simple task by practisioners and indeed, having to estimate a linear model for 

a system is considered a happy occasion. The case for which /is a nonlinear function 

presents the most challenging problem for practitioners due to the curse of 

dimensionality.
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5.2.1 Functional Representations 

Volterra series

An analytic response function can be represented by an infinite series called the 
Volterra series. This is a generalisation of the impulse response function of linear 
systems and is composed of the convolution integral

y(t)= (5-3)

and a static nonlinearity represented by a Taylor series.

y =
/=o

(5-4)

The Volterra series is then given by

00 00

J - J ht (^, T2 ,...TI )H u(f - (5-5)

which represents a sum of outputs of parallel sub-systems called Volterra functionals 

illustrated graphically in the schematic diagram in Figure 5-1.

Figure 5-1. Graphical representation of the Volterra series.
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Nonlinear system identification based on the Volterra representation requires the 

measurement of the kernels /^(r, ,T2 ,....rn ). Several approaches exist in the literature 

for the estimation of these parameters, the most common based on the extension of 
correlation methods for linear systems and the use of white Gaussian signals. The 
estimation of the parameters can be computationally expensive due to the number of 
parameters that increase exponentially with the degree of the kernel. For example, even 
for the description of a second-order kernel several hundred parameters may be 
required. This inherent drawback of the Volterra series, and the fact that nonlinearities 
such as saturation, backlash, hysteresis and dead zone cannot be modelled, has severely 
restricted its usefulness for nonlinear system identification.

Weiner series

A more appropriate alternative for system identification was developed by Wiener 
(Schetzen 1980, 1981) who used the Volterra series to construct a new functional series.

(5-6)
n=0

In this series a Gram-Schmidt orthogonalisation procedure is used to make 

the{Gn }functionals orthogonal for a white Gaussian excitation and enable their 

identification in isolation. The identification of the kernels in the Wiener series involves 
computing multidimensional correlation functions between the Gaussian input and the 
output, and can be computationally expensive due to the large number of parameters. 
Again the identification is based on the use of white Gaussian excitation and even 
though pseudorandom binary signals have been studied as a substitute, it has been 
shown that they can sometimes lead to disastrous results where even identifiability is 

lost (Leontaritis and Billings, 1987a).
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5.2.2 Block-Structured systems

Block structured systems are systems that can be represented by interconnections of 

linear dynamic models and static nonlinear elements. The Hammerstein model shown in 

Figure 5-2 (a) consists of the cascade connection of a static nonlinearity followed by a 

linear time-invariant system. It has been first postulated by Narendra and Gallman 

(1966) and has been extensively studied since then (Greblicki and Pawlak, 1986). 

Hammerstein models are usually used to approximate systems where the nonlinearity is 

caused only by the variation of dc gain with input amplitude. These models have 

constant dynamic behaviour irrespective of the input amplitude. It thus seems that 

Hammerstein models are not appropriate for nonlinear gas turbine modelling since the 

dynamics of the engine change with input amplitude as clearly demonstrated in Figure 

4-30. Nevertheless due to the simplicity of these models and the easy of estimation, 

Hammerstein engine models are going to be investigated in this thesis.

The Wiener model shown in Figure 5-2 (b) consists of a linear dynamic element in 

series with a static nonlinear part, and constitutes a reduced form of a general Wiener 

model described by Schetzen (1980, 1981) and studied in detail by Korenberg (1991). 

Unlike Hammerstein models, the nonlinearity in Wiener models is caused by the 

variation of the system static and dynamic characteristics with input amplitude. Wiener 

models thus seem to be appropriate candidates for nonlinear gas turbine modelling and 

they are also going to be investigated in this thesis.

NL —* L L — > NL

(a) (b)

1-1 — * NL — > L2

(c)

Figure 5-2. Nonlinear model structures: (a) Hammerstein, (b) Wiener and (c) Wiener- 

Hammerstein or Cascade.
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The cascade model shown in Figure 5-2 (c) is the general model for block structured 
systems. The theory of separable processes along with Gaussian inputs and cross- 
correlation techniques were used by Billings and Fakhouri (1978a, 1978b, 1979a), to 
decouple the linear dynamics of the system. Billings and Tsang (1990) presented a 
frequency-domain analysis of the models, based on correlation methods and Gaussian 
inputs. More recently Weiss et al. (1998) developed specially designed multifrequency 
signals to measure Volterra kernels and separate the two linear subsystems. This was 
achieved using combined tests to extract the kernels and estimate the parametric and 
nonparametric models for the linear subsystems. Similarly, Vandersteen and Schoukens 
(1999) used an excitation, which consists of a large-signal and a small-signal multisine 
to separate the two linear subsystems. Cascade models are not investigated in this work 
since their estimation requires special excitation data, which was not available during 
the engine tests.

The simplicity of block structured models compared with other identification structures 
and their relation to traditional linear system representations makes them attractive for 
nonlinear system modelling. They are not the best for black box identification though, 
due to the prior information required about the system structure and the restrictions 

placed on the excitation signals.

5.2.3 The Polynomial NARMAX Approach

Several nonlinear difference equation models that are suitable for identification have 
been developed and an excellent survey can be found in Billings (1985a, 1985b). Only 
the polynomial Nonlinear AutoRegressive Moving Average with exogenous inputs 
(NARMAX) model will be considered in this text, due to its application to nonlinear gas 

turbine modelling which will follow.

One of the most popular structures for linear models presented in Chapter 3 is the 

autoregressive model with exogenous inputs (ARX)
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v(f) = -2,at y(t - i) +2jb,u(t - 1) (5-7) 
1=1 1=1

where a, and b{ are the coefficients of the model and y(k) and u(K) are the output and 

input vectors of length N respectively. In the context of system identification and 

parameter estimation noise terms are usually required in order to produce unbiased 

estimates. This gives rise to the autoregressive moving average model with exogenous 

inputs (ARMAX) which was also presented in Chapter 3.

y(0 = -£ a,- y(t - 0 +£ biU (t - i) + £ c. e ( f - 0 + g (0 (5 '8>
1=1 1=1 1=1

A similar representation can be derived if the system is nonlinear. Thus the nonlinear 

autoregressive moving average model with exogenous inputs (NARMAX) (Leontaritis 

and Billings, 1985a; 1985b) is considered

-1),..., y(t - n y ), u(t -d),...,u(t-d-nu + 1),"
(5-9)

where F1 is a nonlinear function which in this work is taken to be a polynomial of 

degree /: (Note that for 1=1 the resulting model is a linear ARMAX model) y(t) , u(t}

and e(t) represent the output, input and noise signals respectively; n y , nu , and ne are

their associate maximum lags, and dE 7L + is the delay measured in sampling intervals, 

Ts . Chen and Billings (1989a) theoretically justified the NARMAX approach as a 

means of describing the input-output relationship of a nonlinear system. It has been 

rigorously proved that a nonlinear discrete system can always be represented as a 

NARX model (NARMAX model with the noise terms excluded) around an equilibrium 

point if i) the response function of the system is finitely realisable and if ii) a linearised 

model of the system exists around the equilibrium point. This does not impose any
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severe restrictions on its application, since most practical systems are operated around 
an operating point. It is noted, that the noise terms are included in the model in order to 
avoid bias in the parameters and account for uncertainties, possible noise, unmodelled 
dynamics etc.

Some points about the polynomial NARMAX representation are outlined below to 
highlight its advantages and justify the selection of this method for nonlinear gas turbine 
modelling.

• The model has an explicit recursion in the present output y(t). This is an advantage 
in the identification of nonlinear systems compared with other nonlinear difference 
equation structures (Liu, 1988).

• The model is linear in the parameters. This enables the application of well- 
established parameter estimation techniques readily developed for linear system 
identification.

• As previously stated the NARMAX representation is an extension of the linear 
ARMAX model. This makes possible under certain conditions the physical 
interpretation of the model by computing the Higher Order Frequency Response 

Functions (HOFRF) (Zhang, 1993).
• There is no restriction in the nature of the excitation in the NARMAX procedure.

• The NARMAX representation includes a family of other nonlinear representations 

and provides an alternative to block structured models (Liu, 1988).

Several successful application of polynomial NARMAX models are reported in the 

literature (Swain and Billings, 1998a; 1998b; Aguirre et al, 2000; Gomes et al., 2000; 
Corrales and Aunon, 2000; Thomson et al., 1996) demonstrating the popularity of 

NARMAX structures in system identification.
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5.2.4 Feedforward Neural Network Models

If the problem of black-box modelling is treated as simply "curve-fitting" (Ljung, 

2001), neural networks provide an attractive alternative to the previously presented 

methods. Feedforward neural networks have proved to have excellent function 

approximation capabilities (Cybenco, 1989; Park and Sandberg, 1991; 1993; Dohler and 

Riischendorf 2001, Girosi and Poggio, 1989) thus justifying the enormous amount of 

research dedicated to the subject in recent years. The two most common types of 

feedforward neural networks are the multi-layer perceptrons (MLP) and the radial- 

basis functions (RBF) networks. Both types of neural networks were successfully used 

in the past not only to model various biological and industrial processes but also to 

design controllers around them with significant benefits (Peng et al. 2001; Conchinha et 

al. 2000; Chen and Billings, 1992). In this thesis only the MLP network architecture 

will be used to estimate nonlinear models for the gas turbine. This does not mean in any 

way that it is the best neural network architecture for nonlinear system identification. 

On the contrary, the type of neural network used is highly dependent on the specific 

application and the purpose of the neural network model.

5.2.5 Local Approximations

Local approximations are considered as a simple alternative to nonlinear modelling. 

They are usually used to model processes which exhibit significantly different dynamics 

in different regions of operation. In such processes it is likely that a single nonlinear 

model is not capable of capturing such significant changes. Casdagli et al. (1992) states 

that local methods can provide approximations of higher accuracy than global methods, 

especially for systems with complex behaviour. It was stressed that the great advantage 

of local methods (including piecewise-linear approximations) is the flexibility in 

building the model. One of the first piecewise linear models in the literature was 

threshold models (Tong and Lim, 1980). The basic idea behind these models was the 

partition of the n-dimensional space Irn into a multitude of regions in which a linear
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model is fitted. Note that the definition of the regions in which a model is valid can be 
quite difficult and time consuming. Other authors have also dealt with piecewise linear 
models, see for example Skeppstedt (1988), Hilhorst et al. (1991), Billings and Voon 

(1987).

In Johansen and Foss (1993) NARMAX models were constructed using linear ARMAX 
models. This technique is based on decomposing the system operation into a set of 
operating regimes that are assumed to cover the full range of operation. The next step is 
to choose a simple (ARMAX) local model for each operating regime and assign a local 
model validity function for each model i.e. a function that indicates the relative validity 
of the local model at a given operating point. Finally, a smooth function is used to 
interpolate these local models to get a global model.

5.2.6 Other Representations

Other representations for modelling nonlinear systems include Legendre polynomials 
(Cremers and Hiibler, 1987), wavelets (Strang, 1989; Liu et al., 2000), tesselations 
(Mees, 1991) weighted maps (Stokbro and Umberger, 1992), fuzzy models (Jang et al., 

1996), B-splines (Friedman, 1991) etc.

At present no particular representation can be regarded as the best for any application 
and "finding a good representation is largely a matter of trial and error" (Farmer and 
Sidorowich, 1988). On the other hand, it seems that global polynomial models are in 

many respects simpler and therefore more convenient (Kadtke et al., 1993).
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5.3 Nonlinear System identification

In order to take the step from general "curve fitting" to system identification the model 

structure of the dynamical system must be chosen by answering two questions (Sjoberg 

etal, 1995):

i) What variables constructed from observed past data, should be chosen as 

regressors. i.e., as components of (p(t) in equation (5-1).

ii) What non-linear mapping should (p(t) subjected to, i.e., In neural networks, how 

many hidden layers should be used and how many notes should each layer have?

The first question is answered by reviewing the choice of regressors in the linear case, 

as presented in Chapter 3. Consider the best known linear ARMAX model given by

A(z)y(0 = 5(z)«(0 + C(zMr) (5-10)

In this model (p(f) is made up of past output, input and noise terms. For example, the 

nonlinear mapping that (p(t) is subjected in the NARMAX case discussed in section 

5.2.3, is a polynomial. Following the same regressor choice it is possible to define the 

neural network dynamic models structures such as

• NNFIR-models, which use u(t - k) as regressors

• NNARX-models, which use u(t - k) and y(t - k) as regressors

• NNOE-models, which use u(t-k) and yu (t - k \ 0)

• NNARMAX- models, which use u(t - k) , y(t - k) and y(t-k\ 0)

• NNBJ-models, which use all four regressor types.
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An example of a NNARMAX model is shown in Figure 5-3. It must be noted here that 

this is a recurrent network since the past prediction errors depend on the model output 

and consequently establish a feedback. The same applies to the NNOE and NNBJ 

networks.

Assuming that a model structure has been selected (polynomial NARMAX, NNARX, 

NNFIR, NNARMAX etc) the next step in the nonlinear model estimation procedure is 

to apply the data set to select the "best" model among the candidates contained in the 

model structure. This stage is called training, and it involves the minimisation of a fit 

criterion, the most common choice being the sum of square errors given by

(5-H)

where 6 are the model parameters (weights in the neural network case), y(f) the system 

output, y(f) the model estimate and Z^ a matrix which contains the system output and 

the regressor matrix <p(f) of equation (5-1),

(5-12)

known as the estimation or training data. The parameter estimate 9 is thus obtained by 

Z v ) (5-13)

Generally the estimate in (5-13) is computed using an iterative nonlinear optimisation 

technique such as the Gauss-Newton or the Levenberg-Marquardt method. The 

polynomial NARMAX expansion is an exception since the model is linear in the 

parameters thus allowing conventional linear estimation techniques to be applied.
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y(t-nv )

u(t-d)

u(t-d-nu
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e(t-ne )

Neural 
Network

e(t)

Figure 5-3. The NNARMAX model structure.

An important issue in system identification is the compliance with the principle of 

parsimony. It would be expected that increasing the size of the NARMAX or neural 
network model i.e. increasing the number of regressors, or increasing the number of 

hidden units and consequently the number of weights, will decrease the criterion in (5- 

11) thus obtaining a better fit to the estimation data. This does not necessarily mean that 

the model is able to "generalise" but only that the model is able to adjust on the 

particular piece of data that it has been trained with. This issue is discussed in the next 

chapter in relation to the selection of a polynomial NARMAX structure and ways to 

deal with it such as the use of information criteria and the use of validation data to 

evaluate VA,(<9,ZJv )are going to be presented. It is indeed remarkable as Ljung (2001) 

notes that if the criterion in (5-11) is evaluated on a validation data set with the same 

properties as that of the estimation data set then, asymptotically in N, the expectation of 

VN (0,Z?) is given by
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ZTfT/ t ft 7 " \\—\7 (f) ~7'" W1 i " \ /c. , ,.>.Jb{VN (a,Z, v )} — VN (tr,Z. e )(i +————) (5-14)

where Z" is a matrix corresponding to Z" evaluated on a validation data set, and the

notation dim 0mean the number of estimated parameters (Ljung, 1987, Chapter 16). It 

is thus clear, that by using validation data to evaluate the sum of square errors in 

equation (5-11) it is possible to penalise each additional parameter that is added to the 

model. Consequently, in order to select the size of a nonlinear model, models of 

different sizes are trained on the estimation data and the model which minimises the fit 

for the validation data in equation (5-11) is selected as the final model. A general 

procedure to estimate a black-box nonlinear model of the kind described in this chapter, 

can be summarised as follows:

Step (1) Select the model structure i.e. NNARX.

Step (2) Split the observed data into an estimation data set and a validation data 

set.

Step (3) Select the input and output lag spaces nu and ny and the input time delay 

d.

Step (4) Using the estimation data set, train a number of nonlinear models i.e. 

NNARX (nu , ny , d). In the neural network case for example, start from a 

simple model structure with one hidden unit (group of weights) and 

increase the model structure gradually with one hidden unit at a time.

Step (5) Compute the value of the criterion in equation (5-11) for each of these 

models using validation data.
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Step (6) Select as a final model the one that minimises the fit on the validation 

data.

5.4 Conclusions

This chapter served to introduce a brief survey of nonlinear model representations. 

Special attention was based on block oriented, polynomial NARMAX and neural 

network structures since these structures will be investigated further in subsequent 

chapters and will be used to estimate nonlinear models for the gas turbine.

Block oriented models are models which are represented by interconnections of linear 

dynamic models and static nonlinear elements. The most popular and simple structures 

are the Hammerstein and Wiener model. It is expected that even though Hammerstein 

models are investigated in this thesis, that the Hammerstein structure is not appropriate 

for nonlinear gas turbine modelling since the dynamics of the engine change with 

operating point whereas Hammerstein models can deal only with changes of static 

behaviour.

The polynomial NARMAX representation is considered to be a popular way of 

modelling nonlinear systems since it does not impose any restriction in the nature of the 

system excitation, the model is linear in the parameters and the NARMAX 

representation includes a family of other representations such as Volterra series and 

block oriented models. The NARMAX polynomial will be further analysed in Chapter 7 

and a detail discussion of issues concerning structure selection along with the existing 

algorithms will be presented.

Neural network models will also be investigated in this thesis to establish their 

suitability in modelling gas turbines. The popularity of neural networks in system 

identification owes to the fact that neural networks provide excellent approximation
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functions. Only multilayer perceptron neural networks are considered in this thesis, a 
detail analysis of which is presented in Chapter 8.

A general estimation procedure for nonlinear black-box models was presented in this 
chapter. This procedure was proposed by Ljung (1999, 2001) and provides the general 
guideline for the estimation of nonlinear models in the time domain. According to the 
presented methodology the use of validation data is crucial in selecting a parsimonious 
nonlinear model which is able to "generalise" in the sense that it can perform with high 
approximation accuracy to other system data than the data used for estimation. The use 
of validation data will be extensively used in this thesis to assess the performance of the 
estimated models and assist in the structure selection of NARMAX and neural network 
models.



Chapter VI

Nonlinear Gas Turbine Modelling - Block Structure Models

Abstract - In this chapter issues concerning signal design are discussed and the engine 

data are separated into estimation and validation data. The data are then analysed in 

both time and frequency domains in order to obtain insight into the nature of the engine 

nonlinearity and use this knowledge to simplify the estimation of nonlinear engine 

models. A review of the available Hammerstein and Wiener model estimation methods 

is presented, along with the algorithms used in this thesis to estimate nonlinear engine 

models. The presented algorithms are then employed to estimate simple nonlinear 

block-structure models for both engine shafts. The performance of the estimated models 

is demonstrated using a range of validation data sets and by comparing their static 

behaviour to that derived from engine data.
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6.1 Introduction

In this chapter the engine data will be separated into estimation and validation data sets. 

The estimation data will be composed of a concatenated data set of small signal tests at 

different operating points. This decision will be based on careful review of signal design 

methods for nonlinear modelling, the fact that the engine accepts a diverse variety of 

inputs, the need to exclude thermal effects from the data and the availability of engine 

tests. The validation data will be composed of a series of small-signal multisine and 

IRMLBS tests and three large-amplitude tests. It will be stressed that the large- 

amplitude tests should not be prioritised in the validation procedure since they are 

influenced by thermal effects, information about which is not incorporated in the 

estimation data. The engine data will then be analysed in the time domain and valuable 

knowledge about the engine nonlinearity will be gained. This is done by utilising 

available engine static tests and/or a slow triangular wave signal to provide a good 

estimate of the engine nonlinearity.

Block-structure models are composed of linear time-invariant systems interconnected 

with static nonlinear elements. The popularity of these models is due to their structure, 

which is seen as an extension of the impulse response function of linear systems. This 

chapter serves to provide a review of estimation algorithms for simple block-structure 

models such as Wiener and Hammerstein models and provide the basis for the 

estimation of nonlinear gas turbine models. Prior knowledge about the engine 

nonlinearity will then be used along with the presented algorithms to estimate Wiener 

and Hammerstein models for both the HP and LP shafts. The performance of the 

estimated models will be demonstrated by computing the long-term prediction errors of 

the models on the validation data sets and by comparing their static behaviour with that 

derived from engine data. It will be seen that Hammerstein models are not suitable to 

model the engine nonlinear dynamics whereas a Wiener model can provide a good 

approximation of the engine dynamics throughout the operating range.
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6.2 Input Signal Design

Input signal design is as important in nonlinear modelling as it is in the linear case. A 

considerable amount of research has been devoted to optimal input signal design for 

linear modelling. It is a general rule, that for linear modelling the input signal should 

excite all the modes of the system, that is, the spectrum of the signal should cover the 

system frequency range. The methods of designing signals for linear system 

identification are usually based on the minimisation of special criteria. In Hill (1994) 

and Evans (1994) for example, multifrequency signals were used to minimise tests 

times for the engine and at the same time reduce the effect of nonlinear distortions. The 

universal constraint in signal design for linear system modelling is placed on the signal 

amplitude to ensure that the system is not driven into its nonlinear region.

Even though signal design for linear modelling is well established, signal design for 

nonlinear system modelling has been generally neglected. Leontaritis and Billings 

(1987a) addressed this issue and used information theory to conclude that the optimum 

signal for an input power constraint is an independent sequence with Gaussian 

distribution. For an amplitude input constraint an independent sequence with a uniform 

distribution should be used. Pearson et al. (1998) proposed a class of stochastic binary 

sequences based on Markov chains, offering the advantage that it includes independent, 

identically distributed (i.i.d) binary sequences (i.e. "binary white noise"). The authors 

recognise that these signals can be proved inadequate in certain cases since the use of 

binary signals can sometimes lead to disastrous results where even identifiability is lost 

(Leontaritis and Billings, 1987a). In a more recent paper McCormack et al. (1995) 

showed that broadband periodic signals with a rich harmonic content give superior 

parameter estimates for a variety of parametric nonlinear models. In Aguirre and 

Billings (1995a) it is suggested that in nonlinear modelling greater attention must be 

paid to the amplitude profile of the input. Work by Schoukens and Dobrowiecki (1998) 

has shown that multisine signals with a user-defined amplitude distribution can be 

designed. The authors suggest that a nonlinear system should be tested with a signal
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whose amplitude distribution matches as closely as possible that of a typical input to the 

system. This poses a challenge for gas turbine modelling, since a typical input is 

difficult to define. This was illustrated very clearly in Figure 2-2, which shows the 

throttle movement pattern for different members of the Red Arrows display team. An 

aircraft gas turbine is subject to input fuel variations around a given operating point, 

along with ramped acceleration and deceleration signals and significant step inputs 

under certain conditions, such as baulked landing. The typical inputs for a gas turbine 

are therefore quite diverse and an engine model must be capable of responding 

appropriately to the full range of inputs. To this end, a concatenated set of small-signal 

tests were used for structure selection and parameter estimation, while ramped 

acceleration and deceleration signals (in the form of triangular waves) and step inputs 

were used for model validation. In this way, it was hoped that an engine model would 

be obtained that would accurately represent the engine behaviour in the face of a range 

of typical engine inputs.

6.2.1 Estimation Data

The data used for estimation or training of nonlinear engine models in this thesis 

consists of a concatenated set of small-signal IRMLBS tests, at different operating 

points namely the signals gathered from tests 3A, 4A, 7A and 13A (Appendix), to cover 

a range from 55% to 85% NH. The selection of this data set is based on the fact that 

these signals contain sufficient frequency information to cover the engine bandwidth 

and represent the change of engine dynamics at different amplitudes. Li addition, the 

influence of thermal effects on these tests is minimal, thus thermal effects are not 

incorporated in the data. It should be stressed here that the use of binary tests for 

nonlinear gas turbine modelling does not contradict with the Billings and Leontaritis 

result (1987a), or with the observations of Barker et al. (2000) concerning the specific 

case of a Hammerstein model. The input binary signal in the engine case is filtered by 

the fuel feed so is not strictly binary and the means of the data are preserved thus 

avoiding the problems that would arise as a result of a quadratic nonlinearity in the
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Hammerstein model case as Barker et al. (2000) have noted. This can be seen from 

Figure 6-1 where a single period of one of these signals, at an operating point of 75% 

NH and input amplitude of ±10% Wf, is shown. The concatenated set which is going to 

be used throughout this thesis for the estimation of nonlinear models for the HP shaft is 

shown in Figure 6-2. A similar set is also used for the estimation of nonlinear models 

for the LP shaft.
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Figure 6-1. One period, IRMLBS test (a) measured fuel flow (b) HP shaft response.
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Figure 6-2. Data entered in the estimator (a) measured fuel flow (b) HP shaft response.
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6.2.1 Validation Data

The importance of the use of validation data in the estimation of nonlinear models was 

emphasised in the previous chapter. A range of engine tests is available for this purpose, 

consisting of small-signal tests and high-amplitude tests. The main tests used for model 

validation in this thesis are summarised in Table 6-1 where it can be seen that the first 

four validation tests consist of small-amplitude data whereas the other three tests consist 

of high amplitude data as shown in Figures 6-3 to 6-5. All the data were gathered at a 

sampling frequency of 20Hz, and 5000 samples from each test are used throughout this 

thesis for the validation of the estimated models. It is essential to note that the high 

amplitude validation data sets are influenced by thermal effects, thus they will not be 

considered very significant in the validation of nonlinear models estimated in 

subsequent chapters. These tests are included in the validation data set in order to 

illustrate the improved performance of nonlinear models over linear models which are 

completely unable to capture the high amplitude dynamics of the engine.

Table 6-1 
VALIDATION DATA SETS

Test

A2 

A4

A7

A13

B6

Bl

B8

Signal

Multisine (1) 

IRMLBS

Multisine (1)

IRMLBS

Three-level periodic

Triangular Wave

Triangular + IRMLBS

Input Amplitude

±10

±10

±10

±10

±22

±35

±42

Operating Point

55 

65

75

85

58-70

65-85

65-85
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Figure 6-3. Three level periodic test (a) measured fuel flow (b) HP shaft response.
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Figure 6-4. Triangular wave test (a) measured fuel flow (b) HP shaft response.
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Figure 6-5. Triangular wave with superimposed IRMLBS test (a) measured fuel flow 

(b) HP shaft response.

6.3 Nonparametric Data Analysis

In Chapter 4 the coherence function was used to reveal the nonlinearity in the engine. It 
was shown that an even-order nonlinearity can be detected for small amplitudes, and 

that it is possible to qualify this nonlinearity in the frequency-domain by using an odd- 
odd multisine. This result is not fully descriptive of the nature of the nonlinearity in the 
engine, since it is observed for small amplitude data and is not representative of the 

global nature of the nonlinearity for the whole operating range of the engine. The use of 
the coherence function is also dependent on the input signal being able to enter the 

system with its spectral properties intact. This is not the case in the gas turbine since the 

input signal is filtered by the fuel feed before entering the engine, thus having its
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spectral properties altered. It is thus difficult to say if the frequency components at the 

output are due to nonlinearity in the engine.

In this chapter an attempt is made to gain information about the nonlinearity in the gas 

turbine for the range for which nonlinear models will be estimated that is, 55% to 85% 

NH- A common test used by practitioners in the industry is to use static tests to 

"visualise" the nonlinearity in a system. This includes testing the system with step 

inputs at different amplitudes and then obtaining the static behaviour of the system from 

the input and output data records (Haber, 1985). Figure 6-6 shows the static 

relationship between HP shaft speed and fuel flow observed from various engine static 

tests, and Figure 6-7 shows the corresponding results for the LP shaft. The polynomials 

in equations (6-1) and (6-2) are fitted to these data (therefore they are only valid within 

the range of these data) to provide an approximation of the static nonlinearity of the two 

shafts.

u(t) = 309- 9.42;y(0 + O.lly 2 (0 - 3.92y(t) - 0.072? 2 (r) + 0.0009;y 3 (0 (6-1)

u(t) = 179- 6.72y(0 + 0.20y 2 (f) = 1.41y(t)-0.16y 2 (t) + 0.003ly 3 (t) (6-2)

It can be seen from equation (6-1) that the HP shaft static nonlinearity can be 

approximated by a polynomial of maximum second nonlinear order if a constant term is 

included. In addition, from equation (6-1) it can be seen that a polynomial with a 

maximum third nonlinear order, without the constant term can equally approximate the 

nonlinearity in the HP shaft. Similarly from equation (6-2) it can be seen that two 

different polynomials can approximate the nonlinearity in the LP shaft. This is a useful 

result since it suggests two different model structures to approximate the nonlinearity in 

the engine.
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Figure 6-6. Static relationship between HP shaft speed and fuel flow (solid bars), with 
2nd degree polynomial fit (red) and 3rd degree polynomial fit of equation (6-1) (black).
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Figure 6-7. Static relationship between LP shaft speed and fuel flow (solid bars), with 

2nd degree polynomial fit (red) and 3 rd degree polynomial fit of equation (6-2) (black).
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An alternative method to visualise the static nonlinearity in the engine is by using a 

slow large-amplitude signal such as the one shown in Figure 6-4. In Figure 6-8 the 

spectrum of this signal is shown over a wider bandwidth in order to show the high 

frequency noise at around 6 Hz and 9 Hz. This effect could also be seen from the time 

records. In Figure 6-8b it can also be seen that most of the input signal power is 

concentrated at low frequency. In this case, 97% of the total power of the input signal 

lies at the fundamental frequency of 0.005 Hz. Considering the fact that the -3dB 

bandwidth of the HP and LP shafts is around 0.4 Hz, this test is not capable of exciting 

the engine dynamics but can serve as a pseudo-static test, since it can give a very good 

approximation of the static behaviour of the engine. This is shown in Figures 6-9 and 6- 

10, where the static polynomials of equations (6-3) and (6-4) were fitted to these data, to 

give a good approximation of the static nonlinearity in the engine, and replicate the 

results obtained by the polynomials in equations (6-1) and (6-2).

u(t) = 445 - 13y(0 + 0.14y 2 (f ) « 4.62y(f ) - 0.094? 2 (f) + O.OOly 3 (f) (6-3)

(r) = 8.12y(f) -0.20y 2 (0 + 0.0036y 3 (0 (6-4)

It must be stressed here, that the static behaviour of the engine has been approximated 

by static polynomials of the form u(t) - /[y(01- This does not mean that a static 

polynomial of the form y(f) = f[u(t)] is incapable of approximating the engine static 

nonlinearity. On the contrary, if polynomials of these form are fitted to the input-output 

data of Figures 6-6 and 6-7 a good approximation is achieved with nonlinear orders 

identical to the ones used in equations (6-1) - (6-4). The prior knowledge gained from 

nonparametric analysis of the engine data can thus be summarised as follows:

• The static nonlinearity in the engine for both HP and LP shafts can be approximated 

using a static polynomial of a maximum 2nd nonlinear degree and a constant term, or 

a static polynomial of a maximum 3rd nonlinear degree without the constant term.
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The latter is suitable to be used for the estimation of Hammerstein and Wiener 

models of the form presented in subsequent sections since a constant term is not 

included in the representation of the static nonlinearity.

The results obtained using geometric methods in Chapter 4 indicate that the HP and 

LP shafts can be modelled using a lag space equal to 2, i.e. nu=ny=2.
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Figure 6-8. Input spectrum of the triangular test, (a) over a wide bandwidth (b) over the 

engine frequency range.
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Figure 6-9. Input-output plot using a high-amplitude triangular wave (green), with 2 

degree polynomial fit (red) and 3rd degree polynomial fit of equation (6-3) (black).
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ndFigure 6-10. Input-output plot using a high-amplitude triangular wave (green), with 2 

degree polynomial fit (red) and 3 rd degree polynomial fit of equation (6-4) (black).
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6.4 Hammerstein Models

A number of papers in the literature explore the identification of nonlinear systems 

using a Hammerstein model. Narendra and Gallman (1966) seem to be the first 

researchers who dealt with this problem. In this article, the parameters of the 

Hammerstein model are obtained by separating the linear and static nonlinear parts, 

which are estimated iteratively. A simple noniterative least squares method was 

developed by Chang and Luus (1971) which was later extended to include coloured 

noise effects (Haist et al., 1973). Also, Hsia (1976) proposed a noniterative multistage 

least squares scheme which takes account of the presence of coloured output noise. A 

comparison of these noniterative techniques versus the iterative Narendra-Gallman 

method is given by Gallman (1976) who illustrates that the iterative method is slightly 

more accurate and faster for high-order systems. An excellent comparison of three 

parameter estimation methods can also be found in Eskinat et al. (1991). During this 

study the performance of the Narendra-Gallman method is compared with that of 

prediction error and recursive prediction error methods, in the identification of 

Hammerstein models for simulated distillation columns and for an experimental heat 

exchanger. The authors concluded that the Narendra-Gallman algorithm was more 

robust than the other two methods examined. An important observation was published 

in Stoica (1981) who demonstrated that the Narendra-Gallman algorithm may be 

divergent. This was solved by Rangan et al. (1995) who demonstrated that if the 

estimates are normalised at each iteration, the algorithm is globally asymptotically 

convergent provided that the linear block of the model is FIR and the input to the 

system is white. This places a restriction to the selection of the input used in 

identification which is crucial in the gas turbine case since no white input test is 

available. Even though the Narendra-Gallman algorithm constitutes the most popular 

identification scheme for the identification of a Hammerstein model, it will not be 

presented in this text since it was proved to be divergent when applied to the gas turbine 

data.
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More recently, an identification algorithm was developed by Zhang and Feng (1994) 

who used a bias-eliminated least squares method for the estimation of the parameters of 

a Hammerstein model for the case when the observed output data are correlated with 

unknown coloured noise. Zhu (1998) used a high order ARX model to represent the 

linear subsystem of the Hammerstein model and represented the nonlinearity using a 

polynomial. This allowed the prediction error criterion to be bilinear in the parameters, 

which means that it can be solved as an iterated least-squares problem. The high order 

ARX model is then reduced using a frequency-domain criterion. In Boutayeb et al. 

(1996) an algorithm was developed where the parameters of the linear and nonlinear 

subsystems of the Hammerstein model are estimated without redundancy and ensuring 

the global convergence of the algorithm. The method is based in making a 

transformation of the nonlinear representation into an input-output model which is 

linear in the new parameters, and then in performing a regular transformation based on 

pseudo-inverse techniques to estimate the original parameters of the linear and 

nonlinear subsystems. The method was further generalised in Bai (1998) for the 

identification of Hammerstein -Wiener systems who used least square estimation and 

Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) to estimate the parameters of the linear and 

nonlinear subsystems. The algorithm was shown to be convergent in the absence of 

noise and convergent with probability one in the presence of white noise. The two latter 

algorithms are presented in what follows since they will be used in this thesis to 

estimate nonlinear models for the gas turbine.

6.4.1 The SVD method

Consider the Hammerstein model in Figure 6-11, where y(t), u(t) and v(t) are the system 

output, input and disturbance at time t, respectively, N(») is a nonlinear zero-memory 

subsystem of order / given by

+...ct u l
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and

n z >
(6-6)

with z' 1 denoting the unit delay operator. It is assumed that the orders nu, ny and / are 

known, and that the goal is to estimate the parameters of the linear (a, ---a b,---b )
\ 1 fly 1 flu I

and nonlinear (cl • • • cl ) parts from input-output data. Equation (6-6) can be written as a 

difference equation of the form

XO = -2^ fl jX'-7')-

Defining the vectors

0 = (al ,...,an ,bl cl ,...,bl c,...bn cl ,...,bn c,) T (6-8)

(6-9)
y ))y 2 (f -1),..., y 2 (r - /i, ), / (r -1),..., y' (t ~ n r

then equation (6-7) can be written in linear regression form as

Considering that an //-point data set is available for identification, equation (6-10) can 

be written in matrix form as
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In order to estimate the parameter vector 9 the following vectors are defined

(6-12)

Along with the matrix

be

i V2 ••• V/

\. Cl °na

= bc T (6-13)

and the parameter vector 9 can be written as

(6-14)

where vec(©bc) is the column vector obtained by stacking the columns of 0bC on top of 

each other. Estimates of the vectors 6 and vec(©bc) can be obtained from the well 

known least square estimate given by

(6-15)

The problem is then reduced in estimating the vectors b and c from vec(0bc). A solution 

to this problem is provided by the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of the matrix 

©be (Bai, 1998). If USVT is the SVD of 0bc, where u = {jul ,ju2 ,---, Jun )and. 

V = (v,,v2 ,---,v,) are orthogonal matrices whose columns are the left singular vectors and 

the right singular vectors respectively, and S is a diagonal matrix with the singular 

values of 0bc , (^ >cr2 >--->o-rnin(n>0 >o) in its main diagonal, then the estimates for
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vectors b and c are given by b = ju^ and £ = (7^. More details about this simple 

procedure and the lemmas that proceed it can be obtained from Bai (1998) and Dziej 

and Gomez (2000).

u(k)

Figure 6-11. Hammerstein Model. 

6.4.2 The Pseudo-Inverse method

In this method the parameter vector is formulated in a different way since b\ is assumed 

to be equal to 1. This leads to a different parameter vector than the one in 

(6-12)

9 = (a,,..., anj , c, ,...,c,, b2 cl ,...,b2 c, ...^ cl ,...,£„„ ci (6-16)

This in turn leads to the definition of vectors <E> a , O c and be

(6-17)

and the direct estimation of the parameter vector c. This in turn, leads to a different 

formulation of the estimation problem, that is, the estimation of parameter vector b to 

minimise the mean-square error of the residuals. The proposed estimator is given by
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6 =
O a

\~N-N , <*>N*N (6-18)O L 
vn

be )

with M being a diagonal matrix with the pseudoinverse of c as its diagonal. After the 

estimation of vectors be and c the derivation of b is straightforward. More details about 

the global convergence of this algorithm can be found in Boutayeb et al. (1996).

The methods described so far to estimate the parameters of a Hammerstein model do not 

place any restriction to the nature of the excitation signal used in the identification. 

Several other methods exist in the literature for the identification of Hammerstein 

models, but they require Gaussian inputs, thus being somehow restrictive. Bussgang's 

theorem (Bussgang, 1952) states that the cross-correlation of two Gaussian signals, 

where one of them has undergone a nonlinear transformation, is proportional to the 

cross-correlation before the transformation. This has been exploited in the case of block 

oriented structures. Haber (1988) used a combination of correlation analysis and least 

square methods to obtain the parameters of a Hammerstein model. Correlation analysis 

which estimates the model nonparametrically (i.e., impulse response coefficients for a 

linear part and a set of data points for the nonlinear part) was used by Billings and 

Fakhouri (1978a, 1979b).

6.5 Gas Turbine Modelling Using Hammerstein Models

In this section the two methods described in the previous chapter for the estimation of 

Hammerstein models are employed to estimate models for both the HP and LP shafts of 

the gas turbine. The structure of the models is assumed to be known, in other words the 

models consist of a 3rd degree static polynomial i.e. 1=3, followed by a 2nd order linear 

model (nu=ny=2). The performance of the estimated models is assessed by simulating 

the models using validation data and by computing the mean square error (MSE) in
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equation (5-11) on the validation data set. The estimated models are also validated by 

comparing their static behaviour with the static behaviour obtained from engine data.

6.5.1 Model Estimation

The Pseudo-Inverse technique and the SVD method described in the previous section 

are applied to the estimation data to estimate the following Hammerstein models for the 

two shafts.

(a)

"(•)
w(0 l + 2.1102z

1- 0.7 156z-1 - 0.25627-2
y(0

^

(b)

«(0 w(0 1-2.9530Z" 1
"11-0.8002Z" -0.165 lz -2

y(t)

Figure 6-12. Hammerstein models estimated with the SVD method, (a) HP shaft, (b) 

LP shaft.
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Figure 6-13. Hammerstein models estimated with the Pseudo-Inverse method, (a) HP 

shaft, (b) LP shaft.
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6.5.2 Model Validation

The models estimated with the two methods are expected to have similar input-output 

properties since they are estimated using a linear least-squares technique as described in 

the previous section. From Figures 6-12 and 6-13 it can be easily seen that the 

transformation of the models from a nonlinear difference equation to the Hammerstein 

model form leads to models which have similar linear parts but different nonlinear static 

polynomials. This was investigated through simulation and it was found that even 

though the two techniques result in similar models the pseudo-inverse technique can 

sometimes lead to a different transformation due to numerical problems that can occur 

in the computation of the pseudo-inverse matrix. The similarity in the performance of 

models estimated using the two techniques is illustrated in Table 6-1 where the 

estimated models are cross-validated using the validation data and the mean square 

errors are calculated to provide measures for the performance of the models. Figures 6- 

14 to 6-17 show a graphical illustration of the performances of the Hammerstein models 

estimated for the two shafts, on the four small-signal validation data sets. It can be seen 

that the estimated model for the HP shaft matches the measured engine output slightly 

better than the estimated LP shaft model in all tests, as confirmed from the MSE values 

in Table 6-2. Nevertheless, it is clear that the estimated Hammerstein models are not 

able to model the dynamics of the gas turbine at the different operating points. Figures 

6-18 to 6-20 show the performances of the two models for the three high amplitudes test 

where it can be seen that the model for the HP shaft performs slightly better on the 

engine data than the corresponding model for the LP shaft, even though it is again clear 

that the estimated Hammerstein models do not reproduce the data very well.

The static behaviour of the estimated models can be derived analytically and compared 

with the static polynomials of equations (6-1) and (6-2). Since only an approximation of 

the static behaviour is of interest, the static performance of the models was derived by 

simulation and compared with the measured engine static behaviour in Figures 6-21 and 

6-22. It can be seen that the models for both shafts are able to approximate the engine
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static behaviour throughout the operating range of interest. Nevertheless, the results 

obtained from cross-validation for both shafts suggest that the Hammerstein models do 

not have very good approximation capabilities on the engine data. Hammerstein models 

for the UP shaft were also estimated with increased order for the linear part, but the 

improvement to the model performance was not as significant as to justify the need for a 

higher order model.

Table 6-2

MSB VALUES FOR THE ESTIMATED HAMMERSTEIN MODELS

Test Type

Multisine(l)55%ATH

IRMLBS 65% NH

Multisine (1) 75% NH

IRMLBS 85% NH

Three-level periodic 58-70% NH

Triangular wave 55-85% NH

Triangular + IRMLBS 55-85% NH

SVD

HP

0.0952

0.0205

0.0307

0.0800

0.0896

0.1575

0.1214

LP

0.1707

0.1070

0.0418

0.0975

0.1188

0.1850

0.1858

Pseudo-Inverse

HP

0.0952

0.0205

0.0307

0.0800

0.0896

0.1574

0.1214

LP

0.1707

0.1070

0.0418

0.0975

0.1188

0.1850

0.1858
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Figure 6-14. Output of multisine (1) test at 55% NH. Measured output (solid), 
Hammerstein model output (dashed), (a) HP shaft model, (b) LP shaft model.
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Figure 6-15. Output of IRMLBS test at 65% NH- Measured output (solid), Hammerstein 
model output (dashed), (a) HP shaft model, (b) LP shaft model.
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Figure 6-16. Output of multisine (1) test at 75% NH. Measured output (solid), 

Hammerstein model output (dashed), (a) HP shaft model, (b) LP shaft model.
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Figure 6-17. Output of IRMLBS test at 85% NH. Measured output (solid), Hammerstein 

model output (dashed), (a) HP shaft model, (b) LP shaft model.
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Figure 6-18. Output of three-level periodic test at 58-70% TV//. Measured output (solid), 
Hammerstein model output (dashed), (a) HP shaft model, (b) LP shaft model.
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Figure 6-19. Output of triangular wave test at 65-85% NH. Measured output (solid), 
Hammerstein model output (dashed), (a) HP shaft model, (b) LP shaft model.
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Figure 6-20. Output of triangular wave + IRMLBS test at 65-85% NH. Measured output 

(solid), Hammerstein model output (dashed), (a) HP shaft model, (b) LP shaft model.
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Figure 6-21. Static relationship between shaft speed and fuel flow (solid bars), HP shaft 

Hammerstein model (solid).
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Figure 6-22. Static relationship between shaft speed and fuel flow (solid bars), LP shaft 
Hammerstein model (solid).

6.5.3 Summary

The results obtained from the estimation of Hammerstein models for the engine can be 
summarised as follows:

• The model obtained for the HP shaft is capable of approximating the engine data 
better than the model obtained for the LP shaft.

• The estimated models can reproduce the static behaviour of the engine very well for 

both shafts.
• Hammerstein models provide a relatively poor approximation of the engine

dynamics.
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6.6 Wiener Models

Several approaches and parameterisations have been proposed for the identification of 
the Wiener model shown in Figure 5-2b. Some of the authors have chosen different 

parameterisations and each have their advantages and disadvantages. Some have 

restricted the input to have special properties. A short summary of these approaches is 
given in what follows.

Pajunen (1992) treats the problem of model-reference adaptive control of a Wiener 
system. The linear subsystem is represented as a transfer function and the inverse of the 
nonlinearity is represented with linear B-spline. Wigren (1993) derives a recursive 

prediction error algorithm to estimate the parameters of a Wiener models in which the 
linear subsystem is described as a transfer function and the nonlinear subsystem as 
piecewise linear. In Wigren (1994) the nonlinear subsystem is assumed known, and 
conditions for both local and global convergence are shown.

Several papers treat the case where the input is (white) Gaussian noise. Hunter and 
Korenberg (1986) estimate the linear subsystem using the cross-correlation function and 
the nonlinearity is represented as a polynomial. Billings and Fakhouri (1977, 1982) 
estimate the impulse response of the linear subsystem from the cross-correlation 
function of the input and the output and represent the nonlinearity as a power series. 
Greblicki (1994) also assumes white Gaussian input and disturbances and observes that 

the inverse of the nonlinearity is proportional to the expected value of the input in the 
previous time step, given the output at a certain time. This is used to estimate the 

nonlinearity as an orthogonal series. Convergence under some assumptions is proved 

and an algorithm for the estimation of the linear subsystem is proposed.

Subspace methods are used to identify the linear subsystem in Westwick and Verhaegen 
(1996) and it is shown that if the input is Gaussian, this estimate is consistent. The 

nonlinearity is expressed as a power series. In Bruls et al. (1999), a state space model is
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used for the linear subsystem and Chebyshev polynomials for the nonlinearity. This 

makes it possible to phrase the prediction error minimisation as a separable least- 

squares problem, which has better numerical properties than the original problem. The 

numerical search is initialised with the subspace estimate of the linear system as in 

Westwick and Verhaegen (1996). Related to the separable least squares method is the 

method proposed by Zhu (1999) who extended the method developed in Zhu (1998) to 
Wiener models. Kalafatis et al. (1997) selected a parameterisation where all parameters 

enter linearly, and can thus minimise a quadratic error criterion explicitly. FIR or FSF 

(frequency sampling filters) are suggested for the linear subsystem and a power series or 
B-splines for the nonlinearity.

The approaches described above can suffer from one fundamental difficulty. When a 

less flexible model structure is used there is always the risk of getting stuck in a local 

minimum. A flexible structure may reduce or eliminate local minima, but need larger 

number of parameters to produce an accurate estimate. This in turn will demand more 
data. This difficulty has been identified by Hagenblad (1999) and Crama and Shoukens 

(2001) who proposed methods of estimating a good initial estimate for Wiener models 

which will guarantee that the minimisation of the prediction error criterion will not fall 

in a local minimum and will provide a reliable estimate. Hagenblad (1999) presented 

two methods of finding a good initial estimate. The first is based on treating the whole 

system as a linear system and the second one a particular parameterisation is used to 
make the parameters enter linearly in the error criterion. Crama and Shoukens (2001) 

used special excitation and frequency domain techniques to estimate a transfer function 

model for the linear subsystem of a Wiener model and enable the visualisation of the 

nonlinearity. The method is based on the observation that a multisine signal with 

random phases allows the estimation of a smooth estimate of the linear subsystem and 

reduces the influence of the distortions due to nonlinearity.

In this thesis Wiener models for the engine will be estimated using the Westwick and 

Verhaegen (1996) subspace method and the SVD method proposed by Bai (1998) who
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as in the Hammerstein model case, used least-square estimation and Singular Value 

Decomposition to estimate the parameters of the linear and nonlinear subsystems.

6.6.1 Subspace methods

Subspace methods are a relatively new type of linear system identification algorithms. 

They basically originate as a combination of system theory, geometry and numerical 

linear algebra. The Wiener model identification problem based on subspace techniques 

is treated in the context of the output-error model shown in Figure 6-23. Based on this 

figure, the following identification problem is defined:

Let the input and output data sets u(t) and y(f) be given for a system described by the 

state space model:

x(t B«(f )
(6-19)

where A is the system matrix, B the input matrix, C the output matrix, D the direct feed- 

through matrix and v(t) is an additive perturbation (stochastic or deterministic) which is 

independent of the input, such that

r ! N lim —
N ^\

(6-20)

[A,B,C,D]
w(t) #(•)

Figure 6-23. Schematic representation of the Wiener model identification problem 

using subspace methods.
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Then the problem is to consistenly estimate the quadrable [A, B, KC, KD] r, where the 
additional index T refers to the determination of the quadrable up to a similarity 
transformation and the matrix K refers to an additional scaling of the output of the linear 
system. The static nonlinearity can then be estimated from signals w(t) and y(t) in a 
straightforward manner. There are several subspace identification algorithms in the 
literature to estimate [A, B, KC, KD]r, see for further details Verhaegen and Dewilde 
(1992), Van Overschee and De Moor (1993, 1994) and De Moor and Van Overschee 
(1995). In this thesis an extension of the Multi-variable Output-error State-Space Model 
identification (MOESP) approach (Westwick and Verhaegen, 1995) will be used to 
estimate the linear part of the Wiener models of the engine. The Westwick and 
Verhaegen (1996) method based on this approach gives a consistent estimate if the input 
is Gaussian. If the input is not Gaussian however, as in the gas turbine case, a nonlinear 
optimisation technique such as the Gauss-Newton routine is used to find the right 
model. The MOESP algorithm and other optimisation routines to estimate Wiener 
models are implemented as a part of the State space Model Identification software for 
multivariable dynamical systems (SMI toolbox) for Matlab (Haverkamp and 
Verhaegen, 1997).

6.6.2 SVD method

Consider the Wiener model in Figure 6-24, where y(r), u(f) and v(r) are the system 
output, input and disturbance at time t, respectively, and N(») is a nonlinear zero- 

memory subsystem of order / given in equation (6-5). The polynomials A(z~')and 

^(z'^are defined in equation (6-6) and as in the Hammerstein model case it is 

assumed that the orders nu , ny and / are known, and that the goal is to estimate the 
parameters of the linear (al ---an^ V'AU ) and nonlinear (cl ---cl ] parts from input- 

output data. The Wiener model of Figure 6-24 can be written as a difference equation of 

the form
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y(*) = 2>*2>^''
1=1 y=l

,«(' -i) + v(r)
1=1

(6-21)

u(k)—— >> B(z~l )
A(z~l )

w(k)
——— ̂ N(*) -J.

Figure 6-24. Wiener Model.

Defining the vectors

,...,<*„ c,) 2 (6-22)

and

then equation (6-21) can be written in linear regression form

(6-23)

(6-24)

Considering that an Appoint data set is available for identification, equation (6-24) can 

be written in matrix form as

(6-25)
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In order to estimate the parameter vector 6 the following matrix is defined

ac =
a2c\ a2 c2 ••• a2cl

\ y
°ny C2

= ac (6-26)

and the parameter vector #can be written as

(6-27)

where vec(0ac) is the column vector obtained by stacking the columns of 0ac on top of 

each other. Estimates of the vectors 6 and vec(0ac) can be obtained from the well 

known least square estimate in equation (6-15).

The problem is then reduced to estimating the vectors a and c from vec(0ac)- The 

solution to this problem is provided by the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of the 

matrix 0ac (Bai, 1998). If USVT is the SVD of ©ac , where U = G"1 ,//2 , • ••,//„) and 

V = (vj,v2 ,---,v; ) are orthogonal matrices whose columns are the left singular vectors and 

the right singular vectors respectively, and S is a diagonal matrix with the singular 

values of 0ac , (o-j > <r2 > • • • > cr^^ n > o) in its main diagonal, then the estimates for

vectors a and c are given by

C = (6-28)

More details about this simple procedure and the lemmas that proceed it, can be 

obtained from Bai (1998) and Dziej and Gomez (2000).
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6.7 Gas Turbine Modelling Using Wiener Models 

6.7.1 Model Estimation

The two methods described in Chapter 5, namely the SVD and subspace methods, are 

employed to estimate Wiener models for the gas turbine. Using the same a priori 

knowledge about the system orders and nonlinearity the models obtained using the two 

techniques are shown in Figures 6-25 and 6-26 for both shafts.

(a)

0.0043 -0.00028z l
l-0.9993z~1 +0.0373z~2

vKO NO

0.0669w3 (0

(b)

0.0049 -0.00068z
l-0.0162z~1 -0.9998z~2

——— >• N(*) y(t]

Figure 6-25. Wiener models estimated with the SVD method, (a) HP shaft, (b) LP 

shaft.
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(a)

[Ad Cd HP>

.669 0.085 
-0.085 0.953

0]

(b)

= 47.95

* [Ad^BdH^C

AdHP =
"0.012 
-0.086

djjpjDd,

0.086" 

0.976

1 w(0
jpl

BdHP =

NC)
"- 0.043" 

-1.194

= [12.55 0] Dd HP =-5.63

Figure 6-26. Wiener models estimated with the subspace method, (a) HP shaft, (b) LP 
shaft.

6.7.1 Model Validation

The estimated models are as previously cross-validated on the validation data and the 
MSB values are calculated as shown in Table 6-3. It can be seen that the SVD method 
provides models which perform really well, for both small and large amplitude. This is 
not the case for the models observed using subspace techniques, especially at 55% NH. 
This is illustrated graphically in Figures 6-27 to 6-40 where it can be clearly seen that 
the approximation capabilities of the Wiener model obtained using the SVD method are 
superior to those of the Wiener model obtained using subspace techniques. The static 
behaviour of the estimated Wiener models is illustrated in Figures 6-41 and 6-42 where 
it can be seen that all models are able to approximate the engine static behaviour.
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Table 6-3

MSE VALUES FOR THE ESTIMATED WIENER MODELS

Test Type

Multisine (1) 55% NH

IRMLBS 65% NH

Multisine (1) 75% NH

IRMLBS 85% NH

Three-level periodic 58-70% NH

Triangular wave 55-85% NH

Triangular + IRMLBS 55-85% Nu

SVD

HP

0.0272

0.0360

0.0117

0.0169

0.0255

0.1096

0.0456

LP

0.0109

0.0330

0.0135

0.0304

0.0317

0.0333

0.0303

Subspace

HP

0.1623

0.0812

0.0163

0.0390

0.1671

0.1705

0.1067

LP

0.1351

0.0949

0.0253

0.0607

0.1240

0.1265

0.1398

58
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Figure 6-27. Output of multisine (1) test at 55% NH. Measured output (solid), Wiener 

model (SVD method) output (dashed), (a) HP shaft model, (b) LP shaft model.
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Figure 6-28. Output of IRMLBS test at 65% NH. Measured output (solid), Wiener 
model (SVD method) output (dashed), (a) HP shaft model, (b) LP shaft model.
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Figure 6-29. Output of multisine (1) test at 75% NH. Measured output (solid), Wiener 
model (SVD method) output (dashed), (a) HP shaft model, (b) LP shaft model.
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Figure 6-30. Output of IRMLBS test at 85% NH. Measured output (solid), Wiener 

model (SVD method) output (dashed), (a) HP shaft model, (b) LP shaft model.
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Figure 6-31. Output of three-level periodic test at 58-70% NH . Measured output (solid), 

Wiener model (SVD method) output (dashed), (a) HP shaft model, (b) LP shaft model.
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Figure 6-32. Output of triangular wave test at 55-85% NH. Measured output (solid), 
Wiener model (SVD method) output (dashed), (a) HP shaft model, (b) LP shaft model.
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Figure 6-33. Output of triangular wave + ERMLBS test at 55-85% NH. Measured output 
(solid), Wiener model (SVD method) output (dashed), (a) HP shaft model, (b) LP shaft 

model.
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Figure 6-34. Output of multisine (1) test at 55% NH- Measured output (solid), Wiener 
model (Subspace method) output (dashed), (a) HP shaft model, (b) LP shaft model.
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Figure 6-35. Output of IRMLBS test at 65% NH . Measured output (solid), Wiener 
model (Subspace method) output (dashed), (a) HP shaft model, (b) LP shaft model.
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Figure 6-36. Output of multisine (1) test at 75% NH. Measured output (solid), Wiener 
model (subspace method) output (dashed), (a) HP shaft model, (b) LP shaft model.
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Figure 6-37. Output of IRMLBS test at 85% Na. Measured output (solid), Wiener 
model (Subspace method) output (dashed), (a) HP shaft model, (b) LP shaft model.
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Figure 6-38. Output of three-level periodic test at 58-70% Afo. Measured output (solid), 

Wiener model (Subspace method) output (dashed), (a) HP shaft model, (b) LP shaft 

model.
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Figure 6-39. Output of triangular wave test at 65-85% NH. Measured output (solid), 

Wiener model (Subspace method) output (dashed), (a) HP shaft model, (b) LP shaft 

model.
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Figure 6-40. Output of triangular wave + IRMLBS test at 65-85% NH. Measured output 

(solid), Wiener model (Subspace method) output (dashed), (a) HP shaft model, (b) LP 

shaft model.
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Figure 6-41. Static relationship between shaft speed and fuel flow (solid bars), (a) HP 

shaft Wiener model (b) LP shaft Wiener model, SVD method.
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Figure 6-42. Static relationship between shaft speed and fuel flow (solid bars), (a) HP 
shaft Wiener model (b) LP shaft Wiener model, subspace method.

6.7.3 Summary

• Wiener models estimated using the SVD method are capable of representing the 
engine dynamics for both small and large-signal amplitudes.

• The estimated models can reproduce the static behaviour of the engine.

6.8 Linear Vs Nonlinear

In the previous sections it was possible to estimate nonlinear models capable of 
approximating the dynamics of the engine at different operating points. It was seen that 
the Wiener models estimated using the SVD method (Figure 6-25) are able to 
approximate the engine dynamics at these operating points better than the Hammerstein 
models and the Wiener models estimated using subspace techniques. In order to 
illustrate the improvement achieved by a nonlinear model, Table 6-4 shows a
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comparison of the MSB values achieved with the estimated HP shaft Wiener model and 
the MSB values achieved with linear models estimated at different operating points, on 
the small-signal validation data.

Table 6-4 
COMPARISON OF LINEAR AND NONLINEAR MODELS, HP SHAFT

Test Type

Multisine (1) 55% NH

IRMLBS 65% NH

Multisine (1) 75% NH

IRMLBS 85% NH

Wiener 

Model

0.0272

0.0360

0.0117

0.0169

Linear Models (% NH)
55

0.0085

0.1068

0.8140

1.4123

65

0.0547

0.0101

0.1204

0.4310

75

0.1287

0.0433

0.0075

0.1017

85

0.2179

0.1284

0.1017

0.0020

Table 6-5
COMPARISON OF LINEAR AND NONLINEAR MODELS, LP SHAFT

Test Type

Multisine (1) 55% NH

IRMLBS 65% NH

Multisine (1) 75% NH

IRMLBS 85% NH

Wiener 

Model

0.0109

0.0330

0.0135

0.0304

Linear Models (% NH)

55

0.0032

0.0647

0.5176

0.9591

65

0.0341

0.0033

0.0979

0.3704

75

0.0897

0.0410

0.0082

0.0795

85

0.1488

0.1173

0.0957

0.0118

It is clear from Table 6-4 that the linear models perform better than the nonlinear model 
only at the operating point that they were estimated. At other operating points the linear 

models fail to capture the engine dynamics as revealed by the high MSB values in the 
table. This means that the linear models provide a better local approximation than the 

estimated nonlinear Wiener model, whereas the Wiener model provides a good global 
approximation of the engine dynamics at the different operating points. This was
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something to be expected, since the nonlinear model tries to approximate the variation 

in dynamics with different operating points whereas the estimated linear models dealt 

only with local data not influenced by nonlinearity as discussed in Chapter 4. The same 

pattern is observed when a comparison is made between the LP shaft Wiener model and 

local linear LP shaft models, as shown in Table 6-5. These results confirm that the 

estimated nonlinear models are able to represent the dynamics of the engine at the 

different operating points, thus enabling the use of a single nonlinear model in the place 

of the family of linear models.

The improvement achieved using a nonlinear model can also be demonstrated on high 

amplitude validation data. Figures 6-43 and 6-44 show a comparison of the performance 

of the estimated with the SVD method Wiener models against linear ARMAX models 

estimated on a high amplitude data set. It can be clearly seen that the nonlinear models 

are capable of dealing with large deviations in speed whereas the linear models even 

though they were estimated using this high-amplitude data set, fail to capture the 

engine's high-amplitude dynamics. It must be noted that the means were removed from 

the data for linear modelling as shown in the plots.

100 150 200

Time (s)

Figure 6-43. Three-level HP shaft test. Measured output (red), SVD Wiener model 

output (black), linear model (blue).
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Figure 6-44. Three-level HP shaft test. Measured output (red), SVD Wiener model 
output (black), linear model (blue).

6.9 Conclusions

In this chapter the estimation of nonlinear engine models using Wiener and 
Hammerstein models was investigated. Before that, issues concerning signal design for 
nonlinear modelling were discussed, and the data was separated into estimation and 
validation data sets. The estimation data consisted of a concatenated data set of small 
signal tests at different operating points, covering an output range of 55% to 85% NH. 
This particular choice was made due to the fact that no single high-amplitude test was 
available which could cover the required amplitude range and with sufficient spectral 
information within the engine's bandwidth. In addition, using small signal tests, enabled 
the exclusion of thermal effects from the estimation data, since thermal effects are not 
significant at this amplitude. The validation data consisted of a range of small signal 
tests at different operating points and three high-amplitude tests. Thermal effects 
influence these high-amplitude tests so they were not given as much priority as the 
small-signal tests in the validation procedure. Their inclusion in the validation data set
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serves to illustrate the improve performance of nonlinear models on high-amplitude data 
when compared with linear models.

The engine data were then analysed in both time- and frequency-domains in order to 
gain information about the nature of the engine nonlinearity. The information obtained 
from the engine static tests revealed that the engine nonlinearity could be modelled 
using a second or a third-degree polynomial. It was shown that similar information 
could be obtained using a slow triangular wave signal whose spectral properties were as 
such, as not to excite the engine dynamics thus giving a good approximation of the 
engine static nonlinearity.

The available information was then used to estimate simple Hammerstein and Wiener 
models for the engine. A survey of available estimation methods was first presented 
along with the algorithms used in this thesis. The performance of the estimated models 
was illustrated by evaluating the models long prediction errors on the validation data 
set, and by comparing their static behaviours with that of the engine derived from 
measured data. The results suggested that Hammerstein models are not able to capture 
the engine dynamics at different operating points. This was an expected result since 
Hammerstein models can approximate only systems where the static behaviour changes 
with input amplitude whereas the dynamic behaviour remains unchanged. This was 
obviously not the case with the gas turbine as suggested in Figure 4-30 where it is clear 
that the engine dynamics vary considerably with operating point. Amongst the two 
investigated Wiener estimation methods the SVD method was found to result in an 
engine model capable of representing the engine dynamics throughout the operating 
range. This does not mean in any way that subspace methods are not suited for this 
problem. The results suggest that for the particular estimation data an autoregressive 
model structure like the one used in the SVD method is more appropriate. The static 
behaviour of the estimated Wiener models was also found to be in good agreement with 
the engine static behaviour derived from measured data, suggesting that Wiener models 

are suitable to approximate the engine shaft dynamics at different speeds.



Chapter VII

Nonlinear Gas Turbine Modelling Using Polynomial

NARMAX Structures

Abstract - The polynomial NARMAX representation is presented and the algorithms 
used to perform parameter estimation and structure selection are reviewed. A 
methodology is proposed, which utilises validation data to select a parsimonious model 
structure, and this methodology is applied to the engine data to estimate nonlinear 
models for the HP and LP shafts. The estimated models are validated using measured 
engine data and they are analysed in the frequency domain.

203
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7.1 Introduction

The popularity of the polynomial NARMAX representation in modelling nonlinear 

dynamic systems owes to the ability of NARMAX models to approximate a wide 

variety of functions around an equilibrium point. The polynomial NARMAX model is 

also linear in the parameters thus allowing the application of readily available parameter 

estimation techniques, and the NARMAX estimation procedure does not impose any 

restrictions to the nature of the excitation. In addition, the NARMAX representation 

allows under certain conditions the physical interpretation of the parameters to be made, 

by computing the Higher Order Frequency Response Functions.

An issue that can be considered as a disadvantage in the NARMAX estimation 

procedure is the need to select the most useful terms to be included in the model, chosen 

from a large number of available model terms usually running in the thousands. This is 

called structure selection and it presents the most challenging procedure in the 

estimation of NARMAX structures since it is dependent on factors like the sampling 

frequency, prior knowledge about the system orders and most often the data properties. 

In this chapter a survey of the most widely used structure selection techniques will be 

presented and the factors that influence structure selection will be discussed. The 

technique based on the error reduction ratio (ERR) (Billings et al., 1989; Korenberg et 

al, 1988) will monopolise the analysis since it is the most popular technique for 

structure selection of NARMAX models. A methodology will then be proposed for the 

estimation of polynomial structure models utilising validation data to assist structure 

selection.

The presented identification scheme will be used to estimate polynomial NARMAX 

models for both the HP and LP shafts. The estimated models will be validated using the 

available validation tests and by comparing their static behaviour with the static 

behaviour derived from measured engine data. The estimated models will be further
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analysed in the frequency-domain by computing the Higher Order Frequency Response 
Functions. This will allow further insight about the engine dynamics to be gained.

7.2 Polynomial NARMAX Model Estimation

The estimation of NARMAX models consists of two stages namely structure selection 
and parameter estimation. Parameter estimation is a conventional problem and several 
algorithms are available in the literature, whereas structure selection is a problem which 
requires more intuition thus presenting the most challenging issue in NARMAX 
modelling. In this section the algorithms used to estimate a NARMAX model are 
presented and several issues concerning the crucial issue of structure selection are 
discussed.

7.2.1 Parameter Estimation

In order to gain a better insight into the NARMAX polynomial structure, equation (5-9) 
is expressed in polynomial form

y(t) = ,o>0 - 0 +IX+X' - 0 +ZiX,X' - OX' - 7)
1=1 1=1 1=1 7=1

i=l 7=1 1=1 j

+ higher order terms up to degree /

- 7) >, + y f7-n 1=1 y=o j=i >=o v '

i=\ j=\ 1=0

+ all possible combinations of y(t), u(t) and e(t) up to degree / ]

_/=0 i=0 j=0

+ higher order terms up to degree / ]
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which can be rewritten as

yu ywe (7-2)

where ^includes all the output and input terms as well as all the possible 

combinations up to degree / and time t-1. The parameters of such terms are denoted with 
Qyu and the other entries are defined likewise. The problem with equation (7-2) is that

it is unsuitable for estimating the parameter vector 0 = [& Tyu + & Tyue +&Te \ because the

terms e(t-i), i = 0,1, ••• ,«e are not known. To overcome this difficulty equation (7-2) 

is written in prediction error form

KO = (7-3)

where ^(r) is the residual at time t and is defined as

(7-4)

Finally equation (7-3) can be written in the concise form

1) + +
(7-5)

The parameter vector © can be estimated by minimising the cost function

(7-6)
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where ||«|| is Euclidean norm. A similar cost function which is similar to the quadratic 

cost function in equation (3-20) can be defined as

VPE (O) = log, det (2(0) (7.7) 

where Q(&) is the sample covariance matrix of the residuals and is defined as

(0 (7-8)

In Chen et al. (1989), three decompositions were investigated for the solution of this 
least squares problem, namely i) Cholesky, ii) orthogonal, and iii) singular value. The 
second option is the most widely used since it enables the simultaneous solution to the 
structure selection problem as it will be shown later in this section. Other algorithms are 
available in the literature for the estimation of the parameter vector, see Billings and 
Voon (1984), Leontaritis and Billings (1988), Billings and Leontaritis (1982) and Chen 
and Billings (1989b). The orthogonal estimation algorithm will be used in this thesis for 
both parameter estimation and structure selection when estimating NARMAX models 

for the gas turbine.

Orthogonal Estimation Algorithm

Consider a linear-in-the-parameters polynomial model

/=o

where pi (t) represent the various terms (regressors) in the polynomial and n e the 

number of coefficients the model. An auxiliary model can then be built by transforming 

this equation into
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(7-10)i=0

where g,- are the model coefficients and Oh are the model terms constructed to be 
orthogonal over the data records as follows

(7-11)
m-l

l (0 = PIB (0-Zato.«/(0, m = 1,2,...,/i,,
i=0

where

«/m =J±S——————, 0<i<m-l (7-12)

and in this case the following orthogonality property holds

,....7 (7-13)

The second step consists of estimating the coefficients g, and transforming them back to 
the system parameters $. The parameters of the auxiliary model g, can be estimated as 

(Korenberg et al. 1988; Billings et al., 1989)
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provided that ft)f (fc) * 0 . The coefficients Oi can be obtained from g, according to the 

formula

(7-15)

where

, (7-16) l, ... ,ne

and

Matrix formulae have also been developed for the above algorithm (Korenberg et al., 

1988; Billings et al., 1989) and four different methods for achieving orthogonal 

decompositions were compared in Chen et al. (1989) namely, i) classical Gram- 

Schmidt, ii) modified Gram-Schmidt, iii) Householder transformation and iv) Givens 

method. Throughout this work the modified Gram-Schmidt method is preferred since it 

is more accurate than the others (Chen et al., 1989).

7.2.2 Structure selection

A clear disadvantage of polynomial models is the enormous number of terms a general 

nonlinear polynomial may have. The number of terms in a polynomial grows very 

rapidly even for relatively low values for /, ny, nu and ne . In particular, it can be seen
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from equation (7-1) that the maximum number of terms that can be considered in a 
NARMAX model is given by

ne =M+l

where

Example 7.2.1

Consider the simple case where ny = nu - ne = 1 and / = 2 . The full polynomial

NARMAX model is given by

+ 05 u 2 (t - 1) + 06 e(f - 1) + 6>7 e(r - l)y(f - 1) + ^8 e(r - l)n(r - 1) (7-20) 
+ ^9 e z (r-2) + e(0 

and by defining

= l (dc)
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then equation (7-20) can be written in the form of equation (7-9). The model contains 

ten coefficients, but clearly, not all ten are necessarily useful to represent a first order 

system with second degree nonlinear dynamics. In practical systems, it seldom happens 

that a full NARMAX expansion is required to characterise the nonlinear mechanism. A 

full expansion would lead to numerical ill-conditioning and consequently discrepancy in 

the parameter estimates due to the large number of terms in the model. On the other 

hand in the simple example considered, there are ten terms in the full expansion and 

1024 ( 2 10 ) models to choose from. This implies that the problem of selecting the most 

important of all possible terms is too difficult to be solved by trial and error. The 

problem of determining the structure of nonlinear systems thus involves two major 

aspects

(i) The specification of the dynamic order ny, nu , ne , the input time delay d and the 

degree of nonlinearity /

(ii) The selection of the most significant regressors from the set specified by the full 

NARMAX expansion.

The first aspect will be discussed in detail later on in this section. It must be noted here 

that even if the dynamic order, input time delay and degree of nonlinearity are 

accurately estimated, failure to select the correct model structure, in other words to 

comply with the second aspect, leads to either an overparameterised or an under- 

parameterised model with undesirable consequences. An under-parameterised model 

will obviously omit important terms which are essential to model the system dynamics 

leading to an incomplete model. An overparameterised model will contain unnecessary 

terms and the global behaviour of such a model can be quite different to the behaviour 

of the underlying system (Aguirre, 1994a; Aguirre and Billings, 1995a).
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Several methods for selecting the most important of all possible terms of linear-in-the- 
parameters models have been reported in the literature and they can be separated into 

two major categories (Aguirre, 1994b). Constructive techniques, which gradually build 
the model structure, and eliminating techniques, which start from a large model and 
gradually delete less important terms. The forward-regression and backward-regression 
methods (Draper and Smith, 1998) are two examples of constructive and eliminating 
techniques, which use statistical criteria for the inclusion or elimination of terms in the 
model structure. These criteria are usually the final prediction error (FPE) (Akaike, 
1974), Akaike's information criterion (AIC) (Akaike, 1974), the Bayesian information 
criterion (BIC) (Kashyap, 1977) and Khundrin's law of iterated algorithm criterion 
(LILC) (Hannan and Quinn, 1979). The drawback of the forward-regression technique 
is that it does not examine the effect of a newly selected coefficient, which might cause 
some of the previously selected coefficients to become insignificant. On the other hand, 
using the backward-regression method there is a need to estimate parameters for a very 
large initial model, which will in most cases yield erroneous results due to ill- 
conditioning. An improvement in the structure selection procedure can be achieved by 
combining the two methods to form a stepwise regression (Billings and Voon, 1985; 
Draper and Smith, 1998). Based on these, several other approaches have been reported 
in the literature (Kortmann and Unbehauen, 1988a; 1988b; Xiufeng and Yuhong, 1990) 
all using statistical criteria and regression techniques to select a parsimonious 

NARMAX structure.

The methods described above use information criteria to develop a model structure 
which is optimal in a statistical sense. However, as Aguirre (1994b) points out, there is 
no guarantee that the statistically optimal model will be dynamically optimal as well. 
During the same work, it was concluded that these methods provide models which are 

close to the dynamical optimum models, but difficult to apply due to the appearance of 
local minima, which make the selection procedure very complicated since it is not 

usually obvious which one to choose. A popular alternative solution to the structure 

selection problem is provided by the error reduction ratio (ERR) (Billings et al., 1989;
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Korenberg et a/., 1988). The popularity of this method for structure selection of 
NARMAX models is mainly due to the fact that i) it does not require the estimation of a 
complete model to determine the significance of each candidate term and its 
contribution to the output, ii) the ERR test is derived as a by-product of the orthogonal 
estimation algorithm. Consider the auxiliary model in equation (7-10). Multiplying this 
model by itself and taking the time average gives

'> (7-22)=1 v , =0 ; (=1

assuming that %f) is a zero mean independent random sequence and the orthogonality 

property of equation (7-13) holds. Thus

(7-23)

provided that the measured outputs are not all zero for t e [1,AH . The equal sign holds 

only if the estimated variance of the residuals is zero, which in turn means that there are 
no estimation errors and the system under consideration is deterministic. If the above 

equation is written as

____<1 (7-24)
,=, J N

or
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^A (7-25) 
1=1

with

ERR, = -s————— (7-26)

The maximum mean squared prediction error (MSPE) is achieved when no terms are
1 N 

included in the model and in this case equals to — V y 2 (t) . Thus from equation (7-22)
•<v r=i

the reduction in the mean square error due to the inclusion of the z'th term #,#;,.(/:) , in

1 N 
the auxiliary mode! of equation (7-10) is — ̂ gfMf(^ • The ERR thus represents the

reduction in mean squared error as a fraction of the total MSPE. It is thus reasonable 

that a good model should, in addition to other requirements, have a ratio defined by 

equation (7-24) near unity. A modified version of the ERR was proposed by Liu (1988) 

to avoid the problem of estimating incorrect dynamic models when a constant term 

dominates the second order moment of the output about zero, and is given by

i N
(7-27)

The ERR Algorithm

A usual practice to assess the model terms is by using a forward-regression algorithm 

which selects at each step the term with the highest ERR. The ERR test thus provides
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the means of ordering all the candidate terms according to a hierarchy which depends on 

the relative importance of each term. It must be noted here that the ERR test described 

above is first performed to estimate the deterministic part of the model that is, the terms 

which do not contain Qf) (noise terms), also known as the process model. The same 

algorithm is then applied in the same way to select the noise terms. However, the 

following question arises: how many terms should be included in the model? A practical 

way of addressing this problem is by means of information criteria such as the 

previously mentioned FPE, AIC, BIG and LELC given by

e N-np

(7-28) 
BIC = Nlog e [cr 2 (np )}+n p log £ N

LILC = Nlog e [cr 2 (n p )]+2n p log e log, N

The basic algorithm to perform the ERR test and select the deterministic part of a 

polynomial NARMAX model is given below:

Step (1) Select values for /, ny, nu , ne , in equation (7-1).

Step (2) Construct all possible regressors using u(i) and y(t) according to equation 

(7-1).

Step (3) Consider all deterministic terms pt (t) (i = 1,2 ... ne )as candidates for 

fflb(0 in (7-11) and determine the ERR, for each term using (7-12), (7- 

14) and (7-26). Select the term with the largest ERR,.
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Step (4) Remove the selected term from the set of deterministic terms and go to 

Step (3). Note that ng is reduced by one. Proceed to step (5) only when 

all terms are ordered.

Step (5) Start from a model with one term and use the information criteria of 

equation (7-28) on a validation data set. Increase the model terms by one 
according to the hierarchy established by the ERR test and select the 
model or models which minimise these criteria.

After the deterministic part of the model is estimated, the forward-regression algorithm 

can be used to estimate a noise model as follows:

Step (1) Using the estimated process model calculate %f) using equation (7-10).

Step (2) Using <%f) apply the forward regression algorithm to the noise model and 

determine the noise term which has the maximum ERR,.

Step (3) Add the selected noise term to the model and recompute Qf) using (7- 

10). Apply the orthogonal estimator to each of the current noise terms 

and recompute Of) using (7-10) until the parameters converge to 

constant values. Go to Step (2) and repeat until Etf) converges to a white 

sequence.

The ERR algorithms described in this section have been used successfully in various 

applications for the estimation of polynomial NARMAX structures. This does not mean 

that the ERR will always give a parsimonious model structure. On the contrary, if care 

is not taken the ERR test can result in a model which is overparameterised, incorrect, 

and which exhibits dynamical characteristics different to that of the real system. Several 

aspects to aid the ERR test have been investigated by various authors and are discussed 

in what follows.
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Dynamic order ny, nu, ne, input time delay d and the degree of nonlinearity I. The
specification of the correct dynamic and nonlinearity orders and time delay is essential 

for the estimation of NARMAX models. If a too high dynamic or nonlinearity order is 

specified, the efficiency of the structure selection algorithm will drop significantly since 

the number of candidate terms increases, and unnecessary terms can be selected by the 

ERR test. The specification of the dynamic order was discussed in Chapter 3 where it 

was shown that geometric methods can be readily used to provide a good estimate. The 

estimation of the time delay is a serious issue since an incorrect specification of the time 

delay, might result in the ERR test trying to compensate for these inaccuracies by 

selecting the wrong terms. The problem of the time delay was dealt with by Marmarelis 

and Marmarelis (1978) who proposed the use of cross-correlation functions to provide 

an estimate of the time delay. The estimation of the degree of nonlinearity of a system 

was dealt with by Rajbman (1976) who used dispersion functions to estimate the degree 

of nonlinearity of a system. This technique is difficult to apply since it requires prior 

knowledge of the conditional expectation of the input signal. A more practical method 

for visualising the nonlinearity in a system is to apply several static tests at different 

operating points and then obtain the static relationship between the input and output 

signals. Two alternatives for estimating the nonlinearity order will be presented in 

Chapter 9.

Data Standardisation. In Mendes and Billings (1996) it was suggested that if the data is 

standardised prior to structure selection, the problem of wrongly qualifying spurious 

terms before significant terms in the model structure can be avoided. Standardisation is 

a technique that has been used in regression analysis in order to determine the 

relationship amongst different variables. It involves removing the means from the data 

and normalising the variance of the data records to unity. Standardisation should be 

approached with caution because it discards information. If this information is 

irrelevant, then standardising the data records can be quite useful, otherwise 

standardising can be disastrous. There are no rules of thumb that apply to all 

applications. It must be stressed here that only the structure selection procedure is aided
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by standardisation. The parameters should be recovered after structure selection since 
standardised data will result in biased parameter estimates.

Sampling Period. The choice of the sampling period is usually linked to the frequency 
content of the data. The data should be sampled sufficiently fast in order to guarantee 
that all frequency components are well represented in the final data set. In linear system 
identification the effects of oversampling are associated with numerical problems during 
parameter estimation as discussed in Chapter 3. The selection of the correct period at 
which the input and output data records are sampled Ts is even more crucial in the 
estimation of the correct structure of a NARMAX model. Consider the simple first- 
order continuous model given by

u (7-29) 

If the above model is discretised using the Euler's discretisation formula

. (7.30)

then the following discrete model is obtained

u(t) (7-31)

From the resulting model it can be seen that when Ts -H> Othe structure becomes

a,
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and thus becomes "unidentifiable". In practice the sampling period will never reach the 

limit Ts —» 0. However for small values of Ts terms of the same general form become 

indistinguishable, for instance y(t-Ts )~y(t-2TS )~y(t-3TS ). This along with the 

fact that numerical problems arise when Ts is very small preclude the accurate structure 

selection of polynomial NARMAX models. Consider for example, calculating the ERR 

of the term y^-T^. Substituting equation (7-14) into equation (7-26) yields the 

following ERR for this term

. y '
(7-33)

Bearing in mind that ca^t) = y(t — Ts ) and taking the limit as Ts —»0, then the last 

equation yields

\im[ERR]. =1 (7-34)
r,->o

which means that only the term y(t — rs )is required to explain the measured data. In 

practice Ts will not be zero thus [ERR\ * 1. However if [ERR] t is very close to one, the 

values that correspond to the other candidate terms are very small. Consequently, it 

becomes difficult to select the correct structure in such a situation. This result is 

analogous to the previous example where the structure becomes unidentifiable.

The effects of the sampling period in structure selection and parameter estimation of 

polynomial NARMAX models were investigated by Aguirre (1994a) and Billings and 

Aguirre (1995), who simulated known models at different sampling periods and 

estimated NARMAX polynomials from the generated data, observing how the ERR test 

behaved with respect to the change in sampling period. The authors concluded that
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parameter estimation and structure selection are influenced by the choice of the 

sampling period in antagonistic ways. More specifically, it was concluded that within a 

practical range of values, short sampling times seem to favour accurate parameter 

estimation for a given structure, whilst precluding the correct selection of such a 

structure. Conversely, longer sampling periods enhance structure selection at the 

expense of inaccuracy in the parameter estimates. The following procedure was 

proposed in Aguirre (1994a, 1994b) and Aguirre (1995b) as a rule of thumb to select the 

sampling period in model estimation problems:

Step (1) Using the output signal y(r), compute the autocorrelation functions

= E{[y(t) - E(y(t)][y(t -T)- E(y(t)}}
(7-35)

Vy

Step (2) Define Tm = min{ry ,T 2 - } where ^ is the time of the first minimum ofm y 

and T 2 . is the first minimum of 0 T 2 - •

Step (3) Chose the sampling time Ts as follows,

— Tm <Ts <— Tm (7-36) 
20 m * 10

Term Clustering. A concept to aid structure selection which is only valid in cases where 

the sampling period is selected in such a way as to enable reliable parameter estimation 

was developed by Aguirre (1994a) and Aguirre and Billings (1995b). Consider the 

deterministic part of the NARMAX model in equation (7-1) that is, the NARX model. 

This can be expanded as the summation of terms with degrees of nonlinearity in the 

range 1 < m < I. Each mth-order term contains a pth-order factor in y(t-m) and an (m-
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p)th-order factor in u(t-ni) and is multiplied by a coefficient cp, m.p(m, ... , nm) as follows 

(Peyton Jones and Billings, 1989)

/ m ny"u p mzzz^-p(ni'-">on^-^)ri"(>-'1.) (7-37)
m=0p=0n,,nm j=l i=p+l

where

••• Z (7-38)

and the upper limit is ny if the summation refers to the factors in y(t-n^) or nu factors in 

u(t-ni). For instance, if equation (7-1) is expanded up to second order, that is 1=2 yields,

«!=!

n, =1 n, =1

It should be noted here that the terms c „(«!,...,nm )depend on the sampling period'p,m-p'

Tx.1 s-
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Example 7.2.2

Consider the following NARX model

y(0 = 1 1 . 1 878 + 1 .0550y(t - 1) - 0.264ly(t - 2) - 0. 1615u(t - 1)
+ 0.02440«(f - 1) y(t - 1) - 0.0197«(r - l)y(t - 2) + 1 .89 x 10"6 u 2 (t - 1) (7-40) 
- 0.00019w(f - I)y 2 (r - 1) + 0.00016w(? - 1)>> 2 (r - 2)

This can be described in the form of equation (7-39) with

c0>0 = 11.1878 c1>0 (l) = 1.0550 c, i0 (2) = -0.2641
c04 (l) = -0.1615 cu (1,1) =0.02440 cu (1,2) = -0.0197 (7-41)

c0 2 (!) = +!. 89 xlO"6 c2>1 (1,1) =-0.00019 c21 (2,1) + 0.00016

If the sampling period Ts is sufficiently short such as

(7-42)

equation (7-39) can be rewritten as

(7-43)

-y ' -u

The constants V c (n,,..., n ) in the above equation are the coefficients of the term^^^ p,m—p *- i 7 7 m' -1 
« ."m

clusters Q. p „ „ which contain terms of the form y(t-i)p u(t-i)m ~ p foT m = 0,...,/andy pu r

p = 0,...,m. Such coefficients are called cluster coefficients and are represented as
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Example 7.2.3

The cluster coefficients of the NARX model in equation (7-40) are given by

c0,0 =2c = 11.1878
cli0 (l) + cli0 (2) = S, =0.7909
c01 (l) = Su = 0.1615
cu (1,1) + cu (1,2) = S yu = 0.0046 <7-44>

c0, 2 (l) = Eu2 =1.89xlO-6

c2,, (1,1) + c24 (2,1) = ZA = -3.0087 x lO'5

which correspond to the constant term and the term clusters 

Q, y ,Q. u ,Q. yu ,Qui,andQ. 2u respectively. It is important to note that as Ts —> 0 all the

terms in a cluster become indistinguishable and all the cluster coefficients vanish except 

Zy, which in the limit is equal to unity. This cluster coefficient vanishing effect is 

another way of viewing the loss of structure identifiability discussed previously. This 

effect was used by Aguirre and Billings (1995b) to prove that provided the sampling 

period is sufficiently short as previously stated, then negligible cluster coefficients have 

negligible dynamical effect on the residuals and consequently the model quality, and 

therefore they can be omitted from the model. The cluster term, to which these 

negligible cluster coefficients belong to, is called a spurious cluster. Consider the 

cluster coefficients in equation (7-44) derived from the NARX model of Example 7.2.1. 

The magnitudes of the cluster coefficients suggest that at least the cluster Qu2 and

maybe Q, 2 are spurious. A comprehensive study concerning the use of term clustering
y "

can be found in Aguirre (1994a).

Compensation Terms. Compensation terms are terms of the same cluster, which do not 

contribute to the overall quality of the model as soon as one of them is included in the 

model structure. They are usually terms with significant coefficients and opposite signs. 

It must be stressed here that compensation terms should not be confused with the
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previously presented spurious terms. A spurious term belongs to a spurious cluster, 

whereas a compensation term belongs to a cluster that is essential to the model, in other 
words an effective cluster. Compensation terms are usually a product of fast sampling 

and should be eliminated from the final model in order to simplify the model and avoid 

overparametrisation effects. Thus, the compensation terms are eliminated in accordance 
with their relevance to the model according to the ERR criterion.

7.2.3 Model Validation

Model validation is the most essential part of the identification process. An engineer 

should never deliver a product without a statement about its precision. Unfortunately, 
much less attention has been paid to the derivation of model validation and quality 

assessment tools than to the development of model derivation algorithms. This is 
because until the early 1980's most of the research in system identification focused on 

questions of convergence and efficiency, with the underlying assumption that the 

system belonged in the model set. It is only recently that system identification is seen as 
an approximation theory, and it has become essential to be able to quantify the error 

between the model and the underlying system. The topic of estimating the bias and 

variance error of identified models is now well covered for both frequency and time 
domain linear models as it was shown in Chapter 3. The issue of model validation is 

even more critical in nonlinear system identification, due to the enormous number of 

possibilities that exist concerning the model structure and the different dynamical 

regimes introduced by the inaccurate selection of the model structure. In what follows 

an overview of the available validation tools for nonlinear system identification is 

presented, with special emphasis paid to the issue of cross-validation.

Statistical Validation. The classical approach to validating identified NARMAX 

models is by the use of high-order correlation functions (Billings and Voon, 1983; 

Billings and Voon, 1986) to detect the presence of unmodelled terms in the residuals of
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nonlinear discrete models. Thus if a model of a system is adequate the following 

conditions should hold

(T) = E{ %(t - T) g(t) } = S(r) i.e an impulse
VT 

Q T > 0 (7-45)

where d(f) is the Kronecker delta, %(f) are the residuals defined in (7-9), 

w 2'(0 = u 2 (t) - E(u 2 (f)} and u(f) is the input to the system. The rationale of equation 

(7-45) is that for a model to be statistically valid there can be no predictable terms in the 

residuals. Because the data length N can never be infinite, in practice the mathematical 

expectations are estimated and instead of checking if the cross-correlation functions are 

zero, confidence bands are plotted on the graphs to reveal if the correlation between the 

examined variables is significant or not. The 95% confidence bands are approximately 

±1.96/ — anci one or more points of the function lying outside the respective/VAT
confidence band will indicate significant correlation.

It must be stressed here that the above correlation tests only provide statistical 

information. A model which is statistically valid may turn out to be dynamically 

inappropriate (Aguirre, 1994a), in other words, the correlation tests do not necessarily 

confirm that a particular model has captured or indeed is able to reproduce the dynamics 

of the original system. It is for this reason that the above statistical tests are not going to 

be considered important in the identification of nonlinear models for the gas turbine 

dealt with in this thesis.

Cross-Validation. The most powerful approach to the validation of an estimated model 

is to verify if the model is able to closely predict measured data. It must be stressed here
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that the measure of the model ability to predict is not the variance of the one-step-ahead 

prediction errors in equation (7-9), but the variance of the long-term prediction errors 

obtained by simulating the model. A naive approach to this is to validate the estimated 

models on the data that the model was estimated known as estimation or learning data 

(Aguirre, 1994a). A model is always bound to predict closely to the estimation data, 

since it was estimated on that data. This does not mean that the model is capable of 

representing the system dynamics, but only that the model is able to adjust to the 

estimation data. It is thus necessary, in order to check the ability of the model to 

"generalise", to validate the estimated models on an independent set of data, called the 

validation data. This is usually referred to as cross-validation and it is the most 

valuable tool not only for the validation of the estimated model but also for the 

estimation of the model itself.

In a recent excellent paper Ljung (2001) has stressed the need to compute the value of a 

criterion for a model quality, using validation data. According to the author the final 

model should be the one that minimises the fit for the validation data. Referring back to 

the previous section where the structure selection of NARMAX models was discussed, 

it can be seen that after the ordering of the candidate terms using the ERR, a cut-off 

point is provided by the use of the statistical criteria in equation (7-28). If these criteria 

are evaluated on the estimation data, then the estimated model will as mentioned before 

be able to adjust only to the estimation data. On the other hand, if the criteria are 

evaluated on the validation data the estimated model will be able to "generalise". It is 

thus possible to incorporate cross-validation into the structure selection procedure in 

order to ensure that the estimated model is able to predict on validation data and capture 

the system dynamics.

A different way of using cross-validation to assess the performance of the estimated 

nonlinear model is to compare the static behaviour of the model against measured 

system static behaviour. This implies that data or knowledge of the system static 

behaviour is available. If this is the case, then a priori knowledge can be incorporated in
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the model estimation procedure as in Aguirre et al. (2000). The static nonlinearity of an 

estimated NARMAX model can be obtained either through simulation or with the 

simple technique recently proposed by Aguirre et al. (1999). A complementary 
approach is to linearise the estimated nonlinear model at different operating points and 

compare the resulting linear models to the modes estimated using linear modelling 

techniques. This in turn implies that data for linear model estimation is available as in 
the gas turbine case.

7.2.4 A Proposed Identification Scheme

Considering the techniques and the issues discussed in the previous sections, an 
identification scheme is proposed for the estimation of a NARMAX model. The 
proposed scheme is shown diagrammatically in Figure 7-1 where it can be seen that the 
ERR criterion is used as a constructive technique to build a model and then cluster 

analysis is used as an eliminating technique to refine the model structure in order to 
arrive at the 'best' model. The procedure starts by applying the forward-regression 
orthogonal algorithm to build a model according to the ERR criterion. The procedure is 
stopped by the AIC criterion and then the model cluster coefficients are examined. 
Spurious clusters are deleted from the model structure and the forward regression 
algorithm is executed again. Compensation terms are eliminated in accordance with 

their relevance to the model according to the ERR criterion. After the model structure is 
refined by cluster analysis and the removal of compensation terms, the model is 
validated using cross-validation. If any of these tests fail then the term with the lowest 

ERR should be deleted from the model. The proposed identification scheme uses cross- 

validation as an essential tool for the estimation of the structure of the NARMAX 

model.
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Input/output 
data
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Perform validation 
tests

No

No

Final model

Figure 7-1. Proposed methodology for NARMAX modelling. 

7.2.5 Analysis in the Frequency-Domain

It is possible to analyse a NARMAX model in the frequency domain by computing the 
nonlinear frequency response functions also known as the generalised frequency 
response functions (GFRF). Consider the traditional representation of nonlinear systems 
that is, the Volterra series

(7-46)

where 

y,(t)= ...A7 (7-47)
1=1
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Taking the multiple Fourier transform of the /th-order Volterra kernel yields the /th- 

order GFRF

(7-48)

The nonlinear /th-order impulse response is then obtained using the inverse Fourier 

transform

h,(rl ,T2 ,...,Tl )= .H^J^.f^^-^df,..^ . (7-49)
— oo — oo

Substituting equation (7-49) into equation (7-47) and carrying out the multiple integrals 

on z\,r2 ,...,?•, yields

(7-50)

where £/(/) represents the input spectrum.

In order to compute the GFRFs the probing method developed by Peyton-Jones and 

Billings (1989) is used. Let for example the input u(f) be a sum of K sinusoids

(7-51)
k=\

where Ak represent the amplitudes and fk may be any real number. From equation (7- 

47) the /th-order output can be expressed as
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/ A:

(7-52) 
J ...J /z,^,^,...^

k=l k,=\ 1=1 _„ __ ,=1

Substituting from equation (7-49) gives

K K

Z 'VfA, A H (f f \]p ~i'ia(-fk \*"*fk i )t /7 <rq\ •••^_l \-r*k\ '•••' ™-k , A l \Jk , >•••' Jk, J& • \' JJJ
k=l k, =1

it should be noted that the Fourier transform of equation (7-53) will be a sum of delta 

functions. Setting K=l and Ak=l for all k=l, 2, ...,l equation (7-53) yields

,+•••+/*,)' • (7-54)

The GFRFs can then be obtained by equating the coefficients of I\{j2?r(f^ +... + /,)} 

in the system output when the input is defined as in (7-51) with K-l and Ak=l.

Example 7.2.4
Consider the application of the harmonic or probing method to the NARMAX model

y(f) = ay(t-V) + bu(t-\) + cu 2 (t-l) + dy 2 (t-\) . (7-55) 

The system is probed initially with a single sinusoid i.e. K=l in equation (7-51)

and the output is obtained from equation (7-54) as
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(7-57) 

The delayed inputs and outputs are given by

Substituding the above in equation (7-55) yields

H, (f}ej2* = aHl (f)ew-" + be J2*«-" + c[e J2* ('-l) ]2 + d[H, (f)eJ2*<'-» ] 2 (7-59)

and equating the coefficients of e j2t* on both sides gives

Probing with two sinusoids

(7-61) 

the output response is given again by equation (7-54) as

The delayed input and output follow directly as above and equating the coefficients of 

2\H2 (flt f2 )e j2>t(fl+M' yields
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Probing can be continued in the same way to determine higher order GFRFs 

analytically. The GFRFs of equations (7-60) and (7-63) provide a transformation of the 

NARMAX model of equation (7-55) in the frequency domain. Consider the 
aforementioned NARMAX model with the following parameters

a = 0.8

c = 0.1 . (7-64) 
d = -0.05 
Ts = 0.055

The amplitude of the true first-order (linear) FRF obtained from equation (7-55) is 

shown in Figure 7-2 where it can be seen that the system is a low-pass system with a 

gain at zero frequency equal to — 6dB. It should be noted here that the response shown in 

Figure 7-2 is the true first-order FRF of the system, which in general is different from 

the biased estimate obtained from traditional spectral analysis. The amplitude of the 

second-order GFRF is shown in Figure 7-3. Close inspection reveals the same type of 

low-pass characteristic as in the first-order case. It is also clear that the effect of the 

second-order GFRF is apparent at the peaks of the second-order GFRF where the gain is 

at its maximum. This corresponds to the lines of frequency defined by /, + /2 = 0 

meaning that the quadratic nonlinearity in the system will generate nonlinear 

contributions at dc thus resulting to a significant dc shift on the output response.

More information about the probing method and about the interpretation of the high- 

order GFRFs can be found in Peyton-Jones and Billings (1989, 1993), Billings and 

Tsang (1989a, 1989b) and Zhang (1993).
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Figure 7-2. First-order GFRF for NARMAX model, example 7.2.4.
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Figure 7-3. Second-order GFRF for NARMAX model, example 7.2.4.
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7.3 Gas Turbine Modelling Using Polynomial NARMAX 
Structures

Prior knowledge gathered in the previous chapter through nonparametric data analysis 

suggests that the engine static nonlinearity can be approximated using a 2nd degree static 

polynomial with a constant term or a 3rd degree static polynomial without the constant 

term. In addition, the results of the geometric methods applied to the engine data in 

Chapter 4 indicate that the lag space defined by the dynamic orders nu and ny is equal to 

2. This a priori information suggests two different scenarios for the estimation of 

NARMAX models, that is the case where nu=ny=2 with 1=2 and the case where nu=ny=2 

with 1=3. Both cases are going to be considered in what follows as a priori information 

for the ERR test to estimate NARMAX models for the gas turbine.

7.3.1 High Pressure Shaft

Table 7-1 shows how the ERR algorithm applied to the HP shaft data orders the 

candidate terms for the case where nu=ny=2 with 1=2. In order to select the most 

important regressors to be included in the final model, the size of the model was 

increased by one regressor at a time according to the order achieved by the ERR test and 

the statistical measures of equation (7-28) were calculated on the validation data sets. 

This is illustrated in Figure 7-4 where the values of the AIC criterion computed for the 

four small-signal validation data sets are shown. It can be seen that five to eight 

parameters are required to provide a good approximation of the engine dynamics. A 

model with eight parameters is therefore initially selected, designated as Model 1A as 

shown in Table 7-2. Looking at the parameters of this Model 1A it is clear that some 

compensation terms, highlighted in bold exist in the model. These are removed one by 

one according to their ERR and the estimator is run again to arrive at the final model 

shown as Model 1C, which is composed of only six terms. More information for the 

statistical measures along with the mean square error VN obtained on the small-signal 

validation data sets can be found in Tables 3A-1, 3A-1, 3A-3 and 3A-4 in the Appendix.
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Table 7-1 

RESULTS OF THE ERR TEST APPLffiD TO THE HP SHAFT DATA
nu=ny=2 1=2.

1
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Terms

j(r-l)
y(f - 2)

«('-!)

u(t-l)y(t-2)

constant

y(t-l)y(t-2)

y\t-2)
y\t-\)
«(f-2)

M(f-l)w(r-2)

M(r-l)ya-D

M 2 (f-2)

«(r-2)X^-l)

u(t-2)y(t-2)

u 2 (t-V)

ERR

0.9999

1.80x10''

1.67x10''

8.84x10''

3.99xlO'y

1.20x10'*

1.12x10"'

2.82x10''

4.06x10''

2.27 xlO'9
3.79xlQ- lu

2.99xlO' lu

l.lSxlO'9

2.26xlO"8

2.20x10-"

Cluster Coefficients

X y =1.0578

S M = 2.698 xlQ-3 

Zc =-1.6537

2 , = -7.857 xlO~4y z

Zuy = 7.508xlO"5 

Z , = -6.057 xlO~6
M 2
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Table 7-2
FINAL MODEL SELECTION FOR THE HP SHAFT

nu=n=2: 1=2.

Terms
X'-D
y(t-2)
«(r-l)

u(t-l)y(t-2)

constant

y(t-l)y(t-2)

y 2 (t-2)

y\t-\)

Cluster

coefficients

Model 1A

1.0581

-0.0276

0.0061

-1.60x10°

-1.1238

-0.0941

0.0507

0.0430

£ y =1.0305

Euy =-1.60xlO-5

T, u = 6.11xlO'3

S c =-1.1238

2 2 =-4.32xlO"4
y

Model IB
1.7032

-0.6656

0.0047

-2.20x10'°

-1.2533

-0.0151

0.0146

—

Z y =1.375

Z uy =-2.20xlO"6

S M =4.75xlO-3

Z c =-1.2533

2 2 =-4.87xlO"5

Model 1C

0.7260

0.2885

0.0066
-3.31x10-°

-0.7202
-2.56X10'4

—

—

2 y =1.0146

Z uy =-3.31xlO'5

S u =6.64xlQ-3

Z c = -0.7202

S 2 =-2.56xlO"4
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Figure 7-4. AIC criterion versus the number of terms (a) Multisine (1) at 55% NH (b) 

IRMLBS at 65% NH (c) Multisine (1) at 75% Na and (b) IRMLBS at 85% NH.
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Figure 7-5. Evolution of cluster coefficients with number of models terms. In the order 

shown, Z y , Zu , X uy , S c , Z 2 and 2^ .
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In order to detect the presence of any possible spurious terms in the investigated 
structure, the evolution of the cluster coefficients with the model terms is investigated in 

Figure 7-5. It is interesting to see from this figure that even though the Zuy cluster 

coefficient is significant when the first six terms are included in the model, it becomes 

almost insignificant when the seventh term, namely the y2(t-2) term is added to the 

model. This gives an indication that this cluster might be spurious, even though no 

definite conclusion can yet be drawn. This indication warrants further investigation, so 

the data were standardised before the ERR test and the ERR algorithm was again 

executed to order the candidate terms as shown in Table 7-3. The values of the AIC 

criterion obtained on the four small-signal validation data sets are shown in Figure 7-6 

where it can be again seen that five to eight terms are sufficient to provide a good 

approximation of the engine dynamics. An eight-term model is then presented in Table 

7-7 designated as Model 2A and after subsequent removal of the compensation terms 

Model 2C is the resulting final model. The evolution of the cluster coefficients with the 
model terms is shown in Figure 7-7 and it can be seen that the previously observed 

"vanishing" effect does not occur in this case. The two models resulted from Tables 7-2 

and 7-4, referred to as Model 1 and Model 2, are presented in Table 7-5 along with the 

standard deviations of their parameters.

The same methodology was used to estimate models for the case where nu=ny=2 with 

1=3. These models designated as Model 3 and Model 4 are shown in Table 7-6 along 

with the standard deviations of their parameters. It can be seen in the case of Model 3, 

that when third-order nonlinear terms are included in the model there is no need for the 
inclusion of the constant term, as indicated by the ERR test. On the other hand, if the 

data are standardised prior to the ERR test a model similar to Model 2 in Table 7-5 is 

estimated. The approximation capabilities of Model 1, Model 2 and Model 3 are 

compared in Table 7-7 where the MSB values calculated on the validation data sets are 

tabulated. It is clear from this table that Model 3 performs better than all other models 

on the small-amplitude data, whereas the performance of this model on high amplitudes 

is quite poor compared to other models. The static performance of the three models is
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demonstrated in Figure 7-8 where it can be seen that all three models are able to 
approximate the static behaviour of the engine very well. The results of cross-validation 
are also illustrated graphically in Figures 3A-1, 3A-2 and 3A-3.

It must be stressed here, that it is not claimed in any way that either of the estimated 
models is the true model of the HP shaft, but it is only demonstrated that the derived 
models are able to approximate the engine dynamics. The choice of the best model from 
the estimated family of models should provide a compromise between accuracy and 
intended application. It is indeed sometimes necessary to compromise the 
approximation accuracy of the estimated model to the benefits of having a useful model 
for control.
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Table 7-3
RESULTS OF THE ERR TEST APPLIED TO THE HP SHAFT DATA 

nu=ny=2 1=2. (STANDARDISED DATA)

1
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Terms

y(t-i)
«('-i)
?(' - 2)

X'-D*X'-2)
constant

? 2 0-2)

y 2 (t-l)

u(t-2)

u 2 (t-2)

u(t-l)y(t-\}

u(t-Y)u(t-2)

u(t-2)y(t-Y)

u(t-2)y(t-Z)

u(t-Y)y(t-2}

u 2 (t-\}

ERR

0.9995

1. 96x10^

1.37X10'3

3.28xlO-b

8.89X10'6

4.41xlO"5

1.03x10^

1.49x10"'

1.04xlO'7

l.TlxlO"8

3.24xlO~*

4.28 xlO"8

6.69 xlO'8

7.78X10''
8.08X10" 10

Cluster Coefficients

y ————— i.Uj /O

S u = 2.698 xlO'3

Zc =-1.6537

Z , =-7.857xlO"4y 2

Xuy = 7.508xlO"5

Z , = -6.057 xlO"6
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Table 7-4
FINAL MODEL SELECTION FOR THE HP SHAFT 

nu=ny=2 1=2. (STANDARDISED DATA)

Terms

X'-i)
w(r-l)

y(t-2)

y(t-i)*y(t-2)
constant

y 2 (t-2)

y 2 (r-l)

u(t-2)

Cluster 

coefficients

Model 2A

1.099

0.0042

-0.05863

-0.09563

-1.357

0.05166

0.04343

+7.54X10'4

Sy = 1.0411

Su = 4.962 xlQ-3 

Sc = -1.3577

Sy2 = -5.342JC10"4

Model 2B

1.7079

0.00459

-0.669

-0.01523

-1.282

0.01473

—

-4.25x10''

Sy = 1.038

S« = 4.591xlO~3 

Sc = -1.2823

Sy2 = -5.004^10"4

Model 2C

0.7402

4.33X10'3

0.2943

-4.44X10'6

-1.1403
—

—

-2.74xlO'b

5^=1.0346

5M = 4.062xlO"3 

Sc = -1.1403

Sy2 = -4.444A:10~4
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Table 7-5 

ESTIMATED HP SHAFT MODELS
nu=ny=2 1=2

Model 1

Terms

y(f-l)

X'-2)
u(t-i)

«(f-l)y(r-2)

constant

y(r-l)X?-2)

0,

0.7260

0.2885

0.0066

-3.31 xlO-6

-0.7202
-2.56X1Q-4

o-,-

3.2xlO-9

4.3 xlO-9
8.9xlO'y

4.7xlO' 10

3.3 xlO-2
1.3xlO" 10

Model 2

Terms

y(>-D
u(t-l)

y('-2)
y(f-l)*y(/-2)

constant

u(r-2)

^

0.7402

4.33xlO-J

0.2943

_4.44xlO'6

-1.1403
-2.74x10"°

°i

3.2xlO"9

8.9xlO"y

4.3 xlO"4
1.3xlO' 10

3.3xlO'2

4.4x10-'

Table 7-6
ESTIMATED HP SHAFT MODELS

nu=ny=2 1=3

Model 3

Terms

X'-i)
y(t - 2)
u(t-l)

u(t-\)y(t-l)y(t-2)

u 2 (t-\)

u(t-l)y 2 (t-2)

u(t-Y)y 2 (t-l}

u\t-\)

u(t-2)y(t-2)

Oi

0.8210

0.1744
9.0xlO'4

-4.4 xlO'4

2.47 xlO0

2.3 xlO'4

2.0 xlQ-4

-1.78X10"8

1.23 xlO'3

^,-

3xlO"y

4xlO'y

9xlO'y

7xlO" lb

2xlO' 12

lxlQ-u

3 xlO- 10

IxlO- 16

7x10-"

Model 4

Terms

y(f-D

«(/-!)

Xr-2)
y(t-l)*y(t-2)

constant

u(t-2)

—-

—

—

0,

0.7402

4.33 xlQ-3

0.2943

_4.44xlO-&

-1.1403

-2.74xlO'&

——

——

——

^
3.2xlQ-y

8.9xlO'9

4.3 xlO-4
1.3xlO- 10

3.3xlO"2

4.4 x 1Q-7

——

——

——
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Table 7-7 

MSE VALUES FOR THE ESTIMATED HP SHAFT MODELS

Test Type

Multisine (1) 55% NH

IRMLBS 65% NH

Multisine (1) 75% NH

IRMLBS 85% NH

Three-level periodic 58-70% NH

Triangular wave 55-85% NH

Triangular + IRMLBS 55-85% NH

Model 1

0.0243

0.0311

0.0087

0.0124

0.0301

0.1120

0.0518

Model 2

0.0305

0.0745

0.0152

0.0212

0.0116

0.1183

0.0530

Model 3

0.0199

0.0132

0.0110

0.0078

0.1062

1.6456

0.0775

90

85

80

CO
*:
CO

65
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Figure 7-8. Static relationship between HP shaft speed and fuel flow (solid bars), 

Model 1 (solid), Model 2 (dashed), Model 3 (dash-dot).
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7.3.2 Low Pressure Shaft

Tables 7-8 and 7-9 show the LP shaft models estimated using the previously employed 

methodology. In Table 7-10 the MSB values obtained from the four models on the 

validation data sets are tabulated and a graphical representation of the cross-validation 

results is given in Figures 3A-4, 3A-5, 3A-6 and 3A-7. It can be seen that the best long- 

term predictive performance is achieved by Model 3, that is a model that contains 3rd- 

order nonlinear terms. Figure 7-9 shows a comparison of the static characteristics of the 

estimated models with the static engine behaviour obtained from measured data. It can 

be seen that all four models are capable of approximating the engine static behaviour 

even though their dynamic performance is quite different as suggested by the results of 

cross-validation.

Table 7-8
ESTIMATED LP SHAFT MODELS

nu=ny=2 1=2

Model 1

Terms

y(t - 1)
u(t-\)

«(f-2)y(f-D

y(t-2)

constant

y(t-l)y(t-2)

y 2 a-i)

Oi

0.4776

5.08xlO'J

-2.3x10°

0.5395

-0.6441

-8.47x10"^

7.85x10'^

°i
3.0xlO'y

5.2xlO"y

3.1X10' 12

2-OxlO"4

9.3 xlO'4
5.6x10"*

3.6xlO'b

Model 2

Terms

y(r-i)
ii(r-l)

y 2 (r-l)

constant

y(r-2)
——

——

ot
0.8523

4.20X10'3

-8.26xlO'4

-0.7256

0.1746

—

—

<Ti

3.0xlO'y

5.3xlO"9

1.2X10' 10

2.6xlO'3

2.0xl0 4

—

—
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Table 7-9
ESTIMATED LP SHAFT MODELS

nu=riy=2 1=3

Model 3

Terms

y('-i)
u(t-l)

u(t-2)y\t-l)

y(t - 2)
«(f-2)y(r-2)

u\t-l)

—

Oi

0.8305

8.59xlO"4

-2.47xlO'e

0.1545

-1.03 xlO'4

6.70x10-°

—

°i
3.0x10-"

5.2xlO'9

5.6xlO"16

2.0xl0 4
1.3xlQ-lu

1.3x10'"

—

Model 4

Terms

y(f-l)

u(t-l)

y 2 (t-l)

constant

y(t-2)
u(t-2)y2 (t-Y)

y(t-l)y(t-2)

0t
0.4465

5.01xlO'J

8.47 xlO'3

-0.4755

0.5578

-4.66x10-'

-8.90xlO-j

<*i
3.0xlO'y

5.3xlO"y

1.2xlO- 10

2.6xlQ-3

2.0xlO'4
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Table 7-10
MSE VALUES FOR THE ESTIMATED LP SHAFT MODELS

Test Type

Multisine (1) 55% NH

IRMLBS 65% NH

Multisine (1) 75% NH

IRMLBS 85% NH

Three-level periodic 58-70% NH

Triangular wave 55-85% NH
Triangular + IRMLBS 55-85% NH

Model 1

0.0193

0.0685

0.0129

0.0373

0.0400

0.0348

0.0325

Model 2

0.0357

0.0986

0.0173

0.0456

0.0611

0.0381

0.0363

Model 3

0.0091

0.0273

0.0136

0.0302

0.0208

0.0369

0.0340

Model 4

0.0154

0.0409

0.0124

0.0301

0.0300

0.0349

0.0336
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Figure 7-9. Static relationship between LP shaft speed and fuel flow (solid bars), Model 
1 (solid), Model 2 (dashed), Model 3 (dash-dot), Model 4 (dotted).

7.3.3 Frequency-Domain Analysis

It is possible to gain information about the engine dynamics by analysing the estimated 
models in the frequency domain. This can be done by computing the GFRFs using the 
probing method presented in the previous section. The first (linear) and second-order 
GFRFs are then plotted to reveal the interaction of frequencies resulting from the 
existence of the nonlinearity in the engine.

HP Shaft

Table 7-11 shows the first- and second-order nonlinear transfer functions obtained for 
the three estimated HP shaft models. The amplitude of the true first-order GFRFs for all 
three models is shown in Figure 7-10 where it can be seen that the HP shaft is a low- 
pass system with a gain at zero frequency approximately equal to -lOdB for Model 1 
and Model 2, and approximately -20dB for Model 3. This difference between the
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amplitude of Model 3 and the other two models is attributed to the fact that Model 3 
does not contain a constant term and to the fact that Model 3 contains third order 
nonlinear terms. The constant term has a direct influence on the GFRFs since it 

generates new terms on the nonlinear transfer functions (Billings and Zhang, 1995; 

Zhang, 1993). It must be again noted that provided any of these three models is the true 
model of the engine the response shown in Figure 7-10 is the true first-order frequency 
response function of the system, which is different from the biased estimate obtained 
from traditional spectral analysis.

The amplitude of the second-order GFRF for Model 1 is shown in Figure 7-11. Close 
inspection reveals the same low-pass characteristic as in the first-order case. The gain of 
the second-order GFRF is found to be at least 90dB down compared with the gain of the 
first-order GFRF. This is of course significantly less than the first-order GFRF hence 
the effect of the second-order GFRF at the system output is not significant unless the 
input amplitude is large. It is clear from Figure 7-11 that the effect of the second-order 
GFRF is apparent at the peaks of the second-order GFRF where the gain is at its 
maximum. This corresponds to the lines of frequency defined by/i=0,yi=0 and/i+/2=0 
meaning that the quadratic nonlinearity in the system will only generate nonlinear 
contributions at the input frequencies and at dc. The two major results obtained from the 
second-order GFRF for Model 1 can thus be summarised as follows:

• The peaks on the second-order GFRF at the lines of frequency defined by/i=0 and 
/2=0, indicate that there will be significant intermodulation effects on the output 
response if the signal contains a dc bias as in the gas turbine case. This phenomenon 
is not limited to the dc case since these lines also represent other low-frequency 
components, which will interact and create new harmonics at the output of the 

system. This can be seen as an energy release phenomenon since input frequency 
components close to zero are amplified by the system and transferred to frequency 

components in the output. Consequently, long time events which correspond to low
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frequencies are transferred in this case to shorter time events which correspond to 

higher frequencies.

• The peaks on the second-order GFRF at the lines of frequency/i+/2=0 indicate that 

energy at the input frequencies f\ and/2 which satisfy this relationship, is transferred 

at very low, close to zero frequencies. This can result in a significant dc shift in the 

output response as in the gas turbine case, as it can be seen from the engine time 

records in Figure 6-2. It must be noted, that in contrast to the previous observation 

the peaks on the second-order GFRF at the lines of frequency /i+/2=0 indicate that 

short time events are transferred to longer time events.

An interesting feature, which is shown clearly in the plot, is the existence of parallel 

deep gorges. This is because two exponential phasors cancel occasionally. In this case it 

can be easily seen from the numerator of //2(/i/2) in Table 7-11 that when

(7-65)

and when

then the numerator of H2(fi, f-i) becomes zero. If the equation (7-65) is rearranged to 

give

(2m (7-67)

then the frequencies whose difference conforms to equation (7-67) and for which 

equation (7-66) applies will cause a gorge. This gorge is a product of y(t-\}y(t-2) since
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this term determines the term //! (/,)//, (/2 )[e" ;2?r(/' +2/2) + e~j2?r(2/' +^ ) ] and u(t-\)y(t-2) 

since this term determines [c~ y2*</1+2/2> H1 (/2 ) +

The amplitude of the second-order GFRF for Model 2 is shown in Figure 7-12. Close 
inspection reveals again the same low-pass characteristic as in the first-order case. The 
same frequency interactions are observed as in the Model 1 case. The only difference is 
that the numerator of H2(f\/2) in Model 2 is described using only a 

HAfJHtfzKe-'2*^2™ + e-'2^2^'] term, thus justifying the existence of only two 

parallel deep gorges.

The amplitude of the second-order GFRF for Model 3 is shown in Figure 7-13 where it 
can be seen that in this case the energy transfer mechanisms resulting from the second- 
order nonlinearity are quite different to the previous two cases. It is interesting to note 
that the second-order GFRF in Figure 7-13 has its peaks at the main diagonal which 
corresponds to the lines of frequency defined by/i+/2=0. This resembles a Hammerstein 
like model characteristic since the quadratic kernels of the Hammerstein models differ 
from zero only at the main diagonal (Haber and Unbehauen, 1990; Marmarelis and 
Naka, 1974). It is clear from Figure 7-13 that the peaks on the second-order GFRF do 
not occur only at the diagonal, but also at the lines of frequency defined by fi+/2=±fs 
where fs is the sampling frequency. It can also be seen from the regressors of Model 3 in
_ fj
Table 7-6 that the Hammerstein like characteristic is a product of the term u (t-Y) and 
that Model 3 is not a Hammerstein model type since it also contains u-y and u-y2 terms. 
The peaks on the second-order GFRF at the lines of frequency f\+fy=Q indicate that 
short time events are transferred to longer time events since energy at the input 
frequencies f\ and /2 which satisfy this relationship, is transferred at very low 

frequencies.
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Table 7-11
GFRFs FOR THE ESTIMATED HP SHAFT MODELS

GFRF

H 1

Model 1 - 1.65x10^ ~-

-.
1/15/2

4.33xlQ-
-'2*

Model2
l-0.712e"j2;r(/1+/2) -

Model 3 -2.47xlO-5 g-j2g(/1+/2) +6.15xlO-4 g-^(/' +/2) [// 1
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Figure 7-10. First-order GFRFs for HP shaft (a) Model 1, (b) Model 2 and (c) Model 3.
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Figure 7-11. Second-order GFRFs for Model 1, HP shaft.
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Figure 7-12. Second-order GFRFs for Model 2, HP shaft.
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Figure 7-13. Second-order GFRFs for Model 3, HP shaft.
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LP Shaft

Table 7-12 shows the first- and second-order nonlinear transfer functions obtained from 

the four estimated LP shaft models. The amplitude of the true first-order GFRFs for all 

four models is shown in Figure 7-14 where it can be seen that the LP shaft is a low pass 

system with a gain at zero frequency approximately equal to -15dB for Model 1, Model 

2 and Model 4, and approximately -25dB for Model 3. This difference is again 

attributed to the fact that Model 3 does not contain a constant term.

The amplitudes of the second-order GFRFs for all four LP shaft models are shown in 

Figures 7-15, 7-16, 7-17 and 7-18 where it can be seen that Model 1, Model 2 and 

Model 4 possess similar frequency characteristics with the energy transfer mechanisms 

being similar to the ones of Model 1 in the HP shaft case. The second-order GFRF for 

Model 3 is again quite different from the other models, since the u2(t-\) term causes the 

previously mentioned Hammerstein like characteristic.

(a) (b)
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S.-25
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Figure 7-14. First-order GFRFs for LP shaft (a) Model 1, (b) Model 2, (c) Model 3 and 

(d) Model 4.
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Table 7-12 

GFRFs FOR THE ESTIMATED LP SHAFT MODELS

GFRF

Model 1 #,(/) = S.OSxKT ' 2*

#,(/l,/2 )=- +0.926]

Model 2
Hl

Hi(fi>.
- 8.26 x 10-3

Model 3
Hi

#i(/P/2 ) = - 0.830<T'2;n/' +/2)

Model 4
#1

+0.951]
-0
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Figure 7-15. Second-order GFRFs for Model 1, LP shaft.
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Figure 7-16. Second-order GFRFs for Model 2, LP shaft.
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Figure 7-17. Second-order GFRFs for Model 3, LP shaft.
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Figure 7-18. Second-order GFRFs for Model 4, LP shaft.
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7.4 Conclusions

The polynomial NARMAX representation constitutes a powerful tool for modelling 

nonlinear dynamics. The model is linear in the parameters and can approximate a wide 

variety of nonlinear functions around an equilibrium. The most difficult task in the 

estimation of NARMAX models is to select the most essential regressors to be included 

in the model structure. The algorithms for parameter estimation and structure selection 

of polynomial NARMAX models were reviewed in this chapter. Special emphasis was 

paid to the orthogonal estimation algorithm for parameter estimation, and the error 

reduction ratio as a measure of the suitability of each candidate regressor in the model 

structure. Several issues such as term clustering and the choice of sampling frequency 

which influence structure selection were discussed and solutions proposed by various 

authors were presented. The probing method to compute the Generalised Frequency 

Response Functions was then presented and it was shown that it is possible to gain 

insight about the system dynamics by transforming the estimated NARMAX model in 

the frequency domain.

In this chapter a methodology was proposed to estimate a polynomial NARMAX 

model. The use of validation data is essential to structure selection since it ensures that 

the estimated model is able to "generalise" rather than just be able to perform well only 

on the estimation or "training" data. The proposed identification scheme is then used to 

estimate polynomial NARMAX models for the HP and LP shafts. A family of models 

was estimated for each shaft and the estimated models were validated using measured 

engine data and by comparing their static behaviour with the static behaviour of the 

engine derived from engine data. It was seen that the estimated models were able to 

represent the engine dynamics throughout the operating range thus can be used in the 

place of the linear models estimated in Chapter 4.

The estimated NARMAX models were transformed in the frequency domain by 

computing the GFRFs. It was seen that the second-order frequency response functions

203
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derived from models which do not include a constant term are quite different than the 
ones obtained from models with a constant term. These GFRFs revealed the energy 
transfer mechanisms in the engine, which result from the effects of the quadratic 
nonlinearity. It was seen that long time events which correspond to low frequencies are 
transferred to shorter time events which correspond to higher frequencies. In contrast, 
the second-order GFRF also indicates that short time events are transferred to longer 
time events.

It is concluded that it is possible to estimate polynomial NARMAX engine models with 
good approximation capabilities. The estimated models can form the basis of a global 
nonlinear controller for the engine and can be used to verify the existing nonlinear 
thermodynamic engine models. This chapter illustrates how polynomial NARMAX 
structures can be used to enhance the modelling of aircraft gas turbines.



Chapter VIM

Nonlinear Gas Turbine Modelling Using Neural Network
Models

Abstract — In this chapter a brief review of multilayer perceptron neural networks is 

presented and the methodology presented in Chapter 5 is employed to estimate neural 

network models for the HP and LP shafts. The estimated models are validated using 

measured engine data.

260
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8.1 Introduction

The use of neural networks for the identification of nonlinear systems has been 

advocated in Chapter 5. In this chapter, multilayer perceptron (MLP) neural networks 

are trained on the gas turbine estimation data in order to provide global nonlinear 

models for both the HP and LP shafts. The selection of the size of the estimated model 

is based on the performance of the model on the validation data sets. The estimated HP 

and LP shaft models are validated using the validation data sets and by comparing their 

static behaviour with the static behaviour of the engine derived from measured data.

8.2 Multilayer Perceptron Neural Networks

What is meant by neural networks depends on the author. Neural networks are so 

fashionable that even old types of models known by other names, have been converted 

to, or reinvented as neural networks. This makes it difficult to find a universal definition 

of what a neural network is and even impossible to cover all types of neural networks. A 

simple definition of neural networks can be formulated as in Norgaard (2001 a): "A 

system of simple processing elements, neurons, that are connected into a network by a 

set of (synaptic) weights". The function of the network is determined by the structure of 

the network, the magnitude of the weights and the mode of operation of the processing 

elements.

The basic neural network element is a neuron shown in Figure 8-1. This is a processing 

element that takes a number of inputs, applies some weights and sums them up, and 

feeds the result to an activation function. The inputs to the unit can be external inputs or 

outputs of proceeding units. Bias inputs such as b in Figure 8-1 can also be used to 

represent a displacement or a constant input. The activation function can be any kind of 

singular valued function, linear or nonlinear. The most popular activation functions used 

in system identification are the sigmoid function and the hyperbolic tangent function 

(tanh) shown in Figure 8-2. The sigmoid function is given by
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fsigmoid (X) = ~ IT (8-1)1 + e

and the closely related hyperbolic tangent function is given by

/tanh (*) = 2 fsigmoid (*) ~ 1 (8-2)

so that it makes no difference which of these two functions is used.

A feedforward multilayer-perceptron network is constructed by ordering the units into 
layers, with each layer taking as input other external inputs or outputs of units in 
previous layers. An example of a two-layer feedforward network is shown in Figure 8-3 
where it can be seen that the second layer produces the output, thus referred to as the 
output layer. The first layer is called a hidden layer since it is hidden between the 
external inputs and the output layer. Cybenco (1989) proved that a neural network with 
one hidden layer of sigmoidal or hyperbolic tangent units and an output layer of linear 
units is capable of approximating any continuous function. The network is described by 
the magnitude of the weights and biases and should be determined by training the 
network on the estimation data. The estimation of the weights is usually a conventional 
estimation problem and several algorithms are available for this purpose.

Assuming that a model structure has been selected as discussed in Chapter 5 (NNARX, 
NNFIR, NNARMAX, etc) the next step in the neural network estimation procedure is to 
apply the data set to select the "best" model among the candidates contained in the 
model structure. The procedure described in Chapter 5 is then followed in order to 

ensure that a parsimonious model is estimated. Consequently, in order to select the size 
of the neural network model, models of different sizes are trained on the estimation data 

and the model which minimises the fit for the validation data in equation (5-11) is 
selected as the final model. The whole procedure for estimating a feedforward
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multilayer perception neural network model of the kind described in this thesis, is based 

on the general methodology presented in Chapter 5 and can be summarised as follows:

Step (1) Select the neural network model structure i.e. NNARX.

Step (2) Split the observed data into an estimation data set and a validation data 

set.

Step (3) Select the input and output lag spaces nu and ny and the input time delay 

d.

Step (4) Using the estimation data set, train a number of neural network models 

i.e. NNARX(«H , ny, d). Start from a simple model structure with one 

hidden unit and increase the model structure gradually with one hidden 

unit at a time.

Step (5) Compute the value of the criterion in equation (5-11) for each of these 

models using validation data.

Step (6) Select as a final model the one that minimises the fit on the validation 

data.

All estimators and algorithms required for the estimation of a multilayer perceptron 

feedforward neural network are implemented in the Neural Network System 

Identification Toolbox for Matlab written by N0rgaard (2000). Additional information 

for the methodology used to estimate a MLP neural network for system identification 

can be found in N0rgaard et al. (2001a, 2001b) and in an excellent paper by Billings et 

al. (1992).
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Figure 8-2. Commonly used activation functions (a) sigmoid, (b) tanh.
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Figure 8-3. Two-layer feedforward neural network.

8.3 Gas Turbine Modelling Using Multilayer Perceptron Neural 
Networks

In order to estimate a neural network model for the engine as described in the previous 

section, it is necessary to choose (i) the model structure i.e. NNARX, NNARMAX, (ii) 

the input nu , output ny and noise ne lag spaces, and the input time delay d and (iii) how 

many hidden units and consequently how many parameters (weights) should be used in 

order to achieve a parsimonious model. In this work several neural network structures 

were investigated on the gas turbine data and it was found that the NNARX and 

NNARMAX structures provided the best results. The lag spaces where chosen 

according to the prior knowledge gained from the geometric methods in Chapter 4, so 

nu, ny and ne were set equal to 2, and the delay was set to one sampling period since this 

provided the best results after trying different delays. An attempt was then made to 

select a parsimonious model using the procedure described previously that is, by 

training several neural networks of different sizes and selecting the one which 

minimises the MSB criterion of equation (5-11) on the validation data sets.
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It must be stressed here that since the validation data used for this purpose consists of 

four different small-signal tests the criterion of equation (5-11) will be different on each 

of these data. It is thus necessary to select the neural network which provides a 

reasonable compromise between performance on all operating points and number of 

parameters. It must be also noted that the estimated values of the weights are strongly 

dependent on their initial values, since a nonlinear optimisation technique is used to 

train the neural networks. It is thus impossible to claim that the neural networks 

presented in the remainder of this chapter are perfectly optimised on the gas turbine 

data. The use of the presented neural networks should be seen in the context of black- 

box models with high approximation accuracy, defined by the performance of these 

networks on the engine data.

8.3.1 High Pressure Shaft

Figures 8-4 and 8-5 show the variation of the criterion in equation (5-11) evaluated at 

the four small-signal validation data sets, with the number of hidden units for different 

NNARX and NNARMAX models trained on the HP shaft estimation data. It can be 

seen in the NNARX case that a neural network with six hidden units is the one that 

minimises the MSE criterion on the validation data sets considered, whereas in the 

NNARMAX case a neural network with three hidden units is required. Table 8-1 shows 

the MSE values obtained from the two neural network model structures on the 

validation data. Looking back at Table 7-7, it can be seen that both neural network 

models in Table 8-1 give comparable and in some cases better performance than the 

previously estimated NARX models on the small signal tests. This behaviour is not 

replicated on the high amplitude tests since the neural network models are found to be 

less accurate than the estimated NARX models when tested with these signals. The 

results of cross-validation for the HP shaft models are illustrated graphically in Figures 

8-6 and 8-7. In Figure 8-8 a comparison of the static behaviour of the two models and 

the static behaviour of the engine derived from static tests is made. It can be seen that
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the two models have almost identical static characteristics and they are both capable of 

approximating the static behaviour of the HP shaft.

Table 8-1
MSE VALUES FOR THE ESTIMATED HP SHAFT MODELS

Test Type

Multisine (1) 55% NH

IRMLBS 65% NH

Multisine (1) 75% NH

IRMLBS 85% NH

Three-level periodic 58-70% NH

Triangular wave 55-85% NH

Triangular + IRMLBS 55-85% NH

NNARX

0.0142

0.0135

0.0141

0.0034

0.0524

0.1327

0.0873

NNARMAX

0.0086

0.0111

0.0163

0.0032

0.0684

0.1761

0.1110
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Figure 8-4. Ten different NNARX HP shaft models showing the sum of squares of the 

long-term prediction errors on validation data, (a) Multisine (1) at 55% NH (b) 

IRMLBS at 65% NH (c) Multisine (1) at 75% NH and (b) IRMLBS at 85% NH .
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Figure 8-5. Ten different NNARMAX HP shaft models showing the sum of squares of 
the long-term prediction errors on validation data, (a) Multisine (1) at 55% NH (b) 
IRMLBS at 65% NH (c) Multisine (1) at 75% NH and (b) IRMLBS at 85% NH.
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Figure 8-6. Outputs of validation data sets, HP shaft. Measured output (solid), NNARX 
model output (dashed), (a) multisine (1) test at 55% NH, (b) IRMLBS test at 65% NH, 
(c) multisine (1) test at 75% NH, (d) IRMLBS test at 85% NH, (e) three-level periodic 
test at 58-70% NH, (f) triangular wave + IRMLBS test at 65-85% NH.
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Figure 8-7. Outputs of validation data sets, HP shaft. Measured output (solid), 

NNARMAX model output (dashed), (a) multisine (1) test at 55% NH, (b) IRMLBS test 

at 65% NH, (c) multisine (1) test at 75% NH, (d) IRMLBS test at 85% NH, (e) three-level 

periodic test at 58-70% NH, (f) triangular wave + IRMLBS test at 65-85% A^.
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Figure 8-8. Static relationship between HP shaft speed and fuel flow (solid bars), 

NNARX model (solid), NNARMAX model (dashed).
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8.3.2 Low Pressure Shaft

Several neural network models were trained on the LP shaft estimation data. Figures 8-9 

and 8-10 show the variation of the MSE evaluated at the previously used validation data 

sets, with the number of hidden units for different NNARX and NNARMAX models. It 

can be seen that as in the HP shaft case a NNARX network with six hidden units is the 
one that provides the best compromise in performance on the validation data sets. It can 

also be seen that a NNARMAX with three hidden units is required to model the LP 
shaft dynamics at the different operating points. Table 8-2 shows the MSE values 
obtained from the two neural network model structures on the validation data. Looking 

back at Table 7-10, it can be again seen that both neural network models in Table 8-2 
give comparable and in most cases better performance than the previously estimated 
NARX models on the small signal tests. This behaviour is again not replicated on the 
high amplitude tests even though the neural network models perform much better than 
the estimated NARX models on the most demanding engine test, that is the three-level 

periodic test.

The results of cross-validation for the LP shaft models are illustrated as in the HP shaft 
case in Figures 8-11 and 8-12. In Figure 8-13 a comparison of the static behaviour of 
the two models and the static behaviour of the engine derived from static tests is made. 
It can be seen that the two models have almost identical static characteristics and they 
are both capable of approximating the static behaviour of the LP shaft.
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Table 8-2
MSB VALUES FOR THE ESTIMATED LP SHAFT MODELS

Test Type

Multisine (1) 55% NH

IRMLBS 65% NH
Multisine (1) 75% Afw

IRMLBS 85% NH

Three-level periodic 58-70% NH
Triangular wave 55-85% NH

Triangular + IRMLBS 55-85% NH

NNARX

0.0050

0.0076

0.0256

0.0160

0.0074
0.0842

0.0726

NNARMAX

0.0056

0.0030

0.0246

0.0118
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Figure 8-9. Ten different NNARX LP shaft models showing the sum of squares of the 

long-term prediction errors on validation data, (a) Multisine (1) at 55% NH (b) 

IRMLBS at 65% NH (c) Multisine (1) at 75% NH and (b) IRMLBS at 85% NH.
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Figure 8-10. Ten different NNARMAX LP shaft models showing the sum of squares of 
the long-term prediction errors on validation data, (a) Multisine (1) at 55% NH (b) 
IRMLBS at 65% NH (c) Multisine (1) at 75% NH and (b) IRMLBS at 85% NH.
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Figure 8-11. Outputs of validation data sets, LP shaft. Measured output (solid), 

NNARX model output (dashed), (a) multisine (1) test at 55% NH, (b) IRMLBS test at 

65% NH, (c) multisine (1) test at 75% NH, (d) IRMLBS test at 85% NH, (e) three-level 

periodic test at 58-70% NH, (f) triangular wave + IRMLBS test at 65-85% NH .
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Figure 8-12. Outputs of validation data sets, LP shaft. Measured output (solid), 

NNARMAX model output (dashed), (a) multisine (1) test at 55% NH, (b) IRMLBS test 

at 65% NH, (c) multisine (1) test at 75% NH, (d) IRMLBS test at 85% NH, (e) three-level 

periodic test at 58-70% NH, (f) triangular wave + IRMLBS test at 65-85% NH.
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Figure 8-13. Static relationship between LP shaft speed and fuel flow (solid bars), 

NNARX model (solid), NNARMAX model (dashed).
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8.4 Conclusions

Feedforward multilayer-perceptron networks are constructed by ordering the units into 

layers, with each layer taking as input other external inputs or outputs of units in 

previous layers. Based on the result by Cybenco (1989) which states that a neural 

network with one hidden layer of sigmoidal or hyperbolic tangent units and an output 
layer of linear units is capable of approximating any continuous function, a two-layer 

multilayer-perceptron network is used to estimate nonlinear models for the engine HP 
and LP shafts.

Several multilayer perceptron neural networks were trained on the engine data. The 
models which minimised the criterion in equation (5-11) evaluated on the validation 
data were selected and their performance was demonstrated using the available 
validation data sets. The estimated HP and LP shaft models are shown to perform very 
well on the validation data sets and to be able to reproduce the static behaviour of the 

engine.

The MSE values obtained by the estimated neural network models were found to be 
lower than the MSE values obtained by the previously estimated polynomial NARX 
model on the small-signal tests. This demonstrates the ability of the MLP networks to 
approximate with high accuracy the engine dynamics at the different operating points.



Chapter IX

Problems and Proposed Solutions

Abstract - In this chapter problems encountered during the nonlinear modelling of the 

gas turbine will be examined. Input signals will be proposed for nonlinear gas turbine 

modelling and two methods to estimate the maximum order of nonlinearity will be 

presented.

275
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9.1 Introduction

Signal design for nonlinear system modelling will be revisited in this chapter. The 

results obtained from nonlinear modelling of the gas turbine were dependent on the 

assumption that the data used for estimation were informative about the engine 

dynamics at the different operating points. The fact that no single signal which could 

cover the engine bandwidth and amplitude range was available from the tests 

undertaken, lead to the use of a concatenated data set of small-signal tests as shown in 

Chapter 6. Multisine signals of imposed amplitude distribution will be proposed in this 

chapter for future use during the testing of gas turbines.

In this chapter two techniques will be presented for extracting vital information about 

the nonlinearity in a system. The first technique is based on a pseudo-static test where a 

single sinusoid of very small frequency will be used to provide a good approximation of 

the static behaviour of the system, in a similar manner as the slow triangular signal was 

utilised in the gas turbine case in Chapter 6. The highest nonlinearity order of the 

system under test can then be estimated by fitting a static polynomial on the derived 

static relationship. The second method is based on the use of multisine signals to 

measure the system FRF and the possibility of testing the system at three different 

amplitudes. This method provides an estimate of the highest order of nonlinearity in a 

system, especially for higher nonlinear orders.

9.2 Input Signal Design

The issues concerning signal design for nonlinear modelling were discussed in Chapter 

6. It is clear from the suggestions of the authors who dealt with this issue (Leontaritis 

and Billings, 1987a; Aguirre, 1994a; McCormack et al., 1995) that a signal with a 

frequency spectrum which covers the system bandwidth, and an amplitude profile 

which covers the system input range of interest is the most appropriate for nonlinear 

modelling. The fact that no such engine test was available has clearly compromised the
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estimation of nonlinear models presented in this work. A concatenated set of small- 

signal tests was used as shown in Figure 6-2, to cover an operating range between 55- 

85% NH, thus taking advantage of the fact that small-signal periodic signals were able to 

excite all frequencies within the engine bandwidth. The importance of using a signal 

with rich frequency content is illustrated by means of the following example:

Example 9.2.1

The HP shaft model shown in Table 9-1 was estimated using the NARMAX 

methodology described in Chapter 7 and using the triangular wave test of Figure 6-4 as 

estimation data. It can be seen from Figure 6-4 that this signal covers an amplitude 

between 65-85% NH and from Figure 6-8 that this signal contains a relatively poor 

frequency content since 97% of the total power of the input signal is concentrated at the 

fundamental harmonic at 0.005Hz. Table 9-2 shows a comparison between the MSE 

values achieved on the validation data sets using this model designated as Model92i and 

Model 1 presented in Chapter 7. It is clear from Table 9-2 that Model92i estimated using 

the data in Figure 6-4 has inferior performance on all but the triangular wave test. This 

difference in performance is apparent at the all important small signal tests thus 

showing that the triangular wave input did not excite sufficiently all the frequencies of 

the engine, resulting in an estimated model that failed to capture the dynamics of the 

engine adequately. The fact that Modelgai performs better on the triangular wave 

validation set was expected since the model was estimated ("trained") on that data.

This result justifies the selection of the concatenated set in Figure 6-2 for nonlinear 

modelling, and suggests that for a system with quite diverse inputs such as an aircraft 

gas turbine, it is essential to design a signal which is able to excite all the modes of the 

system, that is, all the frequencies in the bandwidth of the system. This can be achieved 

by the use of broadband high-amplitude consecutive multisines. Figures 9-1 and 9-2 

show two 100 harmonic consecutive multisines with a fundamental frequency of 0.005 

Hz generated using the Schoukens and Dobrowiecki algorithm (1998) in order to 

impose their amplitude distributions. It can be seen from Figure 9-3 that the first
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multisine has a Gaussian amplitude distribution and the second multisine has a uniform 

amplitude distribution. These signals satisfy the criteria for nonlinear modelling 

proposed by Leontaritis and Billings (1987a) who concluded that for an input power 

constraint a Gaussian signal should be used, whereas for an input amplitude constraint a 

signal with uniform distribution should be preferred. The amplitudes of the two 

multisines are designed in order to cover an amplitude of 55-85% NH in accordance to 

the signals used for estimation of nonlinear engine models.

Table 9-1

ESTIMATED HP SHAFT MODEL USING THE TRIANGULAR WAVE TEST

Model92i
Terms

y(f-D
y(f-2)
u(t-l)

constant

«(r-2)

y\t-l)

0,
0.5557

0.4841

0.00335

-1.3076
5.78X10'4

-4.767 xlO"6

°i

2.77 xlO'8

8.86xlO'J

1.91x10-'

0.242
2.68xlO"&

2.21X10" 7

Table 9-2

MSE VALUES FOR THE ESTIMATED HP SHAFT MODELS

Test Type

IRMLBS 65% NH

Multisine (1) 75% NH

IRMLBS 85% NH

Triangular wave 55-85% NH

Triangular + IRMLBS 55-85% NH

Modelgii

0.6547

0.1031

0.0332

0.0141

0.0541

Modell
0.0311

0.0087

0.0124

0.1120

0.0518
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Figure 9-1. Proposed consecutive multisine 1 with Gaussian distribution (a) one period 

of the signal (b) a portion of the signal.
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Figure 9-2. Proposed consecutive multisine 2 with uniform distribution (a) one period 

of the signal (b) a portion of the signal.
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Figure 9-3. Amplitude density of the two multisines (a) multisine 1 and (b) multisine 2.

9.3 Order of Nonlinearity

It is apparent from the use of NARMAX and block-structured models that it is essential 
to have prior knowledge about the maximum order of nonlinearity of a system. It is 
clear from equation (7-19) that the number of regressors that can be considered during 
structure selection for NARMAX models is a function of amongst others the maximum 
order of nonlinearity. This means that if a prior knowledge about the nonlinear order is 
incorporated in the structure selection procedure, the search space of candidate models 
can be significantly narrowed and the ERR test can be applied with greater confidence 
since the possibility of having spurious components entering into the model structure 

will be minimised.

The success of all methods derived for measuring Volterra kernels (Chua and Liao, 
1989; Lee and Schetzen, 1965; Barker and Davy, 1978; Schetzen, 1980) depends on the
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assumption that the highest significant order of nonlinearity of the system under test is 

known. The complexity of a Volterra model is dependent on the highest significant 

order of nonlinearity, which in turn is dependent on the dynamic range of the input 

signal. For example, for small amplitudes higher-order responses can be neglected and 

only the lower-order responses are considered as dominant. For sufficiently large 

amplitudes however, the contribution of the responses generated by higher-order 

nonlinearities is more significant and they should be taken into account. It is thus 

necessary to determine the highest significant order of nonlinearity relative to the range 

of input signal amplitudes that will be applied to the system. The implications to the 

accuracy of the estimation of Volterra kernels is also a major factor for the correct 

estimation of the highest significant order of nonlinearity as pointed out by Zhang et al. 

(1998). If the order estimate is too small, the resulting Volterra kernels will be highly 

inaccurate. On the other hand if the order is overestimated an excessive number of 

measurements will be required which will make the whole process time-consuming.

A common test to visualize and approximate the nonlinearity in a system is to apply 

several step inputs of different amplitudes and then determine the static behaviour of the 

system by the relationship between the steady-state values of the input and output 

signals (Haber, 1985). A static polynomial can be then fitted to this relationship to 

provide an idea about the maximum significant order of nonlinearity in the system.

A method to estimate the highest order of nonlinearity in a system is presented in a 

survey paper by Rajbman (1976) and is dependent on the use of dispersion function. 

This method is difficult to apply since it requires the use of random excitation signals 

and prior knowledge about the conditional expectations of the input and output signals. 

Chua and Liao (1991) developed practical algorithms for determining the highest 

significant order of nonlinear systems. These algorithms are based on a number of 

measurements equal to 2l to determine if the /r/z-order nonlinear term is significant or 

not for a given amplitude. The number of measurements thus increases with the order of 

nonlinearity and can become unreasonably large for a higher order nonlinearity.
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In this thesis the static nonlinear behaviour of the engine was derived using traditional 

static testing as described in Haber (1985). An alternative way presented in Chapter 6 

was to utilise a triangular wave test with most of the signal power concentrated at very 

low frequencies to provide an approximation of the engine static nonlinearity. In the 

remainder of this chapter the use of such low frequency signals as a tool for efficient 

static testing will be revisited. A simple frequency-domain method is also developed to 

estimate the highest significant order of nonlinearity based on multisine signals and the 

ability to test the system at three amplitudes.

9.3.1 Pseudo Static Test

The pseudo static test is based on testing the system with a signal with a carefully 

designed spectrum in order not to excite the dynamics of the system. The technique is 

illustrated by means of an example

Example 9.3.1

Consider the following Wiener model which is composed of a first-order nonlinear

system with a time constant of 2 seconds and a 3rd-order nonlinear static element.

u(f) 0.5
s +0.5

y(t)

Figure 9-4. Wiener model

Figure 9-5 shows the amplitude response of the linear part of the model derived using 

traditional spectral analysis. It can be seen that this is a low-pass system with a break 

frequency of about 0.08 Hz (-3dB point). It would be expected that if a signal which 

contains power only at very low frequencies lets say up to 0.0002 Hz, is used as input to 

the system, it will not be possible to excite the system dynamics thus essentially 

recording only the static behaviour of the system. Consider the case now, where the
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Figure 9-5. Amplitude response of the linear part of the Wiener model.
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Figure 9-6. Data obtained from testing the Wiener model, (a) input and (b) output.
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Figure 9-7. Input-output plot using a slow high amplitude sine wave (red), with true 
nonlinear static relationship (blue), polynomial of equation (9-1) (black).

above Wiener system is simulated using a single sinusoid of peak amplitude of 10 and a 
frequency of 0.0002Hz, sampled at a sampling frequency of 0.5 Hz. Figure 9-6 shows 
the input/output records obtained from the system where it can be seen that the response 
is clearly distorted due to the presence of the nonlinearity. The effects of the Gaussian 
noise (SNRs of 30dB for both input and output) are also clear from the figure. Figure 
9.7 shows a plot of the system response against the system input and a plot of the true 
static nonlinear polynomial used to represent the nonlinearity in the Wiener model. The 
static polynomial of equation (9-1) is then fitted to the input-output records to provide a 
good approximation of the system nonlinearity. It can be also seen from the polynomial 
of equation (9-1) that it is not similar to the polynomial used to represent the 
nonlinearity in the Wiener model. This is of course to be expected since the data records 
are corrupted by noise. Nevertheless the fitted polynomial gives a good approximation 
of the static nonlinearity in the system, the highest order of nonlinearity and, it is
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illustrated how a single high-amplitude signal can be used as an input to the system in 

order to obtain information about the nonlinearity.

y(t) = W(f) + 0.0223w2 (r) + 0.0585w3 (0 (9-1) 

Test Times

The immediate problem that comes to mind with the above-described technique is the 

long time required to perform the test. The application of a single sine wave like the one 

shown in Figure 9-6 would for example require a test time of at least 5000s that is 83.33 

minutes. This considerable increase in test time would be undesirable especially in 

applications like the gas turbine case where the cost of testing is high. It is thus essential 

to compare the aforementioned technique with the traditional static testing in terms of 

test times required.

Example 9.3.2

A series of step inputs is applied to the Wiener model in Figure 9-4. Figure 9-8a shows 

a series of ten step inputs applied to the system for both increasing and decreasing 

amplitudes in order to make sure that hysteresis effects are also investigated. The data 

records were again corrupted by Gaussian noise so that SNRs of 30 dB were achieved 

for both input and output. Each step test was applied for a period equal to 8 times the 

time constant of the system in order to allow settling, and the output response was 

recorded as shown in Figure 9-8b. Figure 9-9 shows a plot of the system response 

against the system input and a plot of the true static nonlinear polynomial used to 

represent the nonlinearity in the Wiener model. The static polynomial of equation (9-2) 

is fitted to the input-output records to provide a good approximation of the system 

nonlinearity. It can be again seen from the coefficients of the polynomial that they are 

not similar to the polynomial used to represent the nonlinearity in the Wiener model.

y(t) = w(t) + 0.3738w 2 (0 + 0.1744w3 (0 (9-2)
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Figure 9-8. Step responses testing using the Wiener model, (a) input and (b) output.
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Figure 9-9. Input-output plot using traditional step testing (red crosses), with true 

nonlinear static relationship (blue), polynomial of equation (9-2) (black).
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It can be seen from Figure 9-8 that the total test time required for this test was 
approximately 350 seconds which is much less than the test time achieved using the 
slow sine wave test. The reason for this is that only 20 amplitude levels were essentially 
measured using traditional step testing, whereas 2500 levels were recorded with the 
sinewave test (equal to the number of samples). If for example an attempt was made to 
perform 400 step input tests a test time of around 6500 seconds would be required, and 
it would not still be possible to record the same amount of points as in the sine wave test 
case.

The choice between the two methods thus presents a trade-off between accuracy of the 
estimated static relationship (which is related to the number of points used) and the time 
required to apply the test. If the accuracy of the estimated static nonlinearity is strongly 
dependent on the number of static points recorded, then the pseudo-static tests provides 
a good alternative to traditional static testing. On the other hand if only few 
measurements are required to approximate the nonlinearity in a system traditional static 
testing seems to be faster.

9.3.2 Three Level Test

The proposed method is based on FRF measurements at three different amplitudes. The 
use of periodic signals is essential in this case since systematic errors arising from FFT 
leakage problems can be avoided and the signal-to-noise ratios of the data records can 
be improved by averaging over a number of periods (Evans, 1998; Evans et al. 2000a) 
The use of periodic signals also allows the direct estimation of the FRF as the ratio of 

the mean values of the output and input coefficients, at the discrete test frequencies a>k 

as shown in equation (3-31) which is repeated below

(9'3)
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In order to present the proposed methodology in a clear and understandable way the 
algorithm will be derived using a two-tone consecutive multisine given by

u(t) = dc + A, cos(a)0 t + 0j) + AI cos(2a>0t (9-4)

which is used to excite a static nonlinear system containing a single quadratic 
nonlinearity as shown in Figure 9-10.

u(t)
u(t)+a9 u(t}-

Figure 9-10. Static quadratic system.

The output y(t) of the system is given by:

y(t)

(A 2 + A, 2 ) = dc-adc2 -—— —— — — a

a2 cos(a)0 t + (Z>, ) + A2 cos(2a)0
A

) - A1 A2 a 2

a2 cos(2f*)0 t + 20t )...

- 2dcA2 a2 cos(2a)0 t + 02 )- Al A2 a2 cos(3a>0
A

-fa)...

(9-5)

az cos(4a>0 t +

From the above equation it is clear that the complex amplitudes at the two test 

frequencies are given by:

l (jo>0 ) = A, (1 - , - A, A2 a
A 2 (9-6)
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If the system is now tested using an input signal K\xu(i) where K\ is a constant then the 

complex amplitudes at the two output frequencies will be given by:

-ft)
K 2 A 2 

l

Similarly, the system is tested using the signal KixK2Xu(t) where K2 is another constant. 

It follows that:

-A)'V2 r^ 2 , 2 (9_8)

Y3 (2ja>0 ) = K,

The corresponding values of the FRFs at the test frequencies are thus given by:
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The following index is then calculated

(H 3 (ja>) - H, (jot)) + (H, (2jco) - Hl (2jco))r =
(H2 (ja)} - H, (70)) + (H 2 (2jto) - H, (2j

r = —————————————— ——— -^ (9-10)
A K.a~ A a, — ̂ —— 5-?- - !A - A2a2 +^ 2 2A2 2A2

A 2 
a 2 (-^-

2 2A,

If the same procedure is followed and r is calculated for a system with a single 3rd order 
nonlinearity then the previous index is given by:

(X-, 2 -!) (9-11)

and if r is calculated for a system with a single 4th order nonlinearity then the index is 

given by:

(AT, 3 -!)

A general formula relating this index with the maximum order of nonlinearity / can thus 

be derived as

(K, w -

---I)
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and / can be calculated since it is the only unknown. It must be stressed here that the 
above equation is strictly valid for systems with a single nonlinearity. In practice though 
this is not usually the case since systems will contain other orders of nonlinearity as 
shown by the generalised static nonlinear system in Figure 9-11.

U(t)

aQ +a^u(t)+a2 u(t)2 +a3 u(t)3 ...a,u(t)'
y(t)

Figure 9-ll.General static nonlinear system.

In this case equation (9-13) is not strictly valid since the simplifications that occurred in 
(9-10) do not take place. The new formula for the index r is a function of the frequency 
amplitudes A, and the coefficients a/

r = -a2 (Kl K2 -l)fl (A) + a3 -l)/2 (A) 2 +...an l
/-i

-I)//(A)'
-'-IX/jCA)'-1 (9-14)

From the above equation it can be seen that the dominant term is the term which 
corresponds to the highest order of nonlinearity I. This of course depends on the value 
of the coefficient and the choice of K\ and fa. Nevertheless it can thus be easily seen 
that equation (9-14) is a very close approximation of equation (9-13) especially for high 
values of I. It must be stressed here that the method is not dependent on a two-tone 
multisine as the one used to derive equations (9-5) to (9-14). The use of broadband 
multisines is recommended since two-tone multisines could fail in cases where the 
input to the system is shaped by the dynamics of the system before entering the 

nonlinear elements as in the Wiener case.
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The proposed algorithm is thus summarised as follows:

Step 1: Excite the system under test with a broadband multisine signal at three 

amplitudes defined by u(f), K\xu(f) and K\xKixu(t}.

Step 2: Calculate the FRFs H l (ja)),H2 (ja))and H 3 (jo>)at the three amplitudes 

using equation (9-3).

Step 3: Calculate the index

r =

Step 4: Obtain an estimate of the maximum nonlinearity order using equation (9- 

13).

Example 9.3.3

To illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm the simple Hammerstein and 
Wiener models shown in Figure 9-12 were tested using a consecutive multisine 

containing 120 harmonics with a fundamental frequency of 0.05 Hz and a peak 

amplitude of 10. The linear part of the models is the same as a linear model identified 

for the High Pressure (HP) shaft of a Rolls-Royce gas turbine engine by Evans et al. 
(2001). The data records were corrupted by additive gaussian noise of zero mean and 

unit variance.
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Figure 9-12. (a) Hammerstein model (b) Wiener model.

The results of the test algorithm for the maximum nonlinearity order for both systems 

are shown in Table 9-3 for three different combinations of K\ and KI. It can be seen that 

the proposed algorithm gives a good indication for the maximum order of nonlinearity, 

even though it is clear that the results obtained for the Wiener model are not as accurate 

as the results for the Hammerstein model. This was of course expected since in the 

Wiener case the input is filtered by the linear part of the model before passing through 

the nonlinearity.

Table 9-3
MAXIMUM NONLINEARITY ORDER FOR HAMMERSTEIN AND WIENER

MODELS (1=5)

Model

Hammerstein

Wiener

£-1=1.5, K2=4

4.923

4.7866

AT,=2, K2=4

4.937

4.785

Kl=3, K2=4

4.804

4.955

-vthThe results are more encouraging if a higher order term i.e. a 9in-order term 0.000 ly(tf 

is added to the static polynomials of the two models. It can be seen from Table 9-4 that
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even though the coefficient of the 9th-order term is very small compared to the other 

coefficients, the algorithm detects the contribution of this term very well.

Table 9-4

MAXIMUM NONLINEARITY ORDER FOR HAMMERSTEIN AND WIENER

MODELS (7=9)

Model

Hammerstein

Wiener

#i=1.5, K2=4

8.99

8.84

K\— 2, K2=4

8.99

8.94

Ki=3, K2=4

9.00

8.99

Systems with different static polynomials were tested and it was concluded that the 

algorithm is capable of detecting the maximum order of nonlinearity of systems like 

Wiener, Hammerstein and Wiener-Hammerstein and Volterra series. It was also 

observed that the accuracy of the algorithm is improved for high orders of nonlinearity 

as clearly suggested by the result in equation (9-14).

9.3 Conclusions

The estimation of nonlinear gas turbine models in this thesis, was somehow restricted 

by the fact that no single test was available to excite all the engine modes. In order to 

use a signal which was able to excite the engine dynamics at the operating points of 

interest, a concatenated data set of small signal tests at different operating points was 

used. It was demonstrated that the estimated models obtained using these data are able 

to capture the engine dynamics at the various operating points, as opposed to a model 

estimated using a triangular wave test. This suggested that the fact that the triangular 

wave test was not able to excite all the frequencies in the engine bandwidth, the 

resulting model was not able to capture the engine dynamics as revealed from the results 

of cross-validation.
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In order to construct a signal with rich spectrum and suitable amplitude profile for the 
estimation of nonlinear engine models the use of high-amplitude multisine signals was 
advocated. The ability to design multisine signals with an arbitrary spectrum and 
amplitude profile and the ability to impose the amplitude distribution on these signals 
makes them attractive for nonlinear system modelling. Two consecutive multisines 
were presented in this chapter both covering a frequency range of 0.5 Hz and amplitude 
of 55-85% NH in accordance to the signals used for estimation of nonlinear engine 
models. The amplitude distribution was imposed to these multisines using the 
Schoukens and Dobrowiecki algorithm (1998) resulting to a multisine with a Gaussian 
distribution and a multisine with a uniform amplitude distribution. These signals satisfy 
the criteria for nonlinear modelling proposed by Leontaritis and Billings (1987) who 
concluded that for an input power constraint a Gaussian signal should be used, whereas 
for an input amplitude constraint a signal with uniform distribution should be preferred.

Two techniques were presented in this chapter to provide a priori knowledge about the 
nonlinearity in a system. This is essential in the estimation of models described by a 
Volterra series and consequently can aid structure selection in the more general model 
representation used in this thesis, that is the NARMAX structure. The first technique 
was based on the use of a slow sinusoid, which is unable to excite the dynamics of the 
system. It was demonstrated through a simulation example that the use of such signals 
can provide a good approximation of the nonlinearity in a system. It was also shown 
that this method is generally slower than traditional static testing but it provides the 
ability to collect much more points to describe the nonlinearity of a system.

The second technique was based on the measurement of the FRFs of the system under 
test at three different amplitudes. The use of periodic signals is essential in this case 
since systematic errors arising from FFT leakage problems can be avoided and the 
signal-to-noise ratios of the data records can be improved by averaging over a number 
of periods. The technique was illustrated using a two-tone multisine for simplicity, but it
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can be easily generalised to using broadband multisines. The performance of the 

proposed technique was illustrated in simulation and it was possible to estimate the 

higher order of nonlinearity of Volterra type systems with a high degree of accuracy. It 

was also shown that the proposed technique is especially accurate with systems of high 

nonlinear degree thus providing essential prior knowledge about the system 

nonlinearity.



Chapter X

Conclusions

Abstract — In this final chapter the major contributions and conclusions of the thesis 
are summarised and some ideas for further research are presented.
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This thesis has dealt with the application of modem system identification techniques to 

model the relationship between the fuel flow and shaft speeds of aircraft gas turbine 

engines. The main emphasis has been on the estimation of nonlinear models for a Rolls 

Royce Spey MK202 gas turbine. The available engine data were analysed in both the 

time and frequency domains to provide vital information about the engine dynamics and 

several nonlinear system representations were then presented along with the 

corresponding estimation algorithms. The presented algorithms were then employed to 

estimate nonlinear models of the engine shafts capable of representing the engine 

dynamics throughout its operating range.

This thesis was essentially divided into two major parts. The first of these was the 

estimation of linear engine models at different shaft speeds, using time- and frequency- 

domain techniques, which was dealt with in Chapters 3 and 4. The second part was the 

estimation of nonlinear engine models using different representations, presented in 

Chapters 5 to 8. Chapter 9 dealt with issues concerning signal design for nonlinear 

modelling and techniques to gather information about the nonlinearity in a system. The 

main contributions and conclusions for each of these parts will now be dealt with in 

turn.

10.1 Linear Gas Turbine Modelling

The present study on linear gas turbine modelling is an extension of the work presented 

by Evans (1998) where linear engine models were estimated using frequency domain 

techniques at an operating point of 75% NH- It was shown that frequency-domain 

techniques should be preferred when an accurate representation of the engine local 

dynamics is required and a physical interpretation of the parameters is to be made. The 

present study also validates and reviews the work presented in Evans et al. (1999, 

2000a) and extends to the estimation and comparison of models in the time domain. The 

main aim of this work was to verify the linearised thermodynamic models derived from 

the engine physics, at different operating points. An overview of the work conducted in
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this area was presented in Chapter 2, and a review of linear system identification 
techniques in the time- and frequency-domains was presented in Chapter 3.

The specific aims of this investigation presented in Chapter 4 were then defined as:

• Using the available, low CF multisine and IRMLBS tests to estimating linear 
models for the engine at different operating points.

• Analysing the data in both the time- and frequency-domains, providing 
measure of the uncertainty on the FRF estimates and an approximation of the 
model order.

• Directly estimating linear models at different operating points using time- 
and frequency-domain techniques, which could then be compared to the 
linearised ^-domain thermodynamic models.

• Comparing the models derived in the time- and frequency-domains.

Analysis of the available engine tests in the time-domain showed good clock 
synchronisation and low drift. The application of the geometric methods presented in 
Chapter 3 on the gas turbine data suggested that both shafts could be modelled by a 
second-order system. This provided a good approximation about the engine order that 
could be used for both linear and nonlinear engine modelling. Analysis in the frequency 
domain showed that good SNRs were obtained with the gathered data, of 40 dB or 
better. The influence of an even-order nonlinearity was also detected in the engine, 
which would not affect the odd-harmonic signals used. The FRFs of the HP and LP 
shafts were estimated at different operating points and the uncertainty of the estimates 
was found to be very small, for an input amplitude of ±10 %Wf. Analysis of the 
estimated FRFs revealed a change in engine dynamics and dc gains with shaft speed for 
both shafts. This change in dynamics revealed that the engine is nonlinear throughout its 
operating range and established the need for a nonlinear global model.
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High quality s-domain engine models were then estimated using frequency-domain 

techniques, with the pure time delay included as an estimated parameter. The models 

showed the HP shaft dynamics to be first-order and the LP shaft dynamics to be second- 

order. The dynamics of the estimated models are again seen to change with operating 

point thus confirming once again that the gas turbine is nonlinear. Additional low 

frequency effects were detected on both shafts, which could be modelled by the addition 

of a close pole-zero pair. These weak modes suggest that they are modelling thermal 

effects, which are not incorporated in the thermodynamic models.

Discrete models were also estimated in the time-domain and models with excellent 

input-output properties were obtained. The problem was that several of the estimated 

models for each shaft contained a single real negative pole. Such a pole has no 

continuous counterpart and cannot be compared to the poles of the s-domain 

thermodynamic models. This problem was encountered by Evans (1998) and Hill 

(1997) and investigated by Evans (1998) who illustrated that this effect can be caused 

by the presence of a pure time delay shorter than the sampling period, or an actuator 

which band-limits the input signal and causes the ZOH assumption to be violated.

A comparison of the poles and zeros of the models estimated in the time- and 

frequency-domains was also made. It was seen that the dominant poles of the models 

estimated using the two techniques were in good agreement, whereas the less dominant 

modes estimated in the time-domain were uncertain. It was also seen that by increasing 

the model order it was possible in some cases to estimate modes similar to the ones 

estimated in the frequency domain. This suggested that the additional modes, which are 

spurious and uncertain, absorb the error and allow the time-domain estimator to reveal 

the "true" modes of the system.

It can be stated with some confidence that the small signal dynamics of the engine 

shafts have been accurately identified using both time- and frequency-domain 

techniques, as shown by the quality of the model fits to the time and frequency data.
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Estimation of discrete engine models remains valid if the models are required for 
simulation or controller design. Frequency-domain techniques are more suited for the 
case where an accurate representation of the system is required and a comparison with 
the s-domain thermodynamic models is to be made as in the gas turbine case.

A comparison is thus made between the models estimated in the frequency domain and 
the linearised thermodynamic models. It is shown that the linearised thermodynamic 
models are not adequately representing the dynamics of either shaft at higher operating 
points and that the second-order dynamics of the LP shaft are also badly represented.

This work has produced a large body of results, and each of the aims of the 
investigation has been achieved. The potential of frequency-domain techniques for 
modelling industrial systems where a physical interpretation of the parameters is to be 
made was once again illustrated. The variation of the linear engine dynamics with 
operating point suggests that the engine is nonlinear and this result itself defines the 
identification problem dealt with in Chapters 6, 7 and 8.

10.2 Nonlinear Gas Turbine Modelling

The estimation of nonlinear engine models in the time-domain was studied in the 
second part of the thesis. The nonlinear identification problem was to estimate a single 
model for each shaft, capable of representing the shaft dynamics at a range of operating 
points. A concatenated data set was thus used for estimation, composed of small signal 
tests at different operating points. This ensured that the influence of thermal effects on 
the estimation data was minimal and that the variation of dynamics with operating 
points is represented in the estimation or training data set. The data was then analysed in 
both time- and frequency-domains to gain information about the nonlinearity in the 
engine. This information along with the information gathered in previous chapters using 
geometric techniques was used as a priori knowledge about the engine dynamics to 
assist the estimation of nonlinear models of the engine. In order to use different data
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than the data used for estimation to cross-validate the estimated models, a number of 
validation data sets were also selected. These consisted of small signal tests at different 
operating points and three large-amplitude tests.

In chapter 6 the estimation of nonlinear models for the engine was introduced using 
simple Hammerstein and Wiener model structures. The structure of these models was 
assumed to be known and the identification problem was reduced to a parameter 
estimation problem. Hammerstein and Wiener models where then estimated using the 
estimation data and a number of estimation algorithms, and the performance of these 
models was validated using the available validation data sets. It was shown that 
Hammerstein models fail to capture the engine dynamics at different operating points. 
This result was expected since Hammerstein structures cannot model systems where the 
location of poles changes with input amplitude. The estimation results showed that it is 
possible to model the engine nonlinear dynamics using a Wiener model. The estimated 
Wiener models performed really well on the validation data sets for both the LP and HP 
shafts, thus indicating that it is possible to use a Wiener structure in the place of the 
family of linear shaft models previously estimated.

The estimation of polynomial NARMAX models for the gas turbines was studied in 
Chapter 7. A comprehensive review of NARMAX modelling techniques was presented 
and an identification scheme to estimate polynomial NARMAX models was proposed. 
The proposed methodology uses validation data to select the best NARMAX model 
structure ensuring that the model is able to "generalise" rather than just be able to 
perform well only on the estimation data. The prior knowledge about the engine 
dynamics gained in previous chapters was then used to estimate nonlinear models of the 
engine. The estimated models were validated using the engine data and by comparing 
their static behaviour with that of the engine derived from measured data. The estimated 
NARMAX models were also transformed in the frequency domain by computing the 
second-order GFRFs. This revealed the energy transfer mechanisms, which result from 
the effects of the quadratic nonlinearity in the engine models. The results of this chapter
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illustrate the potential of polynomial NARMAX structures to the modelling of the 

nonlinear relationship between the fuel flow and the shaft speed dynamics of an aircraft 

gas turbine.

Neural network models of the engine were estimated in Chapter 8. Multilayer 

perceptron neural networks were trained on the estimation data to obtain models for the 

HP and LP shafts. The performance of the estimated models was demonstrated on the 

validation data set and by investigating their static characteristics. It was seen that 

multilayer perceptrons have excellent approximation capabilities and are well suited to 

the identification of the nonlinear dynamics of the engine.

The work on nonlinear gas turbine modelling has also produced a large body of results. 

It was illustrated that the nonlinear relationship between the fuel flow and the shaft 

speed dynamics of the gas turbine can be approximated using a Wiener model, a 

NARMAX model or a neural network model. The estimated models can be used in the 

place of the family of linear models estimated in Chapter 4. This provides important 

benefits, since the nonlinear thermodynamic model of the engine can be validated, and 

the estimated models can simplify difficult mathematical analysis of the engine control 

system for the purpose of developing real-time predictive control strategies. It must be 

stressed here that the selection of the most appropriate nonlinear structure to model the 

engine depends on the application in mind. For example, even though neural network 

models have better approximation capabilities than the corresponding NARMAX 

models when applied to this problem, neural networks usually require more parameters 

to describe the system. At the same time physical interpretation of the parameters is 

lost with neural network modelling. It is therefore essential to choose a model structure, 

which is appropriate for the application in mind.
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10.3 Signal Design and Nonlinear Order Estimation

The estimation of nonlinear gas turbine models in this thesis, raised issues concerning 
signal design for nonlinear modelling. This is particularly essential in the gas turbine 
case where it is difficult to decide what a typical input to the system might be. In order 
to use a signal which was able to excite the engine dynamics at the operating points of 
interest, a concatenated data set of small signal tests at different operating points was 
used. It was demonstrated that the estimated models obtained using these data are able 
to capture the engine dynamics at the various operating points.

In order to construct a signal with rich spectrum and suitable amplitude profile for the 
estimation of nonlinear engine models the use of high-amplitude multisine signals was 
advocated. The ability to design multisine signals with an arbitrary spectrum and 
amplitude profile and the ability to impose the amplitude distribution on these signals 
makes them attractive for nonlinear system modelling. Two consecutive multisines 
were then presented both covering the frequency range of the engine and having an 
amplitude in accordance to the signals used for estimation of nonlinear engine models. 
The amplitude distribution was imposed to these multisines resulting to a multisine with 
a Gaussian distribution and a multisine with a uniform amplitude distribution. These 
signals satisfy the criteria for nonlinear modelling proposed by Leontaritis and Billings 
(1987) who concluded that for an input power constraint a Gaussian signal should be 
used, whereas for an input amplitude constraint a signal with uniform distribution 
should be preferred.

The estimation of Volterra type systems and NARMAX models can be greatly 
simplified if a priori knowledge about the system nonlinearity can be incorporated in 
the estimation procedure. Two techniques were presented in this thesis to provide a 
priori knowledge about the nonlinearity in a system. The first technique was based on 
the use of a slow sinusoid, which is unable to excite the dynamics of the system. It was 
demonstrated through a simulation example that the use of such signals can provide a
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good approximation of the nonlinearity in a system. It was also shown that this method 
is generally slower than traditional static testing but it provides the ability to collect 
much more measurement points to describe the nonlinearity of a system.

The second technique was based on the measurement of the FRFs of the system under 
test at three different amplitudes. The use of periodic signals is essential in this case 
since systematic errors arising from FFT leakage problems can be avoided and the 
signal-to-noise ratios of the data records can be improved by averaging over a number 
of periods. The technique was illustrated using a two-tone multisine for simplicity, but it 
can be easily generalised to using broadband multisines. The performance of the 
proposed technique was illustrated in simulation and it was possible to estimate the 
higher order of nonlinearity of Volterra type systems with a high degree of accuracy. It 
was also shown that the proposed technique is especially accurate with systems of high 
nonlinear degree thus providing essential prior knowledge about the system 
nonlinearity.

10.4 Ideas for Further Research

The following are possible areas for further work on gas turbine modelling and control.

• Investigation of other model representations. It is worth investigating the 
application of local methods as an alternative to nonlinear modelling of the 
engine dynamics. More specifically the Johansen and Foss (1993) technique 
can be used to estimate NARMAX models for the engine. One other useful 
representation is radial-basis functions (RBF) networks. The procedure of 
estimating RBF networks is generally faster than multilayer perceptron 
neural networks while offering similar approximation accuracy. This can 
have a beneficial impact on a real-time control strategy.

• Estimation of nonlinear multivariable engine models. Direct estimation of s- 
domain state-space models, which correspond directly with the structure of
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the linearised thermodynamic models was dealt with in Evans et al. (2001). 

It would be worthwhile to investigate the estimation of nonlinear 

multivariable models for the engine.

• Design of model based control strategies. The improvement offered by 

nonlinear models in control can be investigated. More specifically, the 

performance of a controller based on linear models at different operating 

points can be compared with the performance of a nonlinear controller based 

on estimated nonlinear models. This investigation is expected to highlight 
the most appropriate nonlinear model representation for gas turbine 

modelling for control.

There is also considerable potential for further work in the area of nonlinear modelling, 

namely:

• Development of a universal structure detection technique for block-structure 

models. Weiss et al. (1996) have proposed methods of structure detection of 
block-structured models based on information gathered from measured 

Volterra kernels using specially designed periodic multisine signals. The 
proposed techniques are applicable only to a family of block-structure 

models, thus these methods are not universal. In this thesis the structure of 

the investigated block-structure models was assumed to be known. There is 

not to date, a universal technique to show that a system can be modelled for 

example using a Hammerstein, Wiener or a Wiener-Hammerstein structure 

or other block structure. All the nonlinear identification methods applied in 

block-structured models assume the model structure. This imposes a great 

restriction, especially in black-box modelling, since it is more likely that the 

system under test cannot be modelled using the imposed structure. 

• Development of a technique to consistently provide an estimate of the maximum 

nonlinear order of the system under test. Two techniques were presented in this thesis. 

The first technique is based on the application of a very slow signal to provide an
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estimate of the static nonlinearity in a system. This procedure is generally slow and can 
be expensive in certain applications where the cost of testing is high. The second 
technique presented in this thesis is based on the application of three tests at different 
amplitudes over the system range. This technique can be inaccurate in some systems 

where the amplitude range is restricted, even though it is generally accurate, especially 
for systems which contain high order nonlinearities. It is worthwhile investigating the 
development of a technique, which is dependent on a single test and does not depend on 
the nature of the input signal, to estimate the highest order of nonlinearity in a system.



Appendix 1 - Terms and Concepts in Model Estimation

Any quantities calculated from measurements disturbed by noise will only be estimates 

of the unknown parameters of the system being modelled. The quality of a given 

estimate can be assessed by its:

• Bias — the systematic error on the value obtained

• Variance - a measure of the uncertainty on the estimate.

The first- and second-order moments of a random variable x are termed its mean and 

variance and defined as

where E{ • } denotes the expected value. The standard deviation is the square root of the 

variance and hence has the same units as the mean value. These quantities must 

normally be estimated from a finite set of N samples.
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which are known as the sample means and the sample variance respectively. The 

variance of the sample mean is given by s2/N. The sample variance of a complex 

random variable z = x +jy is given by

tf-iS X|

If the variable has a complex normal distribution then the real and imaginary parts are 

independent and normally distributed, with equal variances. The complex variance is 

then twice the variance on either the real or imaginary parts.

For a column vector variable x, the covariance matrix is defined as

C(x) = [(x - Ex) \ (x - Ex) T ] (1A-6)

where the element cv of C(x) is the covariance between the elements / and j of x. It can 

also be expressed in terms of a "mean of the squares" matrix and the square of the 

means

C(x) = [xx7* - Ex • x r - xE\T + Ex - Exr ] = E [xx7* ] - ExEx T (1A-7) 

There are a number of key definitions in the classifications of estimators:

Unbiased: an estimator is unbiased if the mathematical expectation of the estimates 

equals the true parameter values, po

Asymptotically unbiased: if the expected value converges to the true value as the 

number of measurements N increases
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Iim£(p)=p 0
N—1°°

where N denotes the number of data points, which can be interchangeably the number of 
time-domain samples or the number of frequencies.

Consistent: an estimator is consistent if p N converges in some sense to po as N

approaches infinity. Several convergence concepts have been defined, which 
convergence:

— in mean square lim E{p N — p 0 } = 0 (1A-10)
N— »°°

— with probability one lim E{p N =P 0 } = 1 (1A-11)
N— »<»

— in probability lim E{ p N -p0 > 6} = 0 V<J>0 (1A-12)

where the probability of the bias being greater than any nonzero value 8 is zero TV — > oo.

Convergence in mean square implies that the estimator is asymptotically unbiased. 
Convergence in mean square and convergence with probability 1 are affinal, but not 
identical, properties. Convergence in mean square and probability one both imply 
convergence in probability but not vice versa. An estimator which exhibits convergence 
with probability one is termed strongly consistent, while an estimator which only 
exhibits convergence in probability is termed weakly consistent.

Efficient: an unbiased estimator E\ is efficient if Ci<C2 for all unbiased estimators E2, 
where Ci and Ca are the parameter covariance matrices, which relate the parameter 

values po and the estimated values
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The variances of the individual elements of p w make up the principal diagonal of 

C(p N ) . A desirable property of the estimator is that the variance, or uncertainty, of the

estimates is as small as possible. However, there exists a lower bound on the covariance 
matrix of an unbiased estimator, termed the Cramer-Rao bound, which is expressed as

- 1C(p N )>F

where F is the Fisher information matrix, a measure of the amount of information 
present, in relation to the parameters. It is possible to construct an estimator with a 
covariance matrix lower than the Cramer-Rao bound but it will be biased. The 
information matrix applies to any unbiased of the parameters p using the measurements

y

a 2 lnp(ylp)

where p(y I p) is the joint probability density function of the output in relation to the 
parameter vector and the matrix of second derivatives is known as the Hessian. If p is a 
(^-dimensional column vector then the first derivatives will also form a J-dimensional 
column vector and the Hessian will be d x d matrix.

Normal: it is highly desirable that the parameter estimates are normally distributed, 
since a normally distributed variable is completely defined by its first- and second- 
order moments and this allows statistical bounds to be calculated in a straightforward 

manner.

Robust: if some properties of the estimator are still valid when all the a priori 
assumptions are met. Most commonly this relates to a violation of the assumptions
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regarding the noise. If the estimator can still produce a consistent estimate then it will 
converge to the true value as N —»• oo.

Maximum Likelihood Estimator (MLE): the MLE is a strongly consistent and 
asymptotically unbiased estimator if the true system belongs to the estimator model set. 
hi the presence of independent, identically distributed (iid) measurements it is also 
asymptotically efficient, since it approaches the Cramer-Rao lower bound 
asymptotically. If there is an estimator which reaches this lower bound it will be an 
MLE. The parameter estimates are also asymptotically normal.

The primary sources for the summary presented in this Appendix were:

Astrom, K. J. (1980). "Maximum likelihood and prediction error methods", Automatica,

vol. 16, pp. 551-574.

Norton, J.P. (1986). An Introduction to Identification, Academic Press, London. 

Ljung, L. (1987). System Identification - Theory for the User, Prentice Hall, Englewood

Cliffs.
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Appendix 2 - Linear Gas Turbine Modelling Results

Table 2A-1
SMALL-SIGNAL TESTS USED FOR LINEAR GAS TURBINE MODELLING

LEVEL/TEST

Level-55% NB
Test 2A

Test 3A

Test 1C

Level-65% NH
Test 4A

Test 10B

Level-75% NH
Test 6A

Test 7A

Test 8A

Test 1 IB

Level-80% NH

Test 12C

Level-85% NH

Test 13A

Test 12 B

Level-90% NH
Test 11A

Test 12A

Test 19C

SIGNAL

Multisine (1)

IRMLBS

GP Multisine

IRMLBS

IRMLBS

Multisine (1)

IRMLBS

Multisine (2)

IRMLBS

GP Multisine

IRMLBS

IRMLBS

Multisine (1)

IRMLBS

GP Multisine

AMP

(±%Wf)

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

Fmin
(Hz)

0.005

0.005

0.010

0.005

0.010

0.005

0.005

0.005

0.010

0.010

0.005

0.010

0.005

0.005

0.010

Fmax
(Hz)

0.355

0.549
1.050

0.549

0.110

0.355

0.549

0.555

0.110

1.050

0.549

0.110

0.355

0.549

1.050

Bit interval

(ms)

---

800
—

800

400

—

800
—

400

—

800

400

—

800
—

No. bits

—

7
—

7

7

—

7
—

7

—

7

7

—

7
—
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Figure 2A-1. One period of Multisine (1) in (a) time domain and (b) frequency domain. 
The time domain amplitude is normalised to one.
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Figure 2A-2. One period of Multisine (2) in (a) time domain and (b) frequency domain. 

The time domain amplitude is normalised to one.
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Figure 2A-3. One period of GP Multisine in (a) time domain and (b) frequency domain. 
The time domain amplitude is normalised to one.
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Figure 2A-4. One period of IRMLBS signal in (a) time domain and (b) frequency 

domain.
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Frequency Domain Estimation Results

Test at 55% NH

Test A3 HP Shaft

Order K

0/1 482.1
1/2 69.24

2/3 59.13

Test A3

Order K

0/1 476.2
1/2 97.61

Test A2

Order K

0/1 96.1
1/2 37.09

Test A2

Order K

0/1 110.9
1/2 55.77

K,™ DC gain

54.5 0.274405
53.5 0.262191

52.5 .026080

LP Shaft

Kmin DC gain

54.5 0.202359
53.5 0.194985

HP Shaft

Kmin DC gain

18.5 0.26096
17.5 0.257366

LP Shaft

Kmin DC gain

18.5 0.195108
17.5 0.192502

Delay
(ms)

69.37
36.05

15.51

Delay
(ms)
67.36
34.89

Delay
(ms)

64.93

39.39

Delay
(ms)

59.30
37.85

a% Poles

1.87 -0.2331
6.56 -0.8908

-0.2765
48.43 -0.4253

-3.4530
-0.3184

o% Poles

1.82 -0.2497
6.99 -1.0448

-0.2898

o% Poles

3.27 -0.2538
12.32 -0.8970

-0.2717

a% Poles

3.49 -0.2705
10.37 -0.8350

-0.2907

CT%

0.45
7.96
1.37

24.23
20.38
11.61

0%

0.44
8.08
1.17

CT%

0.43

20.85

1.46

a%

0.41

18.74
1.54

Zeros a%

—

-1.0977 7.57

-0.5567 13.91

-4.2539 25.41

Zeros <j%

—

-1.1758 7.96

Zeros a%

—

-0.9967 20.87

Zeros a%

—

-0.9259 18.37
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TestCl HP Shaft
Order K Kmin DC gain

0/1 263.0 25.5 0.252527
1/2 26.57 24.5 0.246696

2/3 24.09 23.5 0.244586

Delay a% Poles
(ms)

58.77 1.414 -0.250

36.17 5.72 -2.31

-0.269

34.27 6.95 +0.195

-2.480

-0.267

<T% Zeros

0.47

9.907 -2.67

0.743

70.64 +0.193

10.33 -2.89
0.831

a%

—
10.75

70.94

11.39

Test Cl LP Shaft

Order K K^,, DC gain

0/1 84.68 25.5 0.171629
1/2 50.54 24.5 0.171155

2/3 43.12 23.5 0.172292

3/4 41.32 22.5 0.170802

Test at 65 % NH

Test A4 HP Shaft
Order K Kmin DC gain

0/1 96.28 54.5 0.170403

1/2 53.05 53.5 0.179336

Delay o% Poles
(ms)

46.09 2.01 -0.285
17.07 57.9 -10.4

-0.289
31.28 10.9 -2.29+1.91

-2.29-1.91

-0.284
29.1 13.44 +0.244

-2.45+1. 6i

-2.45- 1.6i
-0.284

Delay o% Poles

(ms)

19.17 8.65 -0.4134

21.27 8.11 -0.4226

-0.0485

<y% Zeros

0.48

23.4 -15.9

0.53
21.9 -2.49+1.871

21.9 -2.49-1. 87i
0.73
77.5 +0.242
22.1 -2.71 + 1.481
22.1 -2.71 + 1.48i

0.82

a% Zeros

0.30

0.50 -0.0518

25.78

0%

—

48.5

24.9
24.9

77.8

25.9

25.9

a%

...

25.07
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Test A4 LP Shaft

Order K

0/1 2147

1/2 259.4

2/3 85.46

Test BIO

Order K

0/1 90.69

2/3 86.83

Test BIO
Order K

0/1 67.42

2/3 58.33

Test BIO
Order K

0/1 423.9

1/2 115.6

2/3 64.6

min

54.5

53.5

52.5

DC gain

0.134446

0.137963

0.14252

Delay <j%

(ms)

-23.78 2.79

7.587 13.93

11.93 10.93

Poles

-0.4840

-0.3675

-0.9669

-0.0464

-1.3418

-0.4243

a%

0.14

1.12

2.74

13.54

4.5

1.14

Zeros <j%

—

-0.6961 3.51

-0.0492 13.44

-1.0632 4.93

HP Shaft

min

54.5

52.5

DC gain

0.174287

0.174292

Delay a%

(ms)

26.91 9.66

27.03 10.31

Poles

-0.394
-0.394

0.005+3.171
0.005-3. 17i

c%

0.539
0.54

559.53
559.53

Zeros o%

—

0.003+3.11 698
0.003-3.11 698

HP Shaft (41 harmonics only BW=0.81Hz)
min

39.5

37.5

DC gain

0.174265

0.174424

LP Shaft (Outlier
min

54.5

53.5

52.5

DC gain

0.133075

0.138779

0.137129

Delay a%

(ms)

27.47 10.37

23.47 13.33

removed)
Delay a%

(ms)

-27.06 38.01

13.72 10.28

12.5 11.48

Poles

-0.394
-0.393

-0.081+1.81
-0.081-1.81

Poles

-0.482

-1.26
-0.4

-0.400

+0.228

-1.25

a%

0.546

0.58
39.47
39.47

a%

0.36

6.66

1.52

1.54

36.4

6.67

Zeros a%

—

-0.08+1.81 37.7
-0.08-1.81 37.7

Zeros a%

—

-1.02 7.41

+0.225 36.6

-1.01 7.46
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Test at 75 % NH
Test A6 HP Shaft

Order K K^ DC gain

0/1 739.4 18.5 0.122747

1/2 29.66 17.5 0.126552

Delay

(ms)

2.953

10.42

o% Poles

19.11 -0.5512

6.39 -0.2440

-0.6159

a% Zeros

0.12

5.11 -0.2746

0.78

a%

—

5.63

Test A6 LP Shaft
Order K K^n DC gain

0/1 3139 18.5 0.091591

1/2 92.08 17.5 0.095619

2/3 23.25 16.5 0.097819

Delay

(ms)

-84.1
-4.655

4.427

0% Poles

1.23 -0.6949

44.59 -0.4461

-1.4982

63.59 -1.001

-0.5252

-1.8185

0% Zeros

0.19

1.22 -0.8080

2.20

17.66 -0.1061

2.38 -1.0704

3.95

a%

—

2.69

17.99

4.67

Test A8 HP Shaft

Order K K^,, DC gain

0/1 196.4 54.5 0.121233

1/2 75.14 53.5 0.127907

Delay
(ms)

10.72

12.22

0% Poles

4.38 -0.5522

4.11 -0.1388

-0.5742

a% Zeros

0.18

13.9 -0.1514

0.51

a%

—

13.7

Test A8 LP Shaft
Order K Kmin DC gain

0/1 3263 54.5 0.087608

1/2 142.7 53.5 0.095151

2/3 88.53 52.5 0.098083

Delay

(ms)

-41.26

11.49

15.13

0% Poles

1.80 -0.7692

11.51 -0.4929

-1.8592

10.14 -0.0995

-0.5552

-2.1097

a% Zeros

0.18

1.07 -1.0698

2.09

17.62 -0.1067

1.97 -1.2872

3.04

0%

—

2.48

17.94

3.64
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Test A7

Order K

0/1 265.2
1/2 99.87

Test A7

Order K

0/1 4365
1/2 272.0

2/3 93.3

TestBll

Order K

0/1 167.6

1/2 72.47

2/3 70.07

HP Shaft

Kmin DC gain

54.5 0.122594

53.5 0.127526

LP Shaft

K,™,, DC gain

54.5 0.089021
53.5 0.095997

52.5 0.099271

HP Shaft

Kmin DC gain

54.5 0.124708

53.5 0.130437

52.5 0.1305

Delay a%
(ms)

7.164 8.05
10.38 6.17

Delay a%
(ms)

-4.14 1.67
3.30 34.15

9 15.45

Delay a%
(ms)

4.64 11.59

6.38 8.97

10.39 21.0

Poles

-0.5601
-0.1768
-0.5927

Poles

-0.7672
-0.4511
-1.5442
-0.0351
-0.5113
-1.7837

Poles

-0.554
-0.241
-0.604

-10.6
-0.592
-0.216

a%

0.19
10.6
0.68

0%

0.19
1.03
1.6

2.39
1.38
2.39

0%

0.25
12.9
1.50

29.8
1.43
14.5

Zeros CT%

—

-0.1929 10.9

Zeros a%

—

-0.8318 2.17

-0.0372 13.76

-1.0383 3

Zeros 0%

—

-0.272 13.8

-10.1 15.3

-0.240
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TestBll LP Shaft
Order K K^ DC gain

0/1 2906 54.5 0.086560 
1/2 152.7 53.5 0.096080

2/3 136.2 52.5 0.098392

Delay 

(ms)

-17.96 

9.95

11.04

a% Poles

3.17 -0.858 

7.93 -1.98 

-0.497 
7.63 -2.15 

-0.567 
-0.162

a%

28.27 

1.94 

1.39 

2.82 

3.72 

25.79

Zeros a%

-1.1 2.70

-1.28 4.37 

-0.175 26.99

Test at 80% NH

TestC12 HP Shaft

Order K Kmin DC gain

0/1 253.9 25.5 0.108624 
1/2 250.8 24.5 0.10867

Delay 
(ms)

17.24 

19.11

a% Poles

1.67 -0.6116 
4.41 -0.6125 

+ 10.38

0%

0.19

23.22 
0.201

Zeros a%

+ 10.6 23.97

Test C12 LP Shaft
Order K K^n DC gain

0/1 4263 25.5 0.071771 
1/2 95.36 24.5 0.080049

Delay 

(ms)

-2.597 

20.658

o% Poles

17.07 -1.0214 

2.96 -0.4916 
-1.9945

G%

0.24 

1.39 

1.35

Zeros a%

-0.9429 2.26
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Test at 85% NH

TestAlS HP Shaft
Order K K^,, DC gain

0/1 552.1 54.5 0.084858
1/2 87.03 53.5 0.088965

2/3 82.25 52.5 0.089196

Delay <j%

(ms)

-5.239 10.4

4.55 16.1

7.20 16.6

Poles

-0.7480

-0.4181

-0.9267

-2.13

-0.821

-0.336

a% Zeros o%

0.20

5.01 -0.528 6.56
1.96

16.48 -2.03 16.86

3.06 -0.391 10.96
9.18

Test A13 LP Shaft
Order K Kmin DC gain

0/1 3555 54.5 0.060413
1/2 96.87 53.5 0.065905

2/3 47.34 52.5 0.067243

Delay CT%
(ms)

-49.35 1.49
4.852 28.9

12.309 16.65

Poles

-1.1817

-0.5575

-2.2616

-0.2457

0.8003

-2.7452

a% Zeros a%

0.25

1.64 -0.9428 2.50
1.64

13.0 -0.2787 14.72
5.76 -1.4092 6.65
4.06

Test B 12 HP Shaft
Order K Kmin DC gain

0/1 437.4 54.5 0.0784

1/2 106.8 53.5 0.0836

2/3 92.67 52.5 0.085129

Delay a%

(ms)

-2.60 11.8

1.34 29.89

2.836 19.44

Poles

-0.8360

-0.5296

-1.1664

-2.34

-0.827

-0.254

0% Zeros a%

0.29

5.10 -0.773 8.30

3.76

12.8 -2.14 13.9

3.26 -0.289 18.1

16.8
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Test B12 LP Shaft
Order

0/1

1/2

2/3

K Km;,, DC gain Delay

(ms)

2549 54.5 0.055121 -1506

93.40 53.5 0.064147 6.449

79.79 52.5 0.065189 8.305

o% Poles o%

3.30 -1.494 0.31
11.16 -0.5716 2.23

-2.4590 1.35

10.85 -0.3452 16.9

-0.8984 13.5

-2.7307 3.54

Zeros <j%

—

-0.9726 2.89

-0.4172 22.1

-1.4061 10.7

Test B 12 LP Shaft (54 harmonics)
Order

0/1
1/2

2/3

Test at

Test A 1

Order

0/1

1/2

K Kmj,, DC gain Delay

(ms)

2502 52.5 0.055210 -15.84
81.54 51.5 0.064143 6.486

67.52 50.5 0.065068 8.790

90% NH

1 HP Shaft
K Kmin DC gain Delay

(ms)

438.1 18.5 0.072370 -18.71

13.33 17.5 0.074789 -1.77

o% Poles c%

3.21 -1.49 0.31

11.57 -2.46 1.38

-0.572 2.23
11.2 -2.81 4.33

-1.00 14.6

-0.380 13.1

a% Poles a%

5.45 -0.806 0.24

86.2 -0.3995 6.20

-0.9858 2.0

Zeros CT%

—

-0.974 2.91

-1.53 12.3

-0.479 18.4

Zeros a%

—

-0.4807 7.65
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Test All LP Shaft
Order K Kmin DC gain

0/1 2227 18.5 0.052836
1/2 52.68 17.5 0.056086

2/3 28.46 16.5 0.056468

Delay a%

(ms)

-98.41 1.37

-27.259 10.04

2.582 306.3

Poles

-1.1767

-0.4360

-1.8773

-0.3070

-1.0717

-3.0830

0%

0.30

2.77

1.78

14.3

9.74

14.3

Zeros a%

—

-0.5908 3.52

-0.3640 9.51
-1.7276 17.15

Test A12 HP Shaft
Order K Kmin DC gain

0/1 803.3 54.5 0.071250
1/2 91.63 53.5 0.075407

2/3 78.07 52.5 0.075627

Delay <j%
(ms)

-6.13 6.59
1.6 35.34

7.693 21.74

Poles

-0.8487

-0.3990

-0.9973
-4.29

-0.930

-0.328

a%

0.16

4.95

1.16

19.4

1.42

6.91

Zeros a%

—

-0.4838 5.72

-4.03 18.4

-0.380 7.61

Test A 12 LP Shaft
Order K K,™ DC gain

0/1 4212 54.5 0.050133
1/2 136.7 53.5 0.055793

2/3 98.69 52.5 0.056970

Delay <y%
(ms)

-40.27 1.52
1.56 70.74

6.712 21.58

Poles

-1.4466

-0.5612

-2.3458

-0.2525

-0.8214

-2.6531

a%

0.23
1.85

1.19

12.2

5.86

2.60

Zeros a%

—

-0.8470 2.37

-0.2843 13.5

-1.2317 6.02
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Test C19 HP Shaft

Order K Kmin DC gain Delay

(ms)

0/1 297.5 25.5 0.073881 6.848

1/2 40.06 24.5 0.077288 11.12

a% Poles a% Zeros <j%

4.32 -0.8438 0.30

3.93 -0.5921 4.81 -0.9112 9.79

-1.2632 5.52

Test C 19 LP Shaft

Order K K^ DC gain Delay

(ms)

0/1 3386 25.5 0.045415 -0.73

1/2 49.91 24.5 0.052454 17.173

2/3 26.27 23.5 0.054264 18.08

Time Domain Estimation Results

Test at 55% NH

Test A2 HP Shaft

Order Cost Fn. Zeros <jz

0/1 1.3140 

1/2 0.3173 0.9119 0.0062

2/3 0.2861 0.9842 0.0071

0.8563 0.0161

a% Poles a% Zeros a%

49.64 -1.7264 0.25

3.05 -0.5974 2.06 -0.9478 2.50

-2.6306 0.99

3.14 -0.1746 28.1 -0.1921 29.55

-0.7471 6.39 -1.1617 5.74

-2.7639 1.68

Poles CTP

0.9878 0.0019 

0.9867 0.0013

0.9232 0.0029

0.9859+0.00281 0+0.00011

0.9859-0.00281 0.3012

0.8738 0.0001
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Test A2 LP Shaft

Order

0/1 

1/2

2/3

TestCl

Order

0/1

1/2

2/3

TestCl

Order

0/1

1/2

Cost Fn.

0.7115 

0.2023

0.2031

HP

Cost Fn.

1.2176 

0.0361

0.0070

LP

Cost Fn.

0.2420 

0.0085

Zeros CTZ

0.9056 0.0068

0.9892 0.0084

0.6572 0.0496

Shaft

Zeros az

0.7304 0.0517

0.9538 0.0806

-0.5040 -5.6035

Shaft

Zeros <jz

0.6063 0.1733

Poles

0.9869 

0.9859

0.9174

0.9879+0.00191

0.9879-0.00191

0.7887

Poles

0.9913 

0.9897

0.7969

0.9891

0.9576

0.5860

Poles

0.9897 

0.9884

0.6988

(%>
0.0019 

0.0013

0.0031

0.0+0.0081

-23-0.041

0.0092

Op

0.0078 

0.0027

0.0044

0.0430

0.1324

0.1281

(»>
0.0069 

0.0019

0.0863
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Test A3 HP Shaft

Order

0/1 

1/2

2/3

Test A3

Order

0/1 

1/2

2/3

Test at

Test A4

Order

0/1

1/2

Cost Fn. Zeros orz

3.9872 

0.2085 0.9144 0.0064

0.1226 0.9667 0.042

0.4594 0.1622

LP Shaft

Cost Fn. Zeros az

2.1158 

0.1521 0.9014 0.0105

0.0932 0.9714 0.0242

0.3877 0.3704

65% NH

HP Shaft

Cost Fn. Zeros az

2.8148 

0.4257 0.1181 3.0598

Poles

0.9897 

0.9872

0.9305

0.9857

0.9728

0.7120

Poles

0.9889 

0.9865

0.9195

0.9835

0.9782

0.7024

Poles

0.9815 

0.9797

0.5156

(%>
0.0041 

0.0026

0.0036

0.0197

0.0618

0.0498

(*>
0.0043 

0.0034

0.0049

0.0308

0.0511

0.0278

dp

0.0057 

0.0024

0.0300
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Test A4 LP Shaft

Order

0/1 

1/2

2/3

Test BIO

Order

0/1 

1/2

Test BIO

Order

0/1

1/2

Cost Fn. Zeros oz

3.9111 

0.3331 0.9249 0.0042

0.1686 0.9724 0.0525

0.8501 0.0465

HP Shaft

Cost Fn. Zeros az

0.3502 

0.3236 0.7713 0.4053

LP Shaft

Cost Fn. Zeros <jz

0.7775 
0.3637 0.8761 0.223

0

Poles

0.9735 

0.9786

0.9057

0.9826

0.9624

0.8288

Poles

0.9814 

0.9801

0.7929

Poles

0.9741 

0.9771

0.9603

(%>
0.0064 

0.0031

0.0072

0.0159

0.0439

0.0684

<*)
0.0144 

0.0218

0.23989

(*)
0.0126 

0.0239

0.2129
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Test at 75% NH

Test A6 HP Shaft

Order

0/1 

1/2

2/3

Test A6

Order

0/1

1/2

2/3

Cost Fn.

1.2424 

0.4895

0.1930

LP

Cost Fn.

9.6100 

0.3983

0.1379

Zeros az

0.9487 0.0057

0.9828 0.0169

0.0929 0.7309

Shaft

Zeros CTZ

0.9397 0.0086

0.9830 0.0051
0.9095 0.0115

Poles

0.9735 

0.9754

0.9408

0.9851

0.9685
0.4566

Poles

0.9605 

0.9744

0.8931

0.9861

0.9636
0.8621

CTp

0.0025 

0.0033

0.0028

0.0139

0.0056

0.0218

(*>
0.0132 

0.0032

0.0045

0.0058

0.0056

0.0046
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Test A8 HP Shaft

Order

0/1 

1/2

2/3

Test A8

Order

0/1
1/2

2/3

3/4

Cost Fn. Zeros oz

1.0289 

0.6499 0.9407 0.0079

0.2064 0.9804 0.1567

-0.1683 -1.5400

LP Shaft

Cost Zeros az

Fn. (%)

4.9941

0.3877 0.9276 0.0067

0.2473 0.9438 0.0328

-0.4369 -3.0081

0.2359 0.96+0. 1 0+Oi

71 -18-31

0.96- 0.0243

0.171

0.9404

Poles

0.9720 

0.9753

0.9334

0.9829

0.9690

0.3955

Poles

0.9600

0.9723

0.8823

0.9747

0.9057

0.3215

0.9596+0.17251

0.9596-0.17251

0.9744

0.8968

Op

0.0030 

0.0105

0.0181

0.1109

0.0576

0.2307

ap
(%)

0.0092

.00067

0.0167

0.0059

0.0479

0.1612

0+01

0.7+0.11

0.0099

0.0626
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Test A7 HP Shaft

Order

0/1 

1/2

2/3

3/4

Test A7

Order

0/1 

1/2

2/3

Cost Fn. Zeros az

2.2056 

1.4059 0.9158 0.0099

0.2566 -1.0898 -0.6909

0.9911 0.0082

LP Shaft

Cost Fn. Zeros az

8.2479 

0.6078 0.9310 0.0073

0.4128 0.9806 0.0128

0.8912 0.0150

Poles

0.9719 

0.9740

0.9084

0.9919

0.9711

0.1751

Poles

0.9604 

0.9728

0.8863

0.9850

0.9582

0.8501

Op

0.0031 

0.0042

0.0092

0.0076

0.0034

0.0236

Op

0.0088 

0.0054

0.0066

0.0118

0.0145

0.0159
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TestBll HP Shaft

Order

0/1 

1/2

2/3

TestBll

Order

0/1 

1/2

2/3

Cost Fn.

1.6142 

0.2278

0.1809

LP

Cost Fn.

6.0114 

0.9448

0.1454

Zeros az

-231.29 -86.32

-1.1885 -6.0024

0.8780 0.8292

Shaft

Zeros az

0.8844 0.0884

-1.3392 -1.6577

0.9361 0.4007

Poles

0.9758 

0.9432

-0.6566

0.9737

0.8733

0.1134

Poles

0.9509 

0.9667

0.8289

0.9734

0.8946

0.1491

ap

0.0157 

0.0035

-0.7691

0.0369

0.7699

2.1677

<%)
0.0320 

0.0286

0.0563
0.1162

0.3605

1.1291
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Test at 80% NH

TestC12 HP Shaft

Order

0/1 

1/2

2/3

TestC12

Order

0/1

1/2

2/3

Cost Fn.

1.8760 

0.8436

0.2587

LP

Cost Fn.

9.2170 

0.8549

0.2974

Zeros <jz

(%)

0.8794 0.0079

0.9745 0.0038

0.4838 0.1100

Shaft

Zeros az

0.9373 0.0056

0.9773 0.0330

0.8710 0.0262

Poles

0.9612 

0.9631

0.8524

0.9790

0.9527

0.3010

Poles

0.9303 

0.9641

0.8553

0.9821

0.9312

0.8012

ap

0.0046 

0.0047

0.0119

0.0059

0.0076

0.0523

(*>
0.0171 

0.0068

0.0166

0.0252

0.0211

0.0550
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Test at 85% NH

Test A13 HP Shaft

Order

0/1 

1/2

2/3

Test 13

Order

0/1

1/2

2/3

Cost Fn.

1.7490 

0.7866

0.1749

LP

Cost Fn.

9.4711 

0.6299

0.1602

Zeros CTZ

0.8793 0.0139

0.9815 0.0294

0.6188 0.0660

Shaft

Zeros crz

0.9348 0.0080

0.9777 0.0330

0.8862 0.0225

Poles

0.9657 

0.9669

0.8555

0.9842

0.9596

0.5253

Poles

0.9403 

0.9669

0.8614

0.9829

0.9426

0.8203

(%)
0.0044 

0.0046

0.0051

0.0233

0.0100

0.0457

CJp

0.0159 

0.0063

0.0068

0.0228

0.0211

0.0434
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Test B12 HP Shaft

Order

0/1 

1/2

2/3

Test B 12

Order

0/1 

1/2

2/3

Cost Fn.

2.7365 

0.7123

0.3326

LP

Cost Fn.

4.2329 

0.9442

0.1663

Zeros az

0.6248 0.1791

-2.4395 -0.8562

0.9289 0.1076

Shaft

Zeros o~z

0.8930 0.1800

0.9500 0.1598

0.3364 1.6262

Poles

0.9561 

0.9612

0.5006

0.9655

0.9171

-0.2241

Poles

0.9320 

0.9547

0.8047

0.9700

0.8842

0.0682

(%)
0.0202 

0.0091

0.0695

0.0213

0.0916

-0.1343

<*>
0.0319 

0.0444

0.2220

0.1004

0.0948
5.2262
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Test at 90% •77

Test 11A HP Shaft

Order

0/1 

1/2

1/3

Test 11A

Order

0/1

1/2

1/3

Cost Fn.

2.6982 

0.5422

0.0947

LP

Cost Fn.

10.012 

0.5892

0.0785

Zeros CTZ

0.9006 0.0785

0.9818 0.0125

0.7250 0.0787

Shaft

Zeros az

0.9457 0.0352

0.9788 0.0098

0.7982 0.0589

Poles

0.9597 

0.9663

0.8349

0.9838

0.9569

-0.4427

Poles

0.9334 

0.9691

0.8205

0.9829

0.9314

-0.9723

ap

0.0056 

0.0056

0.1571

0.0098

0.0067

-1.8034

dp

0.0260 

0.0123

0.1135

0.0066

0.0160

-0.8001
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Test 12A HP Shaft

Order

0/1 

1/2

1/3

Test 12A

Order

0/1

1/2

Test 19C

Order

0/1

1/2

Test 19C

Order

0/1 

1/2

Cost Fn. Zeros az

3.5244 

0.8959 0.8002 0.1078

0.2401 0.9843 0.0091

0.697 0.0790

LP Shaft

Cost Fn. Zeros az 

(%)

14.6488 

1.2841 0.9258 0.0491

HP Shaft

Cost Fn. Zeros az

0.6431 

0.2768 0.5602 1.1787

LP Shaft

Cost Fn. Zeros az

3.0872 
0.6668 0.9137 0.1279

Poles

0.9590 

0.9633

0.6216

0.9859

0.9579

-0.9905

Poles

0.9261 

0.9632

0.7831

Poles

0.9679 

0.9693
-0.4733

Poles

0.9357 

0.9639

0.7936

Op

0.0060 

0.0042

0.3540

0.0077

0.0057

-0.3915

w
0.0284 

0.0145

0.1452

(%>
0.0056 

0.0044

13.701

<%)
0.0303 

0.0278

0.2822
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Appendix 3 - Nonlinear Gas Turbine Estimation Results

Table 3A-1
STATISTICAL CRITERIA COMPUTED FOR A VALIDATION DATA 

SET AT 55% NH, nu=riy=2 1=2, HP Shaft

Model size

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

VN

***

3.9105

76.712

0.1273

0.0515

0.0243

0.0341

0.0174

0.0180

0.0203

0.0204

0.0215

0.0202

0.0296

0.0298

AIC
xlO4

***

0.5459

1 .7364

-0.8224

-1.1836

-1.4827

-1.3473

-1.6146

-1.6008

-1.5537

-1.5507

-1.5292

-1.5547

-1.4011

-1.3974

FPE 
xlO4

***

0.5455

1.7364

-0.8232

-1.1846

-1.4839

-1.3487

-1.6162

-1.6026

-1.5557

-1.5529

-1.5316

-1.5573

-1.4039

-1.4004

BIG
xlO4

***

0.5468

1.7376

-0.8207

-1.1815

-1.4801

-1.3443

-1.6112

-1.5970

-1.5494

-1.5460

-1.5241

-1.5491

-1.3951

-1.3909

LILC 
xlO4

***

0.5460

1.7364

-0.8223

-1.1835

-1.4825

-1.3471

-1.6144

-1.6006

-1.5535

-1.5505

-1.5290

-1.5544

-1.4008

-1.3970
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Table 3A-2

STATISTICAL CRITERIA COMPUTED FOR A VALIDATION DATA

SET AT 65% NH, nu=ny=2 1=2, HP Shaft

Model size

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

VN

***

9.9842

37.790

0.0270

0.0170

0.0311

0.0601

0.0272

0.0281

0.0293

0.0284

0.0300

0.0286

0.0496

0.0497

AIC 
xlO4

***

0.9207

1.4533

-1.4412

-1.6248
-1.3850

-1.1209

-1.4376

-1.4233

-1.4072

-1.4181

-1.3960

-1.4157

-1.1951

-1.1933

FPE 
XlO4

***

0.9234

1.4527

-1.4420

-1.6258

-1.3862

-1.1223

-1.4392

-1.4251

-1.4092

-1.4203

-1.3984

-1.4183

-1.1979

-1.1963

BIC 
xlO4

***

0.9216

1.4546

-1.4394

-1.6226

-1.3824

-1.1179

-1.4342

-1.4194

-1.4029

-1.4134

-1.3908

-1.4101

-1.1891

-1.1869

LILC 
XlO4

***

0.9207

1.4534

-1.4411

-1.6246

-1.3848

-1.1207

-1.4374

-1.4231

-1.4070

-1.4179

-1.3957

-1.4154

-1.1947

-1.1930
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Table 3A-3
STATISTICAL CRITERIA COMPUTED FOR A VALIDATION DATA 

SET AT 75% NH, nu=ny=2 1=2, HP Shaft

Model size

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

v*

***

15.610

1.6026

0.0158

0.0122

0.0087
0.0158

0.0181

0.0180
0.0153

0.0156
0.0154

0.0159

0.0162
0.0159

AIC
xlO4

***

1.0994

0.1897

-1.6560

-1.7574

-1.8917
-1.6554

-1.6015
-1.6022

-1.6645

-1.6585
-1.6615

-1.6481

-1.6414

-1.6480

FPE
xlO4

***

1.0990

0.1891

-1.6568

-1.7584

-1.8929
-1.6568
-1.6031
-1.6040

-1.6665
-1.6607
-1.6639

-1.6507
-1.6442

-1.6510

BIC
xlO4

***

1.1003

0.1910

-1.6543

-1.7552

-1.8891
-1.6524

-1.5981

-1.5983

-1.6603

-1.6538

-1.6564

-1.6425

-1.6354

-1.6415

LILC
xlO4

***

1.0995

0.1898

-1.6559

-1.7573

-1.8916
-1.6552

-1.6013

-1.6020

-1.6643

-1.6582

-1.6613

-1.6478

-1.6411

-1.6476
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Table 3A-4
STATISTICAL CRITERIA COMPUTED FOR A VALIDATION DATA 

SET AT 85% NH, nu=ny=2 1=2, HP Shaft

Model size

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

VN

***

19.553

127.40

0.0156

0.0096

0.0124

0.0187

0.0168

0.0177

0.0168

0.0163

0.0165

0.0164

0.0177

0.0177

AIC
xlO4

***

1.1894

1.9392

-1.6602

-1.8529

-1.7515

-1.5878

-1.6300

-1.6084

-1.6282

-1.6403

-1.6341

-1.6364

-1.6072

-1.6058

FPE
xlO4

***

1.1890

1.9386

-1.6610

-1.8539

-1.7527

-1.5892

-1.6316

-1.6102

-1.6302

-1.6425

-1.6365

-1.6390

-1.6100

-1.6088

BIC
xlO4

***

1.1903

1.9405

-1.6585

-1.8508

-1.7490

-1.5848

-1.6265

-1.6045

-1.6239

-1.6356

-1.6290

-1.6308

-1.6012

-1.5994

LILC
xlO4

***

1.1895

1.9392

-1.6601

-1.8528

-1.7514

-1.5876

-1.6298

-1.6082

-1.6280

-1.6400

-1.6339

-1.6361

-1.6069

-1.6055
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Table 3A-5
STATISTICAL CRITERIA COMPUTED FOR A VALIDATION DATA 

SET AT 55% NH, n«=«>=2 1=2 (STANDARDISED DATA), HP Shaft

Model size

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

VN

***

77.018

76.712

1.1231

0.0303

0.0341

0.0183

0.0188

0.0188

0.0191

0.0211

0.0199

0.0203

0.0296

0.0298

AIC 
xlO4

***

1.7380

1.7364

0.0480

-1.3954

-1.3482

-1.5949

-1.5847

-1.5847

-1.5765

-1.5368

-1.5607

-1.5522

-1.4011

-1.3974

FPE 
XlO4

***

1.7376

1.7358

0.0472

-1.3964

-1.3494

-1.5963

-1.5863

-1.5865

-1.5785

-1.5390

-1.5631

-1.5548

-1.4039

-1.4004

BIC
xlO4

***

1.7388

1.7376

0.0497

-1.3932

-1.3457

-1.5919

-1.5813

-1.5808

-1.5722

-1.5320

-1.5556

-1.5466

-1.3951

-1.3909

LILC
xlO4

**#

1.7380

1.7364

0.0481

-1.3952

-1.3481

-1.5947

-1.5846

-1.5845

-1.5763

-1.5365

-1.5605

-1.5519

-1.4008

-1.3909
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Table 3A-6
STATISTICAL CRITERIA COMPUTED FOR A VALIDATION DATA 

SET AT 65% NH, nu=ny=2 1=2 (STANDARDISED DATA), HP Shaft

Model size

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

VN

***

38.100

37.790

0.2628

0.0750

0.0630

0.0403

0.0412

0.0259

0.0276

0.0306

0.0291

0.0322

0.0496

0.0497

AIC 
xlO4

***

1.4565

1.4533

-0.5326

-1.0331

-1.1028

-1.2809

-1.2718

-1.4564

-1.4311

-1.3894

-1.4091

-1.3683

-1.1951

-1.1933

FPE
xlO4

***

1.4561

1 .4527

-0.5334

-1.0341

-1.1040

-1.2823

-1.2734

-1.4582

-1.4331

-1.3916

-1.4115

-1.3709

-1.1979

-1.1963

BIC
xlO4

***

1.4574

1.4546

-0.5308

-1.0310

-1.1002

-1.2779

-1.2683

-1.4526

-1.4268

-1.3847

-1.4040

-1.3627

-1.1891

-1.1869

LILC
xlO4

***

1.4566

1.4534

-0.5325

-1.0330

-1.1027

-1.2807

-1.2716

-1.4562

-1.4309

-1.3891

-1.4088

-1.3680

-1.1947

-1.1930
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Table 3A-7
STATISTICAL CRITERIA COMPUTED FOR A VALIDATION DATA 

SET AT 75% NH, nu=rty=2 1=2 (STANDARDISED DATA), HP Shaft

Model size

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

VN

***

1.5547

1.6026

0.4462

0.0151

0.0165

0.0244

0.0242

0.0159

0.0161

0.0152

0.0157

0.0154

0.0162

0.0159

AIC 
xlO4

***

0.1772

0.1897

-0.3210

-1.6744

-1.6373

-1.4804

-1.4832

-1.6500

-1.6465

-1.6670

-1.6537

-1.6621

-1.6414

-1.6480

FPE
xlO4

***

0.1768

0.1891

-0.3218

-1.6754

-1.6385

-1.4818

-1.4848

-1.6518

-1.6485

-1.6692

-1.6561

-1.6647

-1.6442

-1.6510

BIC
xlO4

***

0.1781

0.1910

-0.3192

-1.6722

-1.6347

-1.4774

-1.4797

-1.6461

-1.6422

-1.6623

-1.6485

-1.6565

-1.6354

-1.6415

LILC
xlO4

***

0.1773

0.1898

-0.3209

-1.6743

-1.6372

-1.4803

-1.4830

-1.6497

-1.6462

-1.6667

-1.6534

-1.6618

-1.6411

-1.6476
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Table 3A-8

STATISTICAL CRITERIA COMPUTED FOR A VALIDATION DATA 

SET AT 85% NH, nu=Hy=2 1=2 (STANDARDISED DATA), HP Shaft

Model size

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

VN

***

126.47

127.40

0.2970

0.0218

0.0191

0.0203

0.0213

0.0165
0.0167

0.0170

0.0169

0.0179

0.0177

0.0177

AIC
xlO4

***

1.9363

1.9392

-0.4836

-1.5266

-1.5782

-1.5543

-1.5346

-1.6351

-1.6313

-1.6230

-1.6253

-1.6012

-1.6072

-1.6058

FPE 
xlO4

***

1.9359

1.9386

-0.4844

-1.5276

-1.5794

-1.5557

-1.5362

-1.6369

-1.6333

-1.6252

-1.6277

-1.6038

-1.6100

-1.6088

BIG
xlO4

***

1.9372

1.9405

-0.4819

-1.5244

-1.5756

-1.5513

-1.5312

-1.6312

-1.6270

-1.6183

-1.6202

-1.5956

-1.6012

-1.5994

LILC
xlO4

***

1.9364

1.9392

-0.4835

-1.5265

-1.5781

-1.5541

-1.5344

-1.6349

-1.6311

-1.6228

-1.6251

-1.6009

-1.6069

-1.6055
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40 • 60 80 
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Figure 3A-1. Outputs of validation data sets, HP shaft. Measured output (solid), Model 

1 output (dashed), (a) multisine (1) test at 55% NH, (b) IRMLBS test at 65% NH, (c) 

multisine (1) test at 75% NH, , (d) IRMLBS test at 85% NH, , (e) three-level periodic 

test at 58-70% NH, (f) triangular wave + IRMLBS test at 65-85% NH.

40 60 BO 
Time (s) Time(s)

80 120 160 200 
Time (s)

Figure 3A-2. Outputs of validation data sets, HP shaft. Measured output (solid), Model 

2 output (dashed), (a) multisine (1) test at 55% NH, (b) IRMLBS test at 65% NH, (c) 

multisine (1) test at 75% NH, , (d) IRMLBS test at 85% NH, , (e) three-level periodic 
test at 58-70% NH, (f) triangular wave + IRMLBS test at 65-85% NH .
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40 60 80 40 60 80 40 60 BO

40 60 80 100 120 140 180 80 120 160 200

Figure 3A-3. Outputs of validation data sets, HP shaft. Measured output (solid), Model 

3 output (dashed), (a) multisine (1) test at 55% Na, (b) IRMLBS test at 65% NH, (c) 

multisine (1) test at 75% NH, , (d) IRMLBS test at 85% NH, , (e) three-level periodic 

test at 58-70% NH, (f) triangular wave + IRMLBS test at 65-85% NH.

40 60 80 
Time (s)

80 120 160 200 
Time (s)

Figure 3A-4. Outputs of validation data sets, LP shaft. Measured output (solid), Model 

1 output (dashed), (a) multisine (1) test at 55% NH , (b) IRMLBS test at 65% NH, (c) 

multisine (1) test at 75% NH, (d) IRMLBS test at 85% NH, (e) three-level periodic test at 

58-70% NHt (f) triangular wave + IRMLBS test at 65-85% NH.
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Figure 3A-5. Outputs of validation data sets, LP shaft. Measured output (solid), Model 

2 output (dashed), (a) multisine (1) test at 55% NH, (b) IRMLBS test at 65% NH, (c) 

multisine (1) test at 75% NH, (d) IRMLBS test at 85% NH, (e) three-level periodic test at 

58-70% NH, (f) triangular wave + IRMLBS test at 65-85% NH.
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Figure 3A-6. Outputs of validation data sets, LP shaft. Measured output (solid), Model 

3 output (dashed), (a) multisine (1) test at 55% NH, (b) IRMLBS test at 65% NH, (c) 

multisine (1) test at 75% NH, (d) IRMLBS test at 85% NH, (e) three-level periodic test at 

58-70% NH, (f) triangular wave + IRMLBS test at 65-85% NH .
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Figure 3A-7. Outputs of validation data sets, LP shaft. Measured output (solid), Model 

4 output (dashed), (a) multisine (1) test at 55% NH, (b) IRMLBS test at 65% NH, (c) 

multisine (1) test at 75% NH, (d) IRMLBS test at 85% NH, (e) three-level periodic test 

at 58-70% NH, (f) triangular wave + IRMLBS test at 65-85% NH -
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